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ABSTRACT 

IMPLEMENTING COLLABORA'MVE LEARNING AT THE: UNWIZRSITY OF 
GUELPH: FACULTY PERCEPTIONS OF ISSUES AND CHALLENGES 

Jeanette Dayman 
University of Guelph, 1999 

Advisor: 
Professor AC. Lauzon 

The goal of this study focussed on identifying issues and challenges expenenced by 

University of Guelph faculty when implementùig co1laborative Iearning in undergraduate 

classrooms. Those challenges were categorized under one of five heachgs: facdty 

concerns, student issues, operational challenges, the physicd environment, and 

imtitutionaVcdtural factors. To achieve this goal, a qualitative study using semi- 

struchued interviews with seven University of Guelph faculty was undertaken. Ushg both 

deductive and inductive methods of analysis several issues were identified within each 

category, and the importance of joumey and reflection as faculty develop as teachers and 

move toward collaborative leaming, was unveiled. W e  the challenges experienced by 

University of Guelph faculty are extensively supported by the literature, reference to the 

latter hding  in higher education is less weli documented. 



Just as each of the facdty 1 interviewed experienced journey and reflection in theü 

development as teachers and users of collaborative Ieaming, so too did 1 grow and 

develop through my research. This would not have been possible without the support of a 

number of people. To my parents, particdarly my mother who never stopped believing in 

me or pushing me to finish - love and thanks! To my partner who leamed to live without 

me as 1 closeted myself in my office - you're wonderful! To my thesis advisor Ai who 

mentored me throughout the writing process and who unselnshly gave his tune and shared 

his insight - you're a Godsend! To Nancy who shared her knowledge, resources, and 

support over endiess cups of tea - you helped maintain my saaity! To Aldo and Julia who 

provided flexibility with rny work schedule which allowed me complete my degree in the 

hal rnonths - thank you! To Doug and Mark whose support d u ~ g  the OATI study 

prepared me for the writing of my own thesis - my thanks! To Ron who identined my 

research sample - you got the ball rolling! To the facdty who shared their nones and 

insights to collaborative leaniuig - 1 could not have done it without you! To my fiends 

who saw Little of me in the last five rnonths of completing rny thesis - your understanding 

is appreciated! To aii of you, I send my heart felt thanks in appreciation of your 

encouragement and patience! 
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CHAPTER 1 - Introduction to the Study 

Introduction 

Arnong the c d s  for reform in higher education is the replacement of traditionai 

approaches to teachhg where knowledge is transmitted, to new concepts such as 

constructivism where the emphasis is on learning and knowledge development. Barr and 

Tagg (1 995) refer to this development as a paradigm shift fiom teaching to learning. This 

shift symboiizes a twenty-five-year period of "ciramatic transformation" or cccognitive 

revolution" in the field of leaming (King, 1996). Coupled with reports suggesthg 

problems with undergraduate education (Smith & MacGregor, 1992) and research 

indicating improved student learning through active, experiential settïngs (Bonwell & 

Eison, 1991; Meyers & Jones, 1993) educators, now more than ever, are increashgly 

challenged to provide interactive learning environments that accommodate different 

leaming styles (Kornives & Woodard, 1996), increase student responsibility, and produce 

positive learning outcornes (Boggs, 1999). 

This "revolution" is reflected in the educatiod development literature. Barr and Tagg 

(1 999,  for example, describe the change in higher education as a paradigm shift fiom 

teaching to leaming. Meanwhile, Richard Tiberius (1986) uses metaphor to describe 

undergraduate teaching as either ''transmission" or The former is marked by 

distance, authority, and fomafism where knowledge is compartmentalized, delivered, and 

received (Tiberius, 1986). The latter cbemphasizes interactive, cooperative, and relational 

aspects of teaching and leamhg" (Tiberius, 1986: 148). Both produce an assortment of 



pedagogicd practices that ernerge fiom student-faculty interactions, the influence of 

institutional settings, and the larger social context (Tiberius & Billson, 199 1; Manhews, 

1996); however, the traditions fiom which each one develops and the goals they espouse, 

Vary considerably , 

The catalyst fuelling this change stems in part fiom the transition of an industriai to an 

information-based economy (Naisbitt, 1982; United Way of Amenca 1989 as cited in 

Komives & Woodard, 1996). Coupled with other developments such as the growth in 

sophisticated communication technology - networks and decentraiization have grown 

(Naisbitt, 1982; Naisbitt & Aburdene, 1990), the movement toward globali7rition has 

evolved (United Way of America, 1989 as cited in Komives & Woodard, 1996), and the " 

. . . plunge into [an] information society" (Naisbitt, 1982: 13) has begun. 

Since then, "the ethic of participation [.is spread] bottom up . . . radically altering the 

way we think people in institutions should be govemed" (Naisbitt, 1982: 159). Indeed, 

"the failure of hierarchies to solve society's problems m] forced people to talk to one 

another . . . " (Naisbitt, 1982: 1 9 1) and has contributed to the growth of the networking 

concept across society . No where is this more apparent than in the business world. As 

i n d w  and finance become " . . . more cornplex, the ability of any one person to cope 

with it satisfactorily has been greatiy reduced" (Fiechtner & Davis, 1984-85: 58). In 

response, professional management teams and participative management styles have 

grown (Smith & MacGregor, 1992) and ''the manager as order giver [has given way to] 

the manager as teacher, facilitator, and coach" (Naisbitt & Aburdene, 1990: 221). 



Education Likewise is responding to the c d  for networking, moving toward the metaphor 

of dialogue (associated with community-oriented processes and outcornes) and away iÎom 

the metaphor of transmission (traditionally associated with hdividuâlistic approaches). As 

a result, innovative teaching approaches such as coliaborative leaming have ernerged, 

which Like networks ". . . share ideas, information, and resources; ... create and exchange 

. . . knowledgeyy (Naisbitt, 1982: 191-192); and cc. . . provide a particular kind of social 

context for conversation - - - " (Bniffee, 1984: 27)- CLJust as the rest of the world now 

works coliaboratively as a universal principle" ( B d e e ,  1987: 42), so too shouid 

education take place in collaborative settings (Sheridan, 1989). 

Historical Background of Collaborative Leamimg 

Collaborative learning has become a "catch phtase9'of the 1980s and 1 WQs, increasingly 

used in higher education as an innovative alternative to didactic instruction iike the more 

dominant lecture ( B d e e ,  1984; Smith & MacGregor, 1992)- Researched and 

implemented more widely in the past fiom K to 12 (Cooper & Mueck, 1990; Johnson, 

Johnson & Smith, 199 1 ; MacGregor, 1 WO), today, coilaborative leaniing is routinely 

studied and discussed in the arena of higher education. This is evidenced by the growing 

number of conferences (Le. STLHEL), articles in scholarly journals, professional 

associations, and resource materials focussing on this topic (Smith and MacGregor, 1992). 

Collaboration, however, is not new to education. Historicaliy, coliaborative learning has 

roots in a nurnber of l e h g  approaches - cooperative learning, problem-centred 

'STLHE = Society for Teaching and Learning in Higher Education 
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instruction, writing groups, and peer teachïng (Smith & MacGregor, 1992; Bniffee, 

1993). John Dewey was an early innuence in its development with hÏs emphasis on 

discussion methods, direct experience with 'kaL world" problems (Smith & MacGregor, 

1992), and greater self-control as students " . . . develop the ability and confidence to 

exercise the craft of interdependence" @niffee, 1993 : 4). More recently, theoreticians 

and practitioners fiom the humanities and the social sciences have explored " . . . 

theoretical, political, and philosophical issues such as the nature of knowledge as a social 

construction and the role of authonty in the classroom" (Matthews et al., 1995: 40). 

Research in the field of leaming has furthered the coliaborative cause as well, with studies 

painting learners as active constructors rather than passive recipients of knowledge (King, 

1996). "It is now widely accepted that leaming involves metacognitive bc t ions  and the 

construction of knowledge by the leamer" (King, 1996: 219), and that these goals are best 

achieved through interdependent social contexts which help students navigate their way 

between knowledge communities @rufEee, 1993)- 

Problem 

As education responds to societal challenge and change, "colleges and universities are 

under increasing pressure !O enhance their leaming enviroments . . . " (Komives & 

Woodard, 1996: 548; Bonwell & Eison, 1991; Smith & MacGregor, 1992). Facdty in 

particular are being held accountable for their teaching effectiveness (Bonwell & Eison, 

199 l), as growing evidence suggests that the dominant method of teaching - the lecture - 

fails to maximize student leaming (Palmer, 1990; B d e e ,  1993; Meyers & Jones, 1993; 

Barr & Tagg, 1995). This is M e r  compounded by reports which continue to emphasize 



" . . . distance between faculty and students, . . . an educational culture that reinforces 

student passivity, . . . and a reward system that gives low priority to teaching" (Smith & 

MacGregor, 1992: 9). As such, educators need to be "reaccultured" by undergokg a 

cultural change ( B e e e ,  1993) or as Barr and Tagg (1995) suggest - a paradigm shift. 

Collaborative leanüng, as one ofmany innovative pedagogies, holds promise for bridging 

this gap, while improving student leamuig and reviiaiizïng teaching in undergraduate 

education (Smith & MacGregor, 1992). tndeed, collaborative Leaming supports many of 

the Seven Principles for Good Practice in Higher Education outlined by Chickering and 

Gamson (1 987), such as encouragïng student-faculty interactions; promotiog cooperation 

among students; embracing active leaming; and respecting diverse individuals, talents, and 

ways of knowing. Likewise, its flexibility and adaptability to a range of disciplines make it 

a viable educational option. Finaily, research continues to support the fact that students 

learn better in coliaborative settings especially when experience, Learning, and 

understanding are shared, and meaning created ( B d e e ,  1984; Gamson, 1994; Gibbs, 

1995; Sheridan, 1989; Whipple, 1987). 

At the Universi~ of Guelph, the language used by administrators suggests a growing 

emphasis on innovative teaching and leaming. Its espoused importance is suppoaed by 

the University's Strategic Planning Document (1995) which emphasizes leamer- 

centredness, collaboration, interdisciplinaqdinterdepartmental initiatives, and curricula 

refom. Whether initiatives are underway to achieve these goals, however, is another 

story. With iimited resources and a system emphasizing teaching over learning, and 
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research above everythhg else, faculty and administrators need to be creative to effect 

graduated and positive change in undergraduate education. In this, the potential for 

collaborative learning and other innovative approaches is great Though collaborative 

methods may initidy prove challenging (Felder, 1995; Felder & Brent, 1996; Johnson, 

Johnson & Smith, 1998) and risky to faculty (Bonweli & Eison, 199 1 ; Felder, t 996; 

Burge, 1993; Boggs, 1999), "collaborative learning, with its emphasis on social and 

intellectual engagement, and mutual responsibility, aims to counteract many . . . 

educational and societal trends" (Smith & MacGregor, 1992: 9). 

Purpose 

The goal of this study was to determine faculty perceptions of issues and challenges 

associated with the implementation of collaborative learning in undergraduate classrooms 

at the University of Guelph. 

Objectives 

The objectives of this study were to: 

iden- institutionai issues and concerm perceived by faculty which challenge 

successful irnplementation of collaborative leaming; 

0 identifjr student issues and concerns perceived by faculty which challenge the 

successN irnplementation of coilaborative learning; 

identa  environmental (physical) issues or concems perceived by facdlty which 

challenge successfûl implementation of collaborative leaming; 

identiw cultural issues and concems perceived by faculty which challenge the 



successfûl implementation of coilaborative leamhg; and 

ident* issues or concems of facdty as they relate to their teaching practice and 

professional development. 

Significance 

By ident%ing faculty perceptions of issues and challenges associated with the 

Unplementation of coLiaborative learning, a number of aims were met. First, 

recommendations to support the implementation of collaborative learning in 

undergraduate settings at the University of Guelph were identified. Second, suggestions 

for policy development were put forth. Third, a means to S o m  other universities of the 

challenges iinked with implementing collaborative leaming were achieved. FinalIy, areas 

for fiiture study were identified. 

Methodology 

As the goals of this study necessitated a group of facdty who were familiar with 

collaborative leaming and who practised its use within their classrooms. a purposefid 

sample was chosen. Drawing upon the expertise of Professor Ron Stoltz, Director of 

Teaching Support Services, nine University of Guelph faculty were identified for this 

purpose. Each professor was chosen on the basis of Ron's familiarity with their t e a c h g  

practice and his understanding of both my conception of collaborative leaming and my 

overall research objectives. From this list of nine professors, the top seven were selected. 

These candidates were contacted by a fonnal Ietter, with interview details addressed by 

telephone or e-mail, once their participation was confirmed. 



To achieve my research objectives, a qualitative mdy using semi-structured interviews 

was conducted. This approach was chosen for the flexibility it offered in probing for 

depth, asking additionai questions, clarifj4ng facuity responses, and sequencing my 

inquiries appropriately . During the interviews, an interview guide was foilowed in which 

introductions were made, an explanation of my research shared, the approvd for audio 

taping the session confumed, and the signing of consent the letters completed. Foliowhg 

these formahies, a total of sixteen questions were posed These questions and their 

individuai probes were developed f?om my survey of the fiterature and my own 

experience. The fïrst three set the context of the interview, the next ten addressed key 

issues of the study, and the last three concemed foilow-up issues and demographic 

inquiries. Together they provided a wealth of data to perfonn analysis and determine my 

researching findings. 

As the categories of the various issues and challenges associated with implementing 

collaborative leaming were already identined by my research objectives or revealed during 

the interview process, a deductive approach to analysis was undertaken- FoIIowing the 

transcription of each interview and a period of familiarization with the transcripts, data 

were clustered into categones. In the process of managing the data however, stones 

emerged for each faculty member providing a context to understand their identified issues 

and challenges, and a means to illuminate the data fuaher. With the progression of each 

story then, an inductive approach was introduced and a process of cross-case analysis was 

conducted. 



Limitations 

This study used a purposehl sample and is contextually bound to the University of 

Guelph. Generalizations to other higher education institutions, even other f a c m  

at Guelph, should be cautioned. 

Definitions 

1. Collaborarive learning requires higher order cognitive skills and embraces a range 

of active leaming approaches that involve students and facuity in a social process 

of meanhg making and knowledge construction. 

2. Cooperative learning is a systematic approach to team learning, which structures 

dehed  tasks or problems around group work, and has academic and social 

outcomes as its desired goals. 

3. Active Zearning directly involves students in a variety of leamhg processes, 

including: listening, reading, writing, discussion, problem solving, and higher order 

thuzking. Students not only do, but they think about what they are doing. 

4. Constructivisrn is an epistemology which recasts knowledge as something which is 

constructed through dialogue within a communîty of leamers, not transmitted tiom 

teacher to student. 



CHAPTER 2 - Literature Review 

Origins of Coiiaborative Learning 

Development 

Collaborative leaming is a relatively recent phenornenon to post-secondary education. 

Unlike cooperative leaming which has a rich history and has been studied extensively fiom 

K-12 (Johnson, Johnson & Smith, 199 1 ; 1 W8), coilaborative learning is more recently 

coined (BMee, 1984), uidigenous to higher education of the 1980s and 1990s (Romer, 

1985; MacGregor, 1990; Smith & MacGregor, L 992; Lee, 1994). Indeed, Gamson (1 994) 

points to social movement studies which suggest the first step to receiving recognition is 

having a name. The term and basic ideas for collaborative leaming were developed in the 

1950s and 1960s. B d e e  (1984; 1993) credits Edwin Mason, a British educator of the 

late 1960 '~~ to initiating much discussion about collaborative learning in Iight of work by 

both John Dewey and Paulo Freire. Prior to Mason however, B d e e  (1984) as well as 

Smith and MacGregor (1 992) highlight the work of M.L.J. Abercrombie. This researcher. 

for example, studied the training of medical students and discovered they leamed better in 

smail group settings, when diagnosing coHaboratively. Now of course, collaboration and 

problem-based learning are major components of the medical program at McMaster 

University and other such institutions. 

In North America, %e work on collaboration in education is more like an arbor of vines 

growing in pardel, crossing and inteawining" (MacGregor, 1990: 2 1). Many of these 

vines are rooted in a variety of learning approaches, mainly: cooperative learning, 



problem-centred instruction, writing groups, and peer teaching (Smith & MacGregor, 

1992). Cooperative learning, for example, has one of the richest histones recorded and is 

most developed (Johnson, Johnson & Smith, 1998). It comprises five basic elements 

centrai to its use, which collaborative leamuig likewise encompasses. Those elements 

include: positive interdependence, face-to-face interaction, individual accountability, social 

skills, and group process (Johnson, Johnson & Smith, 199 1). Ventimiglia (1 994) and 

Whipple (as cited in Gamson, 1994) suggest that collaborative Leaming, in essence, is 

cooperative, but takes student learning one step M e r  to confiont issues of authority and 

power as faculty and students actively constnict knowledge. Indeed, cooperative learning 

is focussed at K-12 and has roots in social psychology. In contrast, collaborative learning 

hails fiom social constmctivism (The Teaching Professor, 1995) and is intended for use 

with a different audience ( B d e e ,  1995). 

Problem-centred instruction incorporates many aspects of collaborative leaming and is 

widely used in professional settings such as business and medicine. More recently, its use 

has grown in other areas, such as the liberai arts (Smith & MacGregor, 1992). The 

"roots" of this collaborative approach draw fiom the work of John Dewey, a theorist who 

"endorsed discussion-based teaching and believed strongIy in the importance of giving 

students direct expenential encountea with real-world problems" (Smith & MacGregor, 

1992: 13). Abercrombie, as mentioned eadier, iikewise did much to impact collaborative 

leaming in the medicai field and in higher education overd. 

Writing groups continue to be popular in undergraduate collaborative learning settings, 



with the teaching of writing (Smith & MacGregor, 1992). Whde formally they have been 

practised since the 1960s, they have a rich history in literary societies and in writing clubs 

of American universities during the late 1 8" and early 1 P centuries. As Smith and 

MacGregor (1 992: 16) share, "wnting at both the secondary and undergraduate level have 

embraced peer wrïting because it helps students see writing as an emergent and social 

process." The latter holds signiscance for collaborative learning? as the sociai context 

provides a basis to promote conversation and commmity - the building blocks of 

knowledge construction and meaning making. 

Peer teaching dates to one-room schooihouses of early North American education. Within 

the last few decades however, it has received marked attention in post-secondas. settings. 

The work of Goldschmids, for example, at McGill University has furtbered the use of peer 

support, demonstrating through research, that students paired together in "leaming cells" 

outperform students l e d g  through other approaches such as discussion rnethods and 

independent study. Chickering and Reisser (1993) similarly support peer teaching, as 

students often learn more fiom one other, than fkom professors alone. Bruffee (1 984) 

attributes the growing use of peer teaching, as a response by institutions, to help entering 

year students adjust to higher leamhg and reduce attrition rates. He m e r  attributes the 

element of a social context and the "educative force" of peer influence, to its growing 

success. Indeed, "social interactions are fundamental to negotiating meaning and building 

a personal rendition of knowledge" (Adams & Hamm, 1996: 7). 

At the University of Guelph, for example, there is a strong tradition of students helping 



students through their Peer Helper program2. This is particularly evident in two areas: 

Learning and Writing Services and University Coilege Comection. In the former, student 

peers offer programming and consultations to other students. In the latter, fist year 

hidents are clustered into leaming commuuïtie~, where a senior Peer Helper supports 

their transition to academia. Both capitalize on peer teaching and the benefits associated 

with its use. 

Terminology and Definition 

With so many approaches inûuencing the development of coilaborative learning, educators 

and researchers h d  it difficult to articulate what it is and describe what it looks like. 

Tebo-Messina (1 993: 63) expressed this very sentiment, suggesting " . . . collaborative 

leaming is as complex a goal to achieve as it is to classi@" Smith and MacGregor (1992: 

1 O), for example, describe collaborative learning as " . . . an umbrelia term for a wide 

variety of educational approaches involving joint intellechial effort by students or students 

and teachers together." Matîhews (1996: 101) suggests "a class engaged in coilaborative 

leaming looks and feels different fiom a traditional classroom [settuig and descnbes it as] 

more student-centred, active, and task onented . . . " Lee (1994) uses collaboration to 

descnbe a range of relationships on a continuum. While each description of collaborative 

The Peer Helper Program provides students with opportunities to help their peers and 
develop tramferable skills and competencies, while working as paraprofessionals in a 
variety of support roles such health education, leamhg and writing, career counselling, 
and many more. 

Leaming commULiities have also been in practice for approximately 60 years, with 
growing use in a variety of forms in many institutions (Smith & MacGregor, 1992). 



leaming offers iosight and adds to the iiteratme, clarity of its defition is sti l l  Lunited. 

In response, the American Association of Higher Education organized a s t e e ~ g  

cornmittee on coliaborative leaming, bringing together eight veteran coilaborators to 

clar* the debate (Whipple, 1987). They met with limited success, arriving instead, at 

four key dimensions to characterize the coiiaborative concept. They include: a distinct 

pedagogical style; a distinct epistemology; a distinct set of effects upon participants; and a 

distinct culture. Again, while iiluminatuig, we remain uncertain as to what collaborative 

leaming looks like. Perhaps educators are best served by drawing from their own 

experiences and noting the characteristics which researchers most often associate with the 

practice of collaborative Leaming, namely: active leaming, meaning making, joint 

intellectual effort, knowledge construction, a social context, and a sense of community as 

teachers and students work together (Whipple, 1987; MacGregor, 1990; Smith & 

MacGregor, 1992; B d e e ,  1993; Meyea & Jones, 1993; Matthews, 1996). 

Coilaborative vs Cooperative Learning 

While c'collaborative learniflgy' was coined in the middle of this century, practitioners and 

the literature oAen use the terms of cooperative and coiiaborative learning interchangeably 

(The Teaching Professor, 1995). Many educators, for example, ofien wonder if 

collaborative and cooperative leaniing are two versions of the same thing or if they are 

unique pedagogical practices that have developed in their own right? On the surface they 

may appear relatively the same. An in-depth analysis however, will reveal differences 

between the two. Though each approach shares similar goals, techniques and 



characteristics they ongiaate fiom m e n t  pphilosophical and epistemologicd roots. 

To d m ,  it may prove helpful to ident* similarities between collaborative and 

cooperative learning. Both approaches, for example, incorporate active leaming 

(Whipple, 1987; Cooper, 1990; Johnson, Johnson & Smith, 199 1 ; Matthews, Cooper, 

Davidson & Hawkes, 1995; Matthews, 1996); defke leaming through joint intellectual 

development (Smith & MacGregor, 1992; The Teaching Professor, 1995); resonate wîth 

the idea of community (Whipple, 1 987; The Teachg  Professor, 1995; Millis, 1 995; 

Matthews, 1996); rely on a variety of s m d  group structures (Millis, 1995; The Teaching 

Professor, 1995); develop social and team skills Pennell, no date; Cooper, 1990; Johnson 

et al., 1 99 1 ; Matthews et ai., 1 995 ); m e r  the appreciation or acknowledgement of 

diversity (Smith & MacGregor, 1992; Matthews et al., 1995); promote positive student 

relations (Cooper, 1990; Millis, 1995); foster face-to-face student interactions (Johnson et 

al., 1 99 1 ; 1998); and promote higher-order thllikllig skills (Matthews et al., 1995; Johnson 

et al., 1 99 1). This List is by no means exhaustive, but highlights the overlap that exists 

between the two approaches. 

Collaborative and cooperative leaming, however, are distinct methods developed for 

distinct settings. As B d e e  (1995: 12) contends, each was " . . . developed originally for 

educating people of different ages, experience, and levels of mastery of the craft of 

interdependence." Where then do they diner? ~esearchers note a number of 

dissimilarities, in terms of the relationship of power and authority between teacher and 

student (Matthews et al., 1995; Bniffee, 1995). They similarly note differences in the 



extent to which students should receive group tmining (The Teaching Professor, 1995); 

the desired outcomes each method maintains (Wren & Hams-Schmidt, 199 1); the 

handling of issues such as assessrnent and accountability ( B d e e ,  1995); and the nature of 

the teacher's role and level of invoIvement in the classroom (Smith & MacGregor, 1 992; 

Adams & Hamm, 1996). BrufZee (1995) additionaliy highlights a more subtle difference 

which he believes coileges, university teachers, and administrators alike should be aware 

of, mainly: the use of one method over another incorporates dinerent assumptions about 

the nature and authority of knowledge. 

Perhaps clarity c m  be provided by looking at the philosophical and epistemological origins 

of each approach. As Matthews and his associates (1995) found, each method developed 

separately fiom digerent paths. Cooperative learning, for instance, owes its origins to 

basic education (The Teaching Professor, 1995), where researchers and theoreticians fiom 

education, social psychology, and sociology have studied cooperative leaming extensively 

in its application fiom K-12 (Matthews et al., 1995). As one researcher defines it, 

"cooperative learning is a system of team Iearning that structures group work in such a 

way that it promotes both social and academic goals of group activities" (The Teaching 

Professor, 1 995 : 3). In contrast, coiiaborative leaming evolved fiom social constructivism 

(Bniffee, 1984; The Teaching Professor, 1995; Matthews, 1996) and is studied by 

theoreticians and practitioners fiom the humanities and the social sciences, who ofien " . . 

. explore theoretical, political and philosophical issues such as the nature of knowledge as 

a social construction and the role of authority in the classroom" (Matthews et al., 1995: 

40). 



In practice, 'kooperative Iearning tends to be more stnictured in its approach to small 

group instruction, to be more detailed in advice to practitioners, and to advocate more 

direct training of students to fwiction in groups . . . " (Matthews et al., 1995: 40). To 

succeed in cooperative Leaming, students need to develop interpersonal and group process 

skills, a willingness to leam, and a senSe of individual accountability - Cogaitively, they are 

chailenged with using higher-order thinking skills to complete assignments. In ternis of 

attaining knowledge and understanding, it cornes with accomplishing a task or an 

assignment, in a productive environment supportive of positive interdependence and joint 

intellectual effort (The Teaching Professor, 1995). 

By contrast, "coilaborative leamhg pmctitioners . . . assume students are responsible 

participants who already use social skills in undertaking and complethg tasks" (Matihews 

et ai., 1995: 40). Students, therefore, are said to be less in need of group skills instruction 

or a high degree of structure (Matthews et al., 1995). Cojpitively, the demands are also 

higher, as the goal of coilaborative learning is the creation of knowledge in a shared 

inquiry process (Bniffee, 1984; Bniffee, 1995; Matthews, 1996). As such, the 

requirements of students under this approach, involve an opemess to sharing diverse ideas 

and expenences, to enhance the learning of both themselves and their peers. Indeed, with 

the social context coliaborative leaming provides, " . . . students can experience and 

practice the kinds of conversation valued by coliege teachers" (BrufTee, 1984: 642). 

Perhaps collaborative leaming and cooperative learning can be best viewed as 

complementary practices. B d e e ' s  (1995: 16) suggests " . . . coliaborative learning is 



designed to pick up where cooperative Ieaming leaves off." This suggests, as B d e e  

(1995: 12) alluded to eariier, that collaborative and cooperative Leafning have been 

developed " . . . for educating people of different ages, experience, and Ievels of mastery 

of the craft of interdependence." Taken together though, they offer "a systematic 

approach to instructional reform that many [today] are . . . seeking in higher education" 

(The Teaching Professor, 1995: 3). 

Coilaborative Learning in Higher Education 

The cal1 for change 

Shce the 1980s, higher education in North American has been inundated with reports 

suggesting problems with undergraduate classrooms (Smith & MacGregor, 1992; Bonwell 

& Eison, 1991; Meyers & Jones, 1993). Many of these reports stem in part fiom changes 

in the larger social context (Le. business community) and research into student learning. 

The latter suggests problems in institutions such as: 

... distance between faculty and students, a fkagmented curriculum, a lack of 
student community, a prevailing pedagogy of lecture and routinized tests, 
an educational culture that reinforces student passivity, high rates of 
student attrition, and a reward system that gives low priority to teachuig 
(Smith & MacGregor, 1992: 9). 

The former sends " . . . repeated messages that collaboration and teamwork are valued 

activities" (McCabe & Cole, L 995: 3; Smith & MacGregor, 1992; Anderton-Lewis & 

Pogue, 1996). 

Traditionally, university and college teachers thought students Learned best through 
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instructional practices and activities such as lectures, assigned readings, problem sets, 

laboratory work, and field work (Boggs, 1999). While in many instances this may be mie. 

researchers increasingly attribute better learning outcomes to active Leaming approaches 

(Bonwell & Eison, 199 1 ; Meyers & Jones, 1993; Barr & Tagg, 1995). Verily, "the extent 

to which a faculty member relies on lecture is negatively related to the use of active 

learning strategiesY'(Astin, 1993 : 39). Fominately, traditionai practices and assumptions 

about teaching and leaming are being challenged by new research in how students leam 

(Boggs, 1999; AAHE, 1 993). Indeed, studies increasingly document student preference 

for active learning approaches, while research on assessrnent outcomes suggests active 

leaming is comparable, if not better than lecture, in developing students' skiLls in thînking 

and writing (Bonwell & Eison, 1991 ; Barr & Tagg, 1995). 

ui the presence of these institutional challenges and research supporting greater use of 

active learning strategies, coIlaborative learning is both welcome and tirnely. 

How collaborative leaming responds to and meets the needs of bigher education? 

At a t h e  when higher education and society beyond are tom by 
divisiveness, collaborative leaming offers a way into cornrnunity. It 
[extends] a pedagogy that has at its centre the assumption that people 
make meaning together and that the [social] process enriches and enlarges 
them [.individually and collectively] (Matthews, 1996: 103). 

Collaborative leaming additionally offers opportunities to develop: new cognitive skiils, 

the ability to view scholarly activity more broadly, a more democratic mode of thinking, 

greater toIerance for diversity, and a classroorn revitaiized both inside and beyond 

(Sheridan, 1989; Adams & Hamm, 1996). In this, it responds to many of the problems 



associated with undergraduate education as identined above. 

In the context of society, collaborative learning prepares -dents for a world of work 

which increasingly seeks graduates, who are both comptent as collaborators and skilled in 

the art of group work (McCabe & Cole, 1995; MacGregor, 1990). In terms of the 

classroom, collaborative l e d g  offers both flexibility and adaptability to a range of 

disciplines (Smith & MacGregor, 1992). It fûrther traasforms d e n t s  from passive 

recipients of knowledge to active, constructive leamers. At the same time, it diminishes 

space between learner and insûuctor, enabhg students to make fkiends more easily arnong 

their classrnates and feel better about their work (Sheridan, 1989). 

Given the benefits of collaborative learning, why then hasn't it corne to the forefiont of 

educational practice sooner? MacGregor (1990: 20) offers the following explanation. 

m e ]  there have always been social dimensions to the leaming process, - 
. . only in recent decades have speciaiiy designed collaborative leamhg 
experïences been regarded as an innovative alternative to the lecture- 
centred and teacher-as-single authority approaches typicai of most college 
classrooms. 

Perhaps this most strongly speaks to the pmdigm shift detailed by Barr and Tagg (1995). 

Implementing colIaborative learning in higher education 

Whïle collaborative leaming offers many benefits and positively contributes to both 

educational refom (Wren & Harris-Schmidt, 199 1) and the leaming paradigm (Barr & 

Tagg, 1995), its irnplementation is not without nsk (Bonwell & Eison, 199 1 ; Felder Bc 

Brent, 1996). Instructors often express lack of skill having been trained during their 



graduate programs as researchers and havllig started their careers with littie if any 

background in education or pedagogy (happer, 1995). For them, leaving the safe haven 

of traditionai teachhg practice and attempting to try something new, requires 

detemiination and support as they navigate what Richard Felder's and Rebecca Brent's 

(1 996) titled article suggests - the bumpy road to student-centred instruction. 

Two of the most common concerns expressed by faculty address issues of authority and 

teacher control. Because collaboration places students at the centre of learning and in 

equitable relationships with faculty in terms of knowledge construction, many professors 

experience a loss of teacher control (Boggs, 1999; Felder & Brent, 1996). MacGregor 

(1990) suggests faculty need to refisune their instructional role to accommodate a broader 

definition of teaching. This by no means lessens their teacher status or professional 

standing, rather, it " . . . focuses the resources of the institution on the outcomes of 

student learning" @oggs, 1999: 5). In tum, this allows faculty to direct their energies to 

designing leamhg environments, assessing student leaming, providing student resources, 

and modifying the classroom cihate (Boggs, 1999). At the same tirne, faculty are fieed to 

mode1 attitudes of inquiry and collaboration, focussing on the process of ieamuig as 

opposed to i d e n m g  correct amwers (Adams and Hamm, 1996). In this, professors 

demonstrate their expertise (Finkel& Monk, 1983)- 

While faculty have their own challenges to overcome, they may additionally encounter 

student resistance as learners experience collaborative learning for the first time 

(MacGregor, 1990). For example, its newness and expectations of greater student 



responsibility, differ considerably ftom the individuai and competitive environment they 

navigated with success during hîgh school- As Lawrence (149%) suggests, most students 

are conditioned fiom prior schoohg to the "teach and test mode," where students view 

knowledge as something "out there," and hold Uistnictors responsible for identi@ing and 

imparting this information. Forced instead fiom their passive role associated with 

traditional classroom learning, -dents find themselves grappling with new roles and new 

expectations. From Mener, note taker, and observer they move to probiem solver, 

contributor, and discussant (MacGregor, 1990); fkom low or moderate expectations for 

classroom preparation they move to greater levels of preparedness (Felder & Brent, 1996; 

Lawrence, 1997b); fiom a private presence in the classroom their role becomes more 

public (MacGregor, 1990); nom a competitive mode1 they move to collaboration; frorn 

independence their focus changes to interdependence; and finaliy, fiom viewing their 

teacher as sole authonty in the classroorn they shift focus to recogninng both themselves 

and their peers as sources of experience and knowledge (MacGregor, 1990; Lawrence, 

1996). 

While students are expected to embrace these roles, not al1 do so successfully. Faculty 

(and students) are feft to deal with resulting outcomes, such as social loafers and ilC 

prepared students (Felder & Brent, 1996; Lawrence, 1997b). In response, Lawrence 

(1 997a) suggests building a safe and cornfortable environment that engenders student 

support and positive interdependence. 

In implementing collaborative learning, issues of content coverage and assessrnent are 



additiondy chailenging as faculty adjust to thek decentralued role in the classroom 

(Sheridan, 1989; MacGregor, 1990; Burge, 1993; Bonwell& Eison, 199 1). In this, time 

becomes an issue, especially with the brevity of classes and the shortness of the semester 

system ( B d e e ,  1993; MacGregor, 1990; Sheridan, 1989). Indeed, for collaborative 

Leaming to be niccessful, teachers cc . . . need to provide time for students to grapple with 

problems, try-out strategies, discuss, experiment, explore and evaluatey' (Adams & Hamm, 

1996: 9). Instnictors, therefore, need to ckeconcile" their sense of responsibility to 

covering content, with cornmitment to enabhg students to leam on their own 

(MacGregor, 1990). At the same time, they need to address assessrnent issues, including 

concems about feedback, accountability, and the authority of professors in the evaluation 

and grading process. As MacGregor (1990: 28) clearly details, 

what remains problematic . . . is that faculty members are still the expert 
witnesses of student leaming, and the holders of power relative to the 
gradhg process. And, more than any other factor, instnictors' evaluative 
processes act to divide students, and to press the classroom atmosphere 
back into a competitive mode. 

In tems of the physical classroom environment, the availability and appropriateness of the 

educational space, additiondy becornes chalienging. As Adams and Hamm (1 996) 

discovered, collaborative leaming cannot truiy take place when students are sittuig in 

rows, facing the teacher. A certain physical arrangement is needed which creates the 

desired leaming c h a t e  (Sheridan, 1989). Psychologists theorize, for example, that 

learning environments have "personalities" which can influence the overall learner setting 

(Valhala, 1994). As Lawrence (1997a) discovered through her research on leamhg 

communities, physical arrangements which group students together contribute to the 



development of team cohesiveness and improved student learning- 

Institutiondy University structures, policies, and practices M e r  impinge upon 

collaborative leaming and the Level of risk faculty are willing to assume in embracing 

something new. Professors, for instance, "..have been trained by example to provide 

instruction and grade students" (Boggs, 1995: S), and are evaluated and rewarded, in part, 

by how well they present material (Barr & Tagg, 1995). Atternpting innovation like 

coliaborative learning, which f d s  under the learning paradigm and emphasizes student 

leamhg over teaching, may be construed as risky (Felder, 1996; Bonwell & Eison, 199 1). 

Cornpounded by institutional practice which tends to hire facuity for thei. research ability 

and expertise, a pattern is set which combined with other university policy (Le. recognition 

and reward structures), predominantly supports didactic forms of teaching and promotes 

cornpetition and isolation (Barr & Tagg, 1995). Given these circumstances, it' s of Little 

wonder that incentive to change is niinimd @onwell& Eison, 199 1). 

Indeed, "the gap between what we Say we want of higher education and what its 

structures provide has never been wider" (Barr & Tagg, 1995: 14). The institution, 

with its 50 minute lecture as the one-teacher, one-classroom, three-credit- 
hour course [forms the basis nom which] the physical architecture, the 
administrative structure, and the daily schedules of faculty and students are 
built. Faculty have so internalized that constraint that they are long past 
noticing that it is a constraint, thinking it part of the naturd order of things 
(Barr& Tagg, 1995: 19). 

This may have worked well under the instructional paradigm, however, collaborative 

leaming requires supporting institutional structures and it therefore at a disadvantage. 



Indeed, '%he leamhg paradigm r e q d s  a constant search for new structures and methods 

that work better for student Leaming and success, and expects even these to be redesigned 

continually and to evolve over time (Bar & Tagg, l995:2O). 

Summary 

While collaborative leaming is not without nsk, it offers many benefits in support of 

educationai reform and student Leaming. Part of its swcess, however, Lies in ideneing 

the issues and challenges faculty commonly encounter and in determinhg ways to address 

them in a strategic manner. Chapter three outlines the process 1 foiLowed to detemine 

these factors with faculty nom the University of Guelph. 



CHAPTER 3 - Methodolow 

Introduction 

This chapter provides documentation of my research fiom the selection of my s k p l e  

through to the analysis of my hdings. As identifïed in chapter one, 1 performed a 

qualitative study using semi-structured interviews with seven University of Guelph faculty. 

Directed by this process, I focussed on the challenges each professor encountered as they 

implemented collaborative learning with their undergraduate students. Through deductive 

analysis, issues and challenges were identined and categorized according to my research 

objectives or as they originated fiom the interview process. Using an inductive approach, 

a step which became necessary as stories emerged fiom the data, a case study (story) was 

written for each professor and a table idenwing the signincance of their journey's events 

was prepared. Together, these documents formed the basis to perform cross-case analysis 

and to observe themes and patterns emerge fiom the data 

Sample Selection 

A purposeful sample was identïfied for this project with the aid of Professor Ron Stoltz, 

Director of Teaching Support Services (TSS). As Director of TSS, Ron was well 

qualified to idenm innovative faculty who employed collaborative leaming in their 

undergraduate classrooms. Before proceeding with the identification process, Ron 

consdted with me about my research objectives and discussed with me my understanding 

of collaborative learning. Using this as a context, Ron compiled a list of potential faculty 

members. A total of nine University of Guelph professors, who met my critena, were 



identifïed. The top seven were earmarked for contact, leavïng two altemates in case the 

appointed candidates were mavailable or choose not to be involved The seven 

individds chosen for shidy were selected on the basis of theh varied teaching expenence4 

and a desire to achieve a balance both in gender [fernale (3)] and teachuig disciplines. 

Each candidate was initiaily approached through a contact letter (see Appendix A). In this 

letter, 1 fomdy introduced myself, explained my research interests, and extended an 

invitation, to share with me, their individual teaching experiences. Faculty were invited to 

contact me either by telephone or e-mail correspondence. Candidates who did not contact 

me within a two-week period were sent a follow-up e-mail (see Appendix B). Through 

this process al1 seven faculty agreed to participate. Prior to the interview, each participant 

received an e-mail communication confïrming the particulars of their interview, dong w i i  

a list of interview questions. Questions were shared ahead of tirne, recognizing many 

inquiries required forethought, if faculty were to Mly articulate the richness of their 

experience. It dso proved an efficient use of interview time. 

Interview Design 

To achieve my research objectives, a qualitative study using semi-structured interviews 

was undertaken. This approach provided me with the flexibility to probe for depth, ask 

Number of years teaching ranged fkom 9 to 30. 

The seven research participants teach in the foilowing areas of study: Hotel and Food 
Administration, Population Medicine, P s ~ c ~ o I o ~ ~ ,  Engineering, English, Landscape 
Architecture, and Land Resource Science. 



additional questions, cl- atlswers, and order my inquiries appropnately. In practice 

this appraach proved advantageous. While my interview questions were intentiondy 

sequenced, it was more natural to weave inquines throughout the course of taking. For 

instance, participants ofteo addressed more than one topic in responding to a specinc 

question. This created openings to other topics and provided opportunity to cl- 

additional issues as they SUCfaced during the interview. To maintain an element of 

conthuity between Lite~ews, they each started and concluded with the same three 

questions- 

Interview Guide 

Questions used during the interview process were selected fiom a larger pool of questions 

generated through a personal brainstorming session. Their development was guided by 

m y  research objectives and the fiterahire review. With the aid of my thesis advisor, 

additional questions were added to the iist whiie others were deleted. Those remaining 

were M e r  refhed and reordered to ensure rich descriptive information fiom the 

participants. 

In total 16 questions (see Appendix C) were asked of each candidate. The fist three set 

the context of the interview, the next ten addressed key issues of the study, while the Iast 

three concemed foiiow-up issues and demographic queries. As appropriate for each 

question, a list of probes was prepared to achieve breadth and depth of topic. These 

probes, like the questions, were developed fiom my survey of the literature and my own 

experience. Aside from the inteniew questions, 1 also prepared an interview schedule 



detailing: personal remindersi for each interview, introductory and closing remarks, a 

summary of my research objectives, and an o v e ~ e w  ofthe interview process. Included 

with the i n t e ~ e w  guide (see Appendix D), 1 M e r  enclosed two copies of the consent 

letter, recognizing my obligations to maintain participant codidentiality and the faculty 

member's consent to participate. 

Interview Process 

For the sake of convenience and to increase cornfort of participants, each i n t e ~ e w  took 

place in the faculty member's office. The first six were in t e~ewed  during a four-week 

penod, whiie the remaining candidate, due to codicting schedules, was i n t e~ewed  at a 

later date. Foliowing my research guide, each interview began with a short introduction 

and a brief review of my research objectives. At this point, 1 made every effort possible 

to share my enthusiasm for the topic and estabiish a cornfortable clirnate in which to 

converse. Prior to ofnciaily beginning, permission to record the interview was sought and 

a recording test was perfomed. A second tape recorder acted as a back up in case the 

primas. machine rnaifimctioned. With these steps completed, the consent letter was 

signed (one for each of us), the tape recorder was turned on, and the interview began. 

As mentioned previously, each interview started with the same three questions: What is 

your philosophy of teaching? How has your philosophy of teaching changed over your 

teaching career? And, what influenced these changes? niese questions alone provided a 

wealth of data and insight into each professor's teaching joumey, setting a context to 

understand issues associated with implementing collaborative learning. In the process of 



answerïng the introductoq questions, each candidate tended to cover one or more topics 

earmarked for the main part of the interview. In these incidences, a mental note was made 

and questions, as appropriate, were either omitted or expanded upon at a later point. 

As the interview unfiolded, spontaneous inquiries were dso posed, either for clarification 

(Le. student assessment), depth of information (Le. impact of tenure and promotion on 

teaching), or personai interest- With the latter, I sometimes found it difocult to stay in my 

role as interviewer, wanting to engage the participant beyond the research questions. 

While 1 consciously curtaüed this fiom happening, my enthusiasm for collaborative 

learning was revealed through my body language and my genuïne interest in thek 

responses. 1 believe this worked to my advantage, as it created an engaged atmosphere in 

whkh to speak. It M e r  contributed to the sharing of rich examples and a willingness, 

on their part, to provide candid views about the Ievel of institutional support for 

innovative teaching on campus. Indeed, by the end of each i n t e ~ e w  our rapport and 

mutual interest for collaborative leamhg spiiled into post-interview conversation, 

fostering future contacts and continued enthusiasrn for collaborative leaming. 

Analysis 

The analysis of my data was a drawn-out "muddy" process that evolved as 1 immersed 

myself in the data. The first step, while somewhat labourious, ïnvolved transcribing the 

seven interview recordings into e1ectron.i~ format. This was completed as close to 

verbatim as possible with only minor omissions where examples became particularly 

lengthy or cornments of mine were irrelevant. For the former, a summary was recorded 



with reference to the audio tape for exact wording. 

Once the transcribing was completed, 1 attempted to familiarize myseifwith the outcome 

of each i n t e ~ e w .  Transcripts were read several times before any attempt was made to 

either make notes, sequence events of the participant's teachùig history, or cluster 

common elements into the fknework provided by my research guide. Following this 

orientation stage, 1 retlrmed to the &anscripts and began to make notes in prepatation of 

matching data to each question posed during the interview. While this process provided 

some order, it sti l l  lefi me with the daunting task of managing the data and makiog sense 

of i t  Feeling overwhelmed, 1 reevaluated my procedure of analysis. 

Originally 1 intended to approach the data employing a deductive strategy, letting the 

research objectives direct my aaalysis of the issues and challenges. Needing to "get a 

handle on the data" however, 1 altered my approach with the decision to compose a story 

about each participant's teaching joumey . Wherever possible they were quoted directly to 

maintain the nchness and accuracy of their experience. in writing the stories, key events, 

various teaching settings, uinuential people, and noteworthy processes of each professor's 

teaching joumey were noted. Patton (1 990) refers to this individualized story writing 

process as "case analysis". 

Drawing fkom the trauscripts, the professors' development as teachers was clarified. At 

the same time, the identified issues and challenges were clustered into categories outlined 

in my objectives or added to during my analysis. Those categones included: faculty, 



student, environmental (physicd) factors, institutionallcdtural issues (Le. thesis 

objectives), and operational challenges (Le. assessment). The latter category was added 

during the anaiysis phase, recognipng it to be a better fit than one of the existing 

~Iassifications. Institutional and culturai concem were coiiapsed into one category, due 

to their integrated nature and the W t e d  number of cultural examples. The outcome of 

this process produced seven rich stories, providing a context to understand and analyse the 

data in greater depth. 

Afier distancing myself fiom the story writing process for several weeks, 1 retunied to a 

clean set of transcnpts to gather additional data and greater detail. Having written the 

first draft of each story, this process was more informed and less time consuming. 

Integrating the additional material into each case maiysis, refhements were made 

improving both detail of content and fluidity of writing. At the same t h e ,  a conscious 

effort to remove identifying participant descriptors was made. 

Fo llowing this process, each facdty member received two copies of their individual story 

and a letter (see Appendix E) asking them for feedback. Points in need of clarification or 

m e r  expansion were additiondy sought. Withui two weeks, participants retumed their 

comments suggesting minor, ifany, revisions. 

Comments fiom the participants were integrated into a third version of the stones, dong 

with points nom yet another vening of the transcripts. In achieving this goal, data was 

recorded first on a white board (to facilitate integration of points), second on flip chart 



paper (for later content anaIysis), and third in electronic format as the next draft story. 

Through this approach, each case anaiysis documented the development of each 

professor's teachùig joumey, providing a conte* to understand the loosely categorized 

issues and challenges identified by the interview process. 

With the major revisions largely compieted, the stories became the basis to employ cross- 

case analysis, a "process of ident-g, coding, and categorizing the primary patterns in 

the data" (Patton, 1990: 38 1). In comparing the development of each faculty member's 

teaching philosophy and instructional practice, 1 drew fkom Denzin's (1989) Biographicd 

Model of Epiphanies. Table 3.1 outluies D e d s  (1989: 129) model. 

Table 3.1 - Denzin's Biographical Model of Epiphanies 

Cumulative Epiphany 

Level of Epiphany 

Major Epiphany 

I reactions to events which have been ongoing for a 
period of time 

Description of Events 

major events - touch al l  aspects of person's Life 
outcome is imrnediate and long terrn 

-- 

1 Illuminative/Mhor 1 minor events, but symbolically representative of 1 
1 E ~ i ~ h a n ~  1 major problematic moments in a relationship 1 

Ushg a modified version of Denzin's construct (1989), 1 categorized the trigger events 

identified in each professor's story, according to their impact on the development of each 

professor's teaching philosophy and instructional practice. Table 3.2 details the model 1 

created to further this approach. 

Relived Epiphany effect of events is immediate, but meanings are only 
given later 



Table 3.2 - Trigger Events in each Faculty Member's Teaching Journey 

Type of Event 

CriticaVMajor incident 

Illuminative Incident 

Facilitative Incident 

Description of Events 

opportunity externally provided, introducing 
faculty to a host of issues, concerns, and insights 
about t e a c b g  and leaming at once, leading to 
reflection and change in their instructional 
philosophy and practice 

rn incident accelerated teaching jouniey 
rn event had the impact of many illuminative incidents 

together 

internaily motivated or extemdy provided, ieading 
to dec t ion  and change in their instructional 
practice and teaching philosophy 

rn impact of events on teaching journey is cumulative 

rn doesn't necessarily provide an avenue for 
reflection, but is more facilitative or supportive of 
their development as teachers 
i.e. - supportive environment provides ciimate to be  
innovative 
Le. - skiU development opportunities aid innovation 
Le. - signincance of incident recognized later 

The outcome of grouping these events, produced a surnmative table for each faculty 

member, and a system to check the accutacy and inclusiveness of the fourth and final draft 

of each case study. Together with the stories, they formed buis of analysis fiom which 1 

wrote my hdings and discussion chapters. 



CHAPTER 4 - Their Stories 

Introduction 

As part of the analysis phase, 1 prepared a story (case study) for each faculty member. 

Cornposed initidy as a data management tool, they became a fïnding in themselves. Not 

ody  did they provide a context to understand the identined issues and challenges, but they 

adaitondy highlighted the signiscance of joumey and reflection as faculty develop as 

univers* teachers. Given their importance in iliuminating the data and providing a 

context to understand the research findings, each case study is documented in the 

foliowing sections of this chapter. 

Sawyer 

As a new faculty member lacking teacher training, practice, or experience, Sawyer 

emuiated the example set by other professors to guide his instructionai approach. As a 

result, his early practices were content-driven and lecture-based, reflecting his perceived 

role as "information deliverer." As he started to build confidence in his teaching, cornfort 

with his statu, and familiarity with his subject material, he realized that his instructional 

approach cc . . . wasn't a very good way to impart knowledge to . . . students." Wanting to 

enhance student learning, Sawyer's approach to instruction, and hence his teaching 

philosophy, evolved fiom "information provider" to "information facilitator" adding an 

increasingly ccparticipatory" element to his teaching- 

A number of events impacted Sawyer's academic journey. Looking for evidence of 



student learning was an early influence. Borrowùig student lecture notes and a s h g  them 

questions, M e r  highlighted that lecture alone was hadequate for supporting student 

learning. The outcome of this realization initiated a process of reflection, whereby, 

Sawyer realized that other practices, such as asking questions and providing appropriate 

feedback, were needed. Over the next ten to twelve years then, he experimented with 

different approaches and developed his teaching practice. 

The pivotal event which broadened Sawyer's understanding of pedagogy and which acted 

as a catalyst toward the use of new teaching methods, came rnidway through his career 

with the opportunity to work with innovative faculty on an international extension project. 

Preparhg workshops collaboratively, from the planning and development stages through 

to irnplementation, Sawyer was exposed to pedagogical literature and new teaching 

practices such as group leamhg and the discussion method. At the same t h e ,  he had a 

chance to observe other faculty teachhg, improve his own instructional cornpetence, and 

strengthen his program planning skiils. As Sawyer related, "getting ready for that 

workshop opened my eyes to the fact that there was a body of knowledge about this. The 

fact that it wasn't just hearsay and happened [by] chance . . . , but that there were actual 

books and literature about this [which] people actually studied in a scholarly way." 

The impact of this major event additionaily fostered change in his approach to teaching 

and his understanding of leaming and knowledge creation. Through reflection, Sawyer 

discovered that leaming was more than just the presentation of facts. Leaming, rather, 

was the outcome of discussion, knowledge creation, and understanding - something 
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cultivated through collaboration and a 6cgrappiing" with material. As Sawyer shared, 'Y 

am convinced that the leaming doesn't go on during the lecture, [but] that leaming goes 

on when the students begin to grapple with the materiai . . . [whiie] tackhg problems." 

At this stage in his career, Sawyer's teaching philosophy evolved fkom c'information 

provider" to "information faciiïtator," where the goai of his teaching became the 

enhamement of student 1 e a . g -  ln practi~e~ he started to blend his teaching methods, 

cultivating a collaborative approach to instruction. Buzz groups were interspersed 

between lecture; group assignments were introduced; lab settings were more participatory; 

and students were encouraged to work together. As Sawyer related, " . . . there is a lot to 

be gained by having a partner or two." 

Asked about collaborative learning, he defïned it as an active learning process involving 

discussion and the engagement of students as they create knowledge through a discovery 

process. He partîcularly associated colIaborative leaming with his graduate students, who 

developed knowledge through their research discoveries and their joint intellectual effort 

with Sawyer. 

To prepare his students for collaborative leamuig, Sawyer drew fiom his international 

extension experience and the resulting literature he discovered. According to Sawyer, he 

pdied bits and pieces kom the book, Learninn in Discussion, to guide conversation in his 

classroom (Le. nominal group technique). Building on exercises he devised, he explained 

to students how discussion would be used in the course, how assignments would be 



carrïed out, and how bis role in the context of t e a c h g  and learning wouid be faciiitative. 

In terrns of group skills, he built upon those already introduced by departmenta1 faculty, 

who similarly taught in the same Stream (Le. specia1i7ation) and with the same set of 

students. 

Ln making the transition from "information provider" to "information facilitator," Sawyer 

shared various incidents which made the process more fluid. At the beginning of his 

university career, for example, he valued the opportwiity to teach upper year students - 

experienced learners - as it provided him with a better vantage to gain experience teaching 

and confidence in his ability. Sawyer M e r  appreciated having an established network of 

colleagues whom he could t a k  to and receive objective feedback Workuig with other 

departmental faculty, who similarly taught in the same speciaiization of study, additionaily 

provided opportunities to collaborate and develop student ski11 in team learning and 

effective group work settings. 

In tems of students, a positive rather than a negative reception to collaborative Iearning 

made Sawyer's transition easier. He attributed their lack of resistance to the fact that 

most of his classes involved upper year students (2" to 4th year) studying in the same 

acadernic speciaiizations or graduate students who seemed to have " . . . got the message 

and moved on." As Sawyer explained, fouah year students don? need good teachers. 

First year students however, need a different style of teacher. In reference to the latter, 

Sawyer noted the value of University College Connection in preparing and supporting f ist  

year schoiars in higher education, 



While the above-mentioned incidents made the transition to coilaborative learning more 

fluid, Sawyer also experienced a nmber  of operational challenges. As Sawyer explained, 

good collaborative practice takes a fair bit of thought and planning, not only in designing 

the course and providing appropriate in-class time for group work, but aiso p r e p a ~ g  the 

students for the l e h g  settuig. He also noted that discovery leaming took longer, and 

needed to be paced relative to other pnorities of both instructor and student. Other 

concerns dealt with equitable assessment practices. Shouid students be graded 

individually or as a group? How much, if at dl, should peer or self-evaiuation be 

weighted? He also womed if students, when placed in coilaborative settings, relied too 

much on the efforts of the group, faiiing to master the material adequately themselves. 

Class size was another issue. As Sawyer shared, "1 think there is some constra.int in . . . 

tems of class size . . . " In classes, therefore, of 200 or more, Sawyer tends to implement 

less collaborative practices, focussing more on the lab as a setting for active student 

leaming. As a result, Sawyer impiements carefid planning and continued student 

surveillance. 

Asked about the physical environment, Sawyer sighted classroom arrangement as a major 

constraint to effective coilaborative Leaming. As Sawyer noted, 'Viere is a certain amount 

of noise with good collaborative leaming . . . You need to be able to gather around tables 

and get yourselfphysically placed . . . In the lecture hall, aside fiom two minute buzz 

groups, 1 think you need some physical arrangement where you can gather together and 

spread out your papers." Fortunately, Sa- is able to obtain the physical facilities he 

needs. He does note however, that "if everyone started to do more of this, 1 expect that 



might be a problem." 

From a faculty perspective, Sawyer highlighted the fact that group or discussion leaming, 

as he prefers to term if is "scarier" for beginning teachers. "...Yeu feel as ifyou're losing 

control [and that] the game is wide open. You don? know what this group of three bright 

students together might concoct . . . or [what] question they might ask . . . In a lechire 

setting you have got control. You're delivering and you know . . . [ht] there won? be 

any surprises." From his own experience, Sawyer shared: "it wasn't until . . . 1 was 

getting more comfiortable with my statu and [the] matenal that 1 was w i h g  to take those 

nsks . . . " As such, he questions the ability ofjunior faculty to explore teaching 

innovation without proper institutional supports. 'Tor them to stumble dong and take 

nsks is not a good idea at the beginning." In response, Sawyer advocates a "buddy 

systemy' where new faculty observe innovation in practice and receive support in 

developing their own teaching style and instructional phiiosophy. 

Aside fiom his own needs, Sawyer pointed to the needs of his students, acknowledging 

many having preferred learning styles contrary to the '%oilaborative way." He dso 

discovered students, like facdty, need orientation to collaborative leaming. He 

particularly highiighted first year students, who tend to be uncertain of their abilities in 

higher education, needing opportunities to build their self-confidence as learners. 

Focussing on the institution, Sawyer s h e d  mixed concems for the level of recognition 

and support offered by the University. Pointing to h d i n g  cuts which have contributed to 



decreased faculty numbers and increased student enrollment, Sawyer feels pressured in 

meeting academic demands, dealing with larger classes, continuing with his scholarly 

work, and maintaining integrity in his teachuig. He shares, %e present culture says that if 

you do an outstanding job of teaching and a mediocre job on your scholarly work, this 

would be problematic at the tenure stage . . . The cultural message is to do well at your 

scholarly work." As such, Sawyer believes the institution could do more to support 

faculty and mode1 collaboration, starhg with better end-ocsemester evaluations and more 

public endorsement of Teaching Support Services. 

Sam 

Sam's current philosophy of teaching operates fiom a constructivist approach, where he 

plays a facilitative role in the classroom. He's there to stimulate and motivate students to 

learn, to ask them questions (not give them the answers), to channel their leaming into 

different directions, and to steer them toward various resources. Providing opportuaities 

for students to develop skill in anaiysis, synthesis, and problem solving is also important, 

as is their ability to communicate their Iearning in a public forum. This approach daers 

considerably from his early instructional style, when he delivered Lecture-based courses 

filled with information and facts. Sam attributes his former approach to teaching, to 

inexpenence and a lack of famüiarity with the subject matter. As Sam shared, " . . . a lot 

of what 1 did was lecture on the subject matter to the students, because this is what 1 was 

stmggling with [myselfl." 

Over a period of time however, his practice and approach to teachuig evolved. Increased 



familiarity with course content and cornfort in bis instructional role, motivated Sam to 

make his teaching more interesting. As Sam pointed out, Cc . . . if you're not excited about 

the material, there is no way you're going to get the students excited about the materiai." 

Content coverage also proved chalienging, making Sam realize that there is " . . . no one 

way you can get across ail of the materiai . . . " As a result, he began to examine his 

discipline critically, asking questions such as: "How do we think about [iwc]?" and "What 

are the ways we organize how we think about this type of information?" In the process, 

he discovered theories and hneworks to explain key concepts to his students and began 

to understand the importance of leamhg In the public domain- While Sam continued to 

lecture in his classes, he provided more examples and experimented with different 

assignments that were more applied and involved students in their learning. 

Another incident which infïuenced Sam's philosophy of teachhg was the opportunity to 

team teach with a colleague f?om another department The experience, he said, created 

synergy in the course's deveiopment, as both facdty members were committed to 

designing a course which supported student learning, fostered understanding about the 

discipline, and provided opporIunities to articulate their understanding in a public forum. 

The latter in particular reflected discipline practice which approaches problems through a 

combination of science, politics, and public debate. 

At about the same tirne Sam began CO-teaching, he was also working with a group of 

faculty fÏom across Canada, to develop and irnplement a special course in XXX This 

experience contributed in a major way toward Sam's teaching. It provided him with 



opportunities to strate- and network with coileagues, experiment with different 

teaching approaches, gage student reaction to various teaching styles, develop subject 

matter, design student assignments, and gain insight into the teachuig and learning 

process. It M e r  highlighted the importance of training students in preparation for 

learning activities. Finally, the experience provided opportunity to initiate use of various 

group activities (i.e. roles plays, town hall meetings) facilitative of skill development in 

analysis, problem solving, articulation, interpersonal communication, crÏtical thinking and 

synthesis within a pubIic forum, 

The opportunity to employ what he leamed fiom the coilaborative planning experience. 

occurred with the departwe of his teaching coileague. With the loss of his partner and the 

support of her department, the course was in h b o  and at risk of being cancelled. Feeluig 

he had nothing to Loose, Sam decided to run the course experimentally. Drawing fkom his 

collaborative expenence and the ideas developed with his former coileague, Sam 

restructured the course focussing a major part of the students' learning around the 

irnplementation of a town hall meeting. As this was practice in Sam's discipline and 

provided opportunity for students to learn valuable skills, he split the students into groups 

(i.e. government, consumer, farmer, industry) and asked them to take the best science they 

knew and argue their position. 

The overail experience was very positive. It atnrmed the risk Sam assumed in ûying 

something new, and it tied in with bis emerging teaching philosophy vaiuing active student 

learning and knowledge development expressed in a public forum. As Sam shared, ''what 



they learned to do was not just analyse and take it (debate) apart, but synthesize and pull 

everything together. It doesn't matter in the end just how much you know, but how you 

c m  pull it together and make your argument. . . They can disagree with me, but they 

have to argue their point well." 

The latter statement reflects Sam's emerging understanding of knowledge creation, 

innuenced by his interdisciplinary research and his discussions about co-generation of 

knowledge with his fellow researchers and colleagues. The cumulative resdt was an 

acceptance that knowledge creation is a social process of meaning construction and an 

understanding that "we are shifting away fkom . . . these knowledge authorities." The 

implications of his experience and new found understanding was an evolved teaching 

philosophy, built on the premise that students," . . . ifthey know how to ask the question, 

the details they can look up in books. The ability to pull together and argue, you can't get 

that out of books, you have to do it." As a result, Sam began to apply hÏs philosophy in 

the classroom, launching more collaborative learning6 activities. 

Today, Sam implements a repertoire of assignments, teaching approaches, and resources, 

including: town hall meetings, lectures, guest speakers' team projects, essay assignrnents, 

investigations, and short answer final exams. While most students iike the varïety and 

Collaborative leamhg - "part of what it means to me is that the students need to be 
actively involved in the leaming process. I'm here to provide advice, guidance, ask them 
questions, ... stimulate them, prod them, give them information when they can't get it form 
other sources, [and] guide them to it when 1 know it is there." It also means, that 
"...they get ahold of information that 1 don't have, ... so it is a leamhg process for me as 
well." 



appreciate the leaming styles they cater to, he recognizes some students prefer lectures to 

team projects. Sam attributes their feelings to the fact that many " . . . students have 

particda ideas of what they're going to get out of . . . class . . . " He M e r  notes that 

"if you do something different, students get upset because you're the exception . . . 

They're so busy, they do not have thne to second guess what thir professor wants versus 

what al1 other professors want. They get annoyed with innovation." 

To address these concems and prepare himself for teaching, Sam turned to his colleagues 

and Teaching Support Senices. He shared, '7 went over to the leaming centre to get 

information on how to evaluate . . . group learning, which 1 did not know anythuig about. 

The tmth is . . . most of us don't have a background in education. You h d  of Leam by 

the seat of your pants." 

To prepare his students, he talks with them about his approach to teaching. He also 

discusses the course in generai, and shares ways to approach the various course 

assignments. To help them with the applied nature of assignments, he invites West 

speakers to provide insight and direction. To help students with team projects, he talks 

about group work and refers them to the reserve material in the library. For the latter, he 

recognizes the need to structure group skills training more formally, rather than leave 

students to their own devices. 

While Sam enjoyed success with his teaching, he identined severai challenges over the 

course of his teaching career. Freedom was one issue Sam identified in terms of 



curriculum development. He says, on the one hand " . . . you have complete fieedorn to 

do whatever [you] want, on the other hand you've got very littie fieedom . . . " He puts it 

down to finding a balance, though he questions the abiiity of sorne f a c e  to be innovative 

and coilaborative when " . . . the whole cUmculum is very stnictured, . . . [and] the 0vera.K 

institution determines what [the] skills are and the way [they should be taught]." 

Asked about the element of risk and its impact on teaching, Sam expressed littie concem. 

He replied, "1 am a full professor with tenure. Now 1 am more fiee try out new ideas." 

Reflecting upon his experience as a junior faculty member, he conceded he was more 

traditional both in his research and teaching. He also noted that he " . . . wouldn't have 

tried as much before tenure," especially ifhe beiieved that other faculty would think his 

practices - L'weird." Now of course, he's " . . . become more experimental, [taking] more 

risks as [he's] gotten dong in ternis of @ ~ i s ]  university career." 

While Sam is more experimental and interactive, he continues to have concem about 

faculty workload, professional expectations, and the time avaiiable to devote to teaching 

innovation. As Sam shared, when faced with tryiog something new 'frou have to Say [to 

yourselfj, ifyou're going to do this, what am 1 not going to do?" 

From an operationai perspective Sam points to the issue of assessrne&, looking for better 

ways to evaluate student leaming, establish learner cornfort with peer assessment, ensure 

student leaming, and reinforce mastery of the subject material. Class size is additionally 

chailenging, as is having the appropriate amount of tirne to plan active leamhg 



experiences, design innovative assignments, and prepare students for coilaborative 

learning settings. 

Asked about the physicai environment, Sam replied: '4 guess 1 feel Iike . . . you can work 

in just [about] any room settïng. To me that's less important." On the other band, he did 

admit that itys nice to teach in new facaties- 

In terrns of the institution, Sam believes the university could be more supportive of 

teaching, noting that "teaching, untii very recently, has been irreievant. Unless you got bad 

reviews fkom students, it reaiiy didn't make a difference." While he recogaizes its 

growing importance in the last few years with the teaching dossier, and while heys seen 

evidence of change in his own department, Sam is hstrated by administrative red tape. 

For example, in his efforts to CO-teach with a facdty member fiom a dinerent department, 

a number of issues had to be addressed before the course could be set in motion- Two 

sets of course numbers in the undergraduate calender had to be assigned; students had to 

register under one of two different departmen& and course funding had to be negotiated 

between units. The overall message he fdt this situation conveyed was that "the university 

does not deai weil with interdepartmentai, interdisciplinary s e ,  . . . and that the 

interdisciplinary s tu f f  is always considered kind of marginal . . . " Given government 

cutbacks in funding, Sam questions why the University fails to embrace or support more 

interdisciplinary, coilaborative initiatives. 



Paul 

Paul's eariy teaching experience as a lab instnictor at the graduate and undergraduate 

levels, embodied traditional teaching practice involving the dissemination of knowledge 

and facts. As a PhD student, where he had the opportunity to observe his advisor instruct 

and help students solve problems, Paul began to understand that teaching entailed more 

than just the provision of facts. This insight, coupled with practice and experience 

teachiog, contributed to an emerging philosophy that engaged students in the learning 

process and encouraged them to experience the material peaondy- 

Entering the professional realm of fùll-time teaching however, Pad felt insecure in hîs new 

status of junior faculty member and initially irnplemented a traditional approach to 

teaching. He attrîbuted these feelings to his young age and the challenge of teaching 

graduate students older than himself. He particularly expressed the need to " . . . show 

them E s ]  stuff. . . " and demonstrate his worth as a teacher. Bowing to his insecurities 

then, Pad reverted to the cc . . . same mode of telling . . . " believing he had to know ai1 

the answers. 

Two incidents eariy in Paul's career helped initiate change in his philosophy of teachuig 

and instructional approach. The first one came with the realization that his students were 

not learning to the degree and level he had anticipated. through his current teaching 

practice. The second incident took place when he realized that " . . . the students learned 

better [and were more excited if he] . . . didn't know the answers ahead of tirne. " 

Making this comection, Paul realized that the students had to " . . . experience it 



(learning) in other waysy' aud through other modes of teaching. 

In discovering what those modes of teaching might be, Paul turned to his coileagues for 

advice and attended various conferences and workshops for new ideas, such as: Problem 

Solving Across the Curriculum, STLHE7, and Show and ~ell! As Paul related, '4 kept 

going to things like that, and I wouId ask rnyselfwhy was that such a great session? Then 

1 would start picking things out." At one conférence in particuiar, Paul referred to the 

excitement he felt at being in a populated session of 200 to 300 people, and expenencing 

the successfüi use of s m d  groups. This experience, he related, opened his eyes to the 

various possibilities for his own classes, leading to several years of experimentation with 

dif5erent teaching approaches. 

During this period of exploration, Paul " . . . wasn't so concerned about the theoretical 

underpllinings, [he] was just looking for techniques" - discovering in the process " . . . 

what worked and what didn't work." The relevance of theory came later, when Paul 

attended a college-sponsored conference on Teaching Excellence. Having the oppomuùty 

to speak with other faculty about different educational theories and instructional 

approaches, he began to make connections between the two. In reference to coilaborative 

learning however, it wasn't until a guest faculty member (at the coderence) started taking 

about collaborative leaming that he fhaUy realized he had a name to identify his current 
- - 

7 

STLHE = Society for Teaching and Learning in Higher Education 

Show and Tell (ww cailed Teaching and Leaming Innovations) is an annuai conference 
hosted by Teaching Support Services at the University of Guelph. 



approach to teaching. Before the conference, he had not been " . . . aware of it as being 

called anything . . . " His discovery was profound, anirming where he fit in and what he 

had been doing. It also instilled a d e s k  to reach out to the literature available to him. 

As a result of his discovery, Paul slowly modified every aspect of his teaching to reflect 

the practices of coliaborative leaming. In the process, his philosophy of teaching evolved 

fkom providing facts and information to w o r h g  coliaboratively with students, " - - - 

helping [thern] . . . leam how to Learn" and develop criticai thùiking skills. At the same 

tirne, he began to introduce various problems during class tirne, learning as much fiom the 

shared discovery process, as his students. 

In making the transition toward collaborative learning, he shared a nurnber of instances 

which hindered the process. In one incident, for example, he referred to a student who 

stood up in his class and shouted: '%ho the heli do you thuik you are?' Other students, he 

stated, complained at thinkùig for themselves saying: "that's your job! You shouid read 

those books and . . . teli [us] what information [we] need to know." Paul certaidy " . . . 

found out very quickiy what the students would accept and what they wouldn't, [realizing 

in the process] that Be] had to provide some direction, but enough latitude so they could 

do a lot of it themselves," 

In retrospect, he amibutes their resistance in part to its newness, but aiso to student 

preference for other learning styles, lack of cognitive maturity, and student passivity. He 

additionaily beiieves that the traditional teaching practices of other university faculty are 



detrimental to collaboration, and conform more readily to many students' expectations of 

teaching and leaniing. Paul is persistent though and believes ' s e  majority of them very 

guickly get over that [resistance] and enjoy the fieedom." His positive course evaluations 

would suggest this to be the case. 

Now of course, he recognizes the mind shift students undergo as they adjust to 

coilaborative leamhg in place of the individual and competitive efforts which secured 

them a place at University. As such, he takes precautions to prepare his students, orientïng 

them to his teaching approach while outlining leamer expectations. In many cases, for 

example, Paul says to his students: "in this course, what we are doing is leaming [and] 

working together." He also implements a 1earni.g styles exercise, hoping to underscore 

the diversity of leaming styles and initiate discussion on how people leam differently. 

Findy, he clarifies the role of -dents and his expectations for the course. 

in practice, Paul incorporates a variety of teaching methods, having discovered students 

perform better with a balance of both structure and latitude. In designing courses then, he 

gives special considera€ïon to his audience of students. With his graduate students, for 

example, Paul readily uses coliaborative l e h g ,  easily accounting for 213 of his teaching. 

With his undergraduates however, Paui limits the amount of collaborative leaming to 

approximately 114 of the the. He M e r  allows his graduate students greater course 

input, incorporating various suggestions they put forth (i.e. course readings). In either 

case, his approach to teaching reflects his philosophy ofhelping students leam how to 

l e m  and become critical thinkers. 



Other diff?cuities with innovative teaching concern the physical environment in his 

undergraduate class of 70 to 100 people, for example, he's chdenged by the stationary 

desks and tables. This, he feels, detracts fiorn the mental space he would Like to create. 

ccThey wak in and they see the very formal setting with the professor at the midde of the 

fiont of the room . . . They're not thinking collaborative leafning. They're t h i n h g  [they] 

c m  sit back, take some notes, and hear what this person has to say." Recognizing the 

impact of the physical environment, Paul prefers the classrooms in Landscape Architecture 

which lack structure, offer greater flexibility (Le. moveable chairs and tables), and lend 

better to coilaborative learning, 

From an operationai perspective Paul points to the issue of assessment. At the 

undergraduate level, where he has had Less experience teaching, the process of 

examination has proved fkustrating. "1 somehow can't get my mind around the idea of 

doing collaborative leaming and then setting an exam where you ask specinc questions," 

he says. Paul attributes his nustration to his understanding that "realisticaily, students 

learn dBerent things in his class and that cornparhg them to one another and assigning a 

grade is contrary to the spirit of collaboration." He does try to be flexible however, 

emphasizing learning' offering feedback on assignments, allowing students to negotiate 

grades, and encouraging leamers to take a chance without being penalized. In the end 

though, he continues to feel uncornfortable standing in judgement of students. 

Other frustrations are attributed to faculty who fail to recognize coilaborative learning as a 

viable instructionai option. As Paul discovered, some professors view his approach to 



teaching as a "copout" or "not doing [his] responsibility." Paul fhds this experience 

frustrating, making him ai l  the more appreciative of the support network he's estabfished. 

For example, ifhe comments to a colieague that his class '?otally bombed," he doesn't 

have to worry about other faculty reporting it to the P&T committee. Paul similarly 

appreciates the abiiity to Say, "1 wonder what went wrong?" and then receive feedback 

fkom his colleagues to make improvements. 

From an institutional perspective, Paul points to the Promotions and Tenure Review 

committee, believing that "if they reaiiy don't understand the value of [innovation] or 

appreciate what you're dohg, it's to your detriment." While he acknowledged this as a 

problem for many tenure-tracked professoa, he himseifdid not fïnd it so. Paul amibutes 

this standing to his positive course evaluations, his cornfort with the teaching role, and 

most irnportantly, his strong base in research which guaranteed his statu. Had tenure 

been evaluated more heaviiy on the basis of teachhg however, he admits he wodd have 

been more careful in his instructional practice. As such, he appreciates the safe 

environment he has established, especiaiiy in light of others who faii to respect his teaching 

philosophy or appreciate the hard work that goes into the preparation of his 

collaboratively designed classrooms. 

Having identifïed these challenges, Paul believes the culture of the university is changing- 

As a member of his departmental Promotions and Tenure Review cornmittee, he's 

beginning to see more faculty members acknowledge the importance of teaching. In fact, 

he says, 'We are starting to see the occasional person . . . promoted to fidl professor, 



based primarily on their teaching." While these developments are encouraging, he also 

thinks the University has a ways to go in supporthg facuity and in providing incentives, a 

safe environment in which to teach, and proper resources (ie. classrooms) to effectively 

imp Iement innovation. 

Overail, Paul believes " . . . these sorts of things have to corne fiom individuals hearhg 

about a colleague, ûying some of their ideas, listening to what they have to Say, and so on. 

Top down, 1 don't see it!" 

Neluka 

Neluka's philosophy of teaching operates nom two premises: her own particula. leamhg 

style and her personal interests. For her, effective teaching comes nom within. Neluka 

sees herselfas a conceptuai leamer, one who " . . . needs to understand how the pieces fit 

together." As such, both conceptual and strategic elements are integrated ùito her 

teaching. Delivering facts is not the goal of Neluka's curent philosophy. In fact, to teach 

to Neluka, is to "inspire, to motivate, to provide the conceptual fiamework, [and] to show 

enthusiasm for a subject." Ideaily, she wants to develop their conceptual ability, promote 

criticai thinkllig skilis, and facilitate understanding of the course material. 

While Neluka's philosophy has been relatively consistent throughout the majority of her 

teaching career, her early experiences were more indicative of lecture and the provision of 

information and facts. She attributed her predicament to inexperience teaching and a need 

to establish both comfort and confidence with her subject matenal and instructional role. 



Indeed, at the mention of her early teaching Neluka cringes. She relates, " . . . it was so 

scary when m think what 1 did to those poor -dents. 1 was straight out of a 

program]. 1 had never had any exposure to pedagogical issues, and 1 r e d y  didn't know 

what 1 was doing. 1 had a huge class . . . and I did lectures . . . [with] overheads 

absolutely loaded with facts . . . " 

With time and eXpenence however, Neluka's teachuig evolved An early event (end of 

f ist  semester), pivotal in her development, occurred with the opportmity to join a team in 

the planning and implementation of an adult education program for professionals in her 

field. Through her involvement, Neluka was exposed to the practice of classroom 

facîlitation, the experience of team teaching with innovative faculty, the use of case 

method and discussion approaches to instruction, the learner's need for a cornfortable and 

safe environment for sharing experiences, and the benefits of working with committed 

learners. For the first tirne, she was also introduced to pedagogical issues and approaches. 

The experience additionaliy highlighted the value of surveillance - a strategy Neluka uses 

in her current teaching practice to choose theory with which to illuminate student leaming 

and personalize their "ah-hahs". Overall, the entire experience was "intellectually 

chdenging" providing the boost she needed to initiate change in her teaching practice and 

instructional philosophy . 

Two other happenings additiondy infiuenced Neluka's teaching path. The fist one 

involved the designation of a mentor; the second, an opportunity to receive training in the 

case method. In both instances, they were initiated and supported by her department. The 



former provided Neluka the opprtunity to network with other faculty, team teach with 

another professor, and develop her confidence and cornfort working with the case 

approach. The latter contxibuted to her growing skiii and application of the case method- 

These experiences, combined with her new role as reviewer for an educational journal in 

her field, fostered Neluka's instructional practice and her overall teachuig philosophy. 

Neluka attributes her commitment to teaching, in part, to her department. '? guess 1 have 

been fortunate to have a supportive department, . . . md work a culture that supports 

this kind of teaching." To demonstrate, she refers to her departmental teaching awards - a 

process she supported and encouraged while chair of her department's Teaching and 

Leaming committee. Viewed as a means to promote the value and senousness of good 

teaching, students are encouraged to nominate professors who demonstrate teaching 

excellence. Less overt, but equaily important, if not more so, Neluka feels encouraged 

and supported by her peers, who like her; . . . believe very strongly in experîential 

learning and participation in their courses." Considering 'Yaculty are such independent 

creatures" who tend to emphasize course ownership over curriculum responsibility, she 

stands strong with her shared ideology and commitment to innovative teaching. 

Transformed by her experiences, Neluka's courses took on a dBerent quality. Case 

method largely replaced content driven lectures, as she attempted " . . . to recreate the 

Cprofessional education] . . . experience within the [university] classroom." At the same 

tirne, Neluka assumed a facilitative role, providing " . . . a conceptual fiame work [for 

students] to position comments . . . at a deeper level of understanding." She also initiated 



a process of encouraging students to share relevant cases, whiie at the same the, 

incorporating "a lot of experientiai activities, role plays, [and] games . . . " In essence, 

Neluka's classes became more energized and more interactive, beiieving " . . . that if you 

stniggle with an issue, your mind is far more receptive to the information [and] . . . the 

benefit of knowing it." 

To prepare students for her new approach to teaching, Neluka uses her first cfass meeting 

to share her teaching philosophy and outline her expectations of both the class and the 

students. To prepare herself, Neluka assembles a course package before the start of each 

semester, drawing heavily fiom the case examples obtained through her contuiued 

involvement with the professional adult education program. As a reviewer for an 

academic journal in her field and as a regular attendant at professional conferences, she 

additionally stays abreast of current praaices and issues in her field. 

Asked about collaborative leaming, Neluka does not characterize her philosophy or 

instructional practice as collaborative. "1 don? think that ifit hadn't been for your . . . 

study that 1 would have said . . . my process is a collaborative [one], . . . even though 1 

think you could argue [it] to some extent. m o s e  aren't] . . . the words 1 would use for it. 

I would describe it as more conceptual, experientiai ieaming." Interestingly, Neluka's 

principles of teaching and learning embody those of collaborative learning, even though 

her language reflects that of her department and her professional teaching discipline. 

In regards to teaching barriers, Neluka highlighted many challenges she encountered. 
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From an operationai perspective, she addressed grading practices and student assessment, 

admithg no magical formula with her use of various evaluation instruments nich as group 

projects and take home exams. "1 have never found a grading scheme that 1 can say 'yes,' 

this is it [she says]. Because with group dynamics, . . . you always have some students 

who do more work than others, and those who take advantage [of it]." She also 

expressed discornfort with some assessment practices, sharing: ''1 h o w  with these 

confidentid peer evaluations sorne people just tear the stnps off each other, [while] other 

people coliude and Say fiiendships are more important than accurate assessment . . . " To 

address these concems then, Neluka uses a variety of assessment techniques, providing 

room for student feedback and latitude in marking. S U ,  it's a constant struggle for 

Nelukà to determine what level she should teach and assess her students when designing 

courses. 

As a faculty member, Neluka identified a number of challenges. The demands of course 

design and the need to be current with the knowledge and theory of her field, were ones 

she particularly emphasized. "You have to be absolutely up-to-date and comfortable with 

your theory . . . It's not canned M T  she says. For Neluka, her mini lecture at the 

beginning of the class helps orient both herseif and her students to the critical points of 

discussion, before examining case studies. 'Now, [she says], 1 have such a cornfort level 

and confidence with the materiai that 1 redly feel it is my job to facilitate classroom 

discussion, provide a sumrnary at the end, and respond to [student] questions. 1 find it 

much more interesthg and stimulating." This is quite the opposite fiom her early teachhg 

experïence, where she spent hours planning a class and writing out her speech. 



In the context of students, Neluka is discouraged by many students' lack of classroom 

preparation and passive approach to Iearning. 'I..Their preparation level pnor to class is 

virtualiy nonexistent. 1 have given up assuming that they wïli @ prepared] . . . " In 

response, Neluka now prepares a 20 minute lecture sumnarizing key points at the nart of 

each class. Refiecting on the experience, she questions if their lack of preparation is an 

outcome of their maturity level. '1 often wonder if they lack the maturity to understand 

how this approach c m  be a powerful leamhg opporttmity for them, [or Ï f  they] . . . only 

pay attention when I am lecturing?!" Contrasted with her graduate students, Neluka sees 

a considerable difference in their motivation, experience, and willingness to leam. "At the 

graduate level, (she says,] . . . I have people who are more highly motivated - . . with 

actual XXX expenence, . . . practical knowledge to draw on and relate to, [and] - - . 

personai anchors" Erom which to lem.  

Indeed, she questions the level of priority leamhg has for many of her undergraduate 

students. She laughingly shares, "1 ofien wonder . . . if the course doesn't provide the 

fiamework for them to situate their social lives-" Neluka puts it down to personai 

accountability, recognizing ifabsent, " . . . when push comes to shove, students have other 

priorities." She does recognize however, the competing needs of students in higher 

education. Regardless, she h d s  the situation fhstrating and is sometimes tempted to " . . 

. experiment for the fist  tune in many years, actually doing a midtenn and a final with 

multiple choice and some short answer [questions]." She M e r  questions if she is doing 

the students a " . . . disservice by trying to stay true to ber] personal philosophy and 

ideology of education, given their reality." 



From an institutional perspective, Neluka identifïed class sïze as a major challenge both in 

terms of group dynamics and in orienthg students to group Ieaming. "When I get over 70 

Say 80 or 100 [she shares], 1 always have the groups at the back who are much more 

interested in discussing thei. social lives." Class size, she says, also creates complications 

(politicai red tape) when obtaining appropriate classrooms to teach in, adniitting: "it's 

tough, because a iot of classrooms were designed on-campus . . . with a lecture format in 

mind . . . and there is . . . a demand among faculty to get [good] classrooms." She 

additionaily k d s  the semester structure challenging, as it fails to provide adequate bime to 

foster cornmitment or develop community among her -dents. "It's not like the working 

environment where you are concemed for other people . . . ' 9  

She m e r  questions the university's system for reward and recognition. While her 

department's hiring c o d t t e e  is l o o b g  for evidence of teaching (i.e. awards, letters of 

recommendation) and scholarship, she sees evidence to suggest that the nurnber of 

publications a facdty member publishes, is the more deciding factor. She additionally 

questions ''the critical evaluation of the research," noting its absence at the tenure and 

promotion level. Even with the current use of teaching dossiers, Neluka is amazed at how 

little they are emphasized or reinforced. 

On a positive note, Neluka highlights the following: "given the nature of a lot of what 

Guelph's program are, 1 really do think Guelph is a university whose time has corne . . . 

We are so connected to extemal groups . . . that relevance and application are integral to 

many of our prograxns. Experiential learning flourishes with such an environment. Even 



though there is a fine Illie to tread between . . . education and training, . . . 1 think 

Guelph has the right balance [to succeed]." 

Leslie 

Leslie articulates her current philosophy of teaching by identifLing the leaming goals she 

wants her students to achieve. Central to her position is the idea of student transformation 

- not so much in king totalfy difEerent people then when they starteci, but that king in 

the class made a difference to them in tems oflooking at the world Merently, more 

openly. Leslie supports this transformation by encowaging her students to take greater 

responsibility for their leaming, as she beiieves they learn better when they "grapple" or 

"get dirty" with the subject matter. Oral presentations and writing assignments are two 

method she implements, believing the ability to comrnunicate effectively in a public forum, 

demonstrates understanding of the learning process. 

As a junior faculty member, new to her profession and the course curriculum, Leslie 

operated fkom a mode of survival. In order to cope, she looked for the simplest mode of 

teaching - mainly lecture - where she spoke and the students took notes and wrote exams. 

With practice and experience however, she became cornfortable with the course material, 

confident in her ability to teach, and ready to explore alternative pedagogicai practices 

in-line with her evolving philosophy of teaching. She also ".. started to think what would 

make [the subject material more] interesting for them and for me? And . . . what kind of 

responsibility c m  they take on so that I don't have to?" 



From a course management perspective, Leslie explored methods to increase student 

responsibiIity and decrease her own, as the time needed to prepare detailed course lectures 

was considerable. To her benefit, exploration led to the realization that students, when 

they start taking on work, similarly assume greater responsibility for their learning, and 

develop the confidence to work harder. This reaiization was an early influence and an 

impetus for change in her teaching. 

Recognizing some courses required alternative approaches to lecture and different 

assessment techniques (Le. two midterms and a hal )  was another. Referring to her XXX 

course, she expressed the challenge she experienced upon discovering that "she wasn't 

gettuig the best out of them (the students)." In essence, they were treating her course like 

so many others, where the bulk of work &or study is lefi to just before the exam. As a 

result, Leslie restructured her course to promote meanued workload, continued and 

involved leaming with the subject material, and ongoing feedback between herself and the 

students. 

Perhaps the most influencing factor leading up to her use of collaborative group practices, 

was her recognition that the culture of higher education worked contrary to her desire to 

promote human relation skills, increase student interaction and responsibility toward 

leaming, and provide group learning opporhuiities. This perception became evident when 

she shared, "1 believe that working in a team reaily does make a difference. A lot of s tu f f  is 

done in teams . . . [and] 1 want them to have more of that experience. . . At University, 

we are great at the individual. We compare them to each other, yet that doesn't prepare 



them for the world of work where there is growing emphasis on work place teams and 

shared credit-" 

With the support of her department, Leslie increasingly emphasized team learning in her 

classes. At the same time, she obtained the resources (i.e. Teaching Assistants) to support 

her students. Drawing from her group dynamics background, Lesiie took the time to build 

relationships with her students and prepare them for the challenges they might encounter. 

As a result, building a cornfortable climate within the classroom was an early goal. As 

Leslie explains (dependhg on class size, i.e. 50 or less), "1 spend the first class period 

having them introduce themselves, saying where they kind of fit in [to] the university 

scheme of things, and what it is they want out of the course." In addition, she informs the 

students that her class will not be typical of others courses. She M e r  discloses about 

herself and her teaching philosophy, after which, she reviews the course syllabus, outiines 

the schedule of assignments, and highlights the importance of strong group dynamics. 

Finally, she refen them to her out-of-class group training session, where student feus of 

group work are addressed, past group expenences reviewed, charactenstics of good and 

bad teams detemiined, cornmitment to the project set, and group expectations established. 

Asked about collaborative learning, Leslie did not identi* her approach to teaching as 

collaborative. Reflecting the language of her discipline, she preferred the ternllnology of 

"group work" or ''team work." Even so, her conceptualization mirrors many principles of 

collaborative learning. For example, her desire to "cultivate a recognition that each person 

brings a piece of their own expertise and knowledge to the group, and [that] it is valuable 



[to completing] the picture," supports the idea that knowledge is socially constructed and 

founded on expenence. Leslie also recognizes the importance of distancing herself as the 

central figure in the teaching and leaming process. She notes, "an instructor has to be 

active in that givïng-up process." Overail, she wants students to move beyond feeling: "1 

am the only one that can do it." Instead, she prefers to encourage student recognition 

that "people can accomplish more . . . [ifthey understand that] . . . cooperation and 

collaboration will get you fiirttier." 

While Leslie embraces collaborative Leaming, or group wark as she prefea, she admits 

that the transition process was not easy. Many students, she discovered, were 

inexperienced with group work and had different leaming styles. Workload also proved to 

be an issue, as many -dents were fiequently "pissed" with her since she required them to 

work consistently. Fortunately with time and proper orientation to group learning, she 

found most students adjusted. Beyond workload, lack of motivation and a passive 

approach to learning also proved problematic. "1 wasn't getting the best out of thern [she 

said] . . . They were û-ying to treat it (her classes) like they do other courses, which is [to 

say], 1 don? have to do any work uatil a few days before the exarn." Leslie addressed 

these issues by redesigning her courses to keep -dents consistently involved. Finally, 

she shared an observation that students increasingly expressed a "you owe me" attitude. 

Refiecting upon this sentiment, Leslie wondered ifmaturity and the cost of education were 

contributing factors. 

As to her own challenges, Leslie struggles to h d  the t h e  to spend on teaching, while 



balancing administrative duties and scholarly writing. She fhds it burdensome and wishes 

the University took greater effort to support faculty. Reflecting on her teaching career. 

she M e r  points to the "gÏvÏng up process" that faculty must undergo as they 

decentralize their role in the classroom, take greater responsibiliv toward the curriculum, 

and focus less on course ownership- 

In regards to the physical environment, Leslie thinks University facilities are less than 

adequate. The MacKinnon building, she feels, has poor seminar settings with room 

temperatures either too hot or too cold. Flourescent lighthg is another point of 
r 

contention, as it impairs her view of faces, making it difficult to gage student reaction or 

learner understanding of the subject material. She particularly finds this problematic in 

large lecture settings. 

From an operational perspective, Leslie points to assessrnent While she implements 

both individual and group projects, and provides latitude to students which allows them to 

divide their group mark equitably among themselves, she's concemed at other facuIty who 

similarly use this approach. Professors who grade students individually for work 

completed as a group, is viewed negatively by Leslie. She believes the practice is 

destructive and " . . . n h s  the whole point of the group experience." In fact, Leslie 

questions whether members of academia understand the nuances of collaborative leaming, 

expressing concem with facuIty who use this method as a classroom management 

technique for oversubscribed courses (institutional issue), instead of quality student 

leaming. Other operational barriers include: lack of faculty orientation to group Ieaming, 



lack of preparation tirne to design effective courses, Large class sizes, and the need to train 

students in collaborative leaming settings. 

In regards to the institution, Lesiie questions the level offaculty support, acknowledgiog 

that "it's easier to work in an environment where they formaiiy recognize and appreciate 

what you do." Fominately for Leslie, she has a "phenomenal" department that provides 

the supports and resources (Le. teachuig assistants) she weds. Even her departmentvs 

Promotions and Tenure Review cornmittee, recognize the importance of teaching and 

promote on the basis of MO streams - one being research and scholarship, the other being 

excelient teaching. As such, Leslie feels Lucky to be a member of her department, given 

colleagues fiom other disciplines who share surprise at the Ievel of support she receives. 

Indeed, their disbelief suggests Leslie's situation is the exception across campus, not the 

d e .  

Outside of her department, Lesiie questions whether teaching is appropriately 

acknowledged as a core requirement of being a "good academic." She maintains %e 

University needs [to] consistentiy support . . . creativity, by evaluating teaching as 

important as research, and providing the financiai and temporal encouragement [it needs]." 

At the same tirne, Leslie beiieves the University expectation for service should receive 

greater recognition as the most coiiaborative of aii faculty responsibilities. 

On a more positive note, Leslie believes the culture of teaching is changing for the better, 

believing that "ifyou want the most out of . . . faculty, you help them fïnd the places in 



wbch they thrive best, and in which their skills are best used and most challenged-" 

Danielle 

Danielle's philosophy of teaching has changed little since completing her PhD program 

and beginning her teaching career at the University of Guelph. Rather, her expenences 

shce then have provided her '?he sense of the possible and [istilled] the confidence to 

work toward it" As such, her philosophy does not embody a set of techniques, but 

instead a collection of principles guiding her teaching pmctice in relation to " . . . 

contingencies of the classroom [and] in conjunction with . . . contingencies of [her] 

workload." Therefore, she cornes to class with the " . . . expectation that students will be 

as equally committed to the project of higher education . . . " as her, asking them to 

articulate a philosophy of leaming just as she articulates her philosophy of teaching. 

Thus far, hm experience has taught her that "students reaily flourish in that space between 

self-direction and direction fkom outside." She M e r  acknowledges that "'t is important 

to know when to accept protocols and when to question authority, [because] marginal or 

different knowledges are just as important to the teachùig and learning expenence as the 

official knowledges." As such, it is a part of her '' . . . philosophy of teachùig (as minimal 

as she thinks it is) to move back and forth between those positions of teacher and learner, 

authority and collaborator." 

In the process of articulahg her philosophy of teaching, Danielle referred to many 

incidents which inauenced its development The personal, she revealed, has always been 



an important element- "1 have always been very personal in the classroom because 1 am a 

very social person." She attributes this to her rural background, her desire to interact with 

other people, and her need to break down those official barriers. Her graduate experience 

M e r  highlighted the importance of the personal. With her PhD program, for example, 

she " . . . learned very quickly that survival and productivity were predicated on the fusion 

of the personai and the academic" and the development of a safe environment. 

Building on the idea of a safe environment, DanieHe pointed to the value of doing her B.A. 

and M-A. in the same department For her, it " . . . r e d y  made a merence toward [her] 

cornfort level and safety level, [such] that if [she] did or said something personal . . . that 

it was safe to do that, that it wodd not be dismissed as emotionalism, . . . [and] that it 

would be understood as a valuable part of academic transactions." This climate, she 

believed, created a space for her to grow and develop as both a student and a teaching 

assistant. It further established a familiar and safe environment from which to begin her 

teaching career as a sessionai instnictor at the University of Guelph. Indeed, Danielle felt 

lucky to be in a department where other faculty shared a similar teaching philosophy as 

herself. 

Pivotal to the development of her philosophy of teaching was the realization that the 

persona1 in the classroom was also a strategy - one that could be used to relate student 

learning (Le. anecdotes), buiid relationships with her students, solicit shident participation, 

and connect iived experiences with knowledge production. Her own undergraduate 

experience, for example, highlighted a lack of self-consciousness in terms of what was 



being taught, why, or its implications for leaming. She put it d o m  to a lack of context. 

She M e r  emphasized the value of doing research in her own discipline, as it ùiformed 

her about the need for various teaching styles dinerent to what she had experienced as an 

undergraduate. 

Most uifluential was her struggle to leam about the history of her discipline while stiU a 

PhD student. At the the, "[she] could not understaud what was at stake in the debates of 

the discipline . . . because the discipline's protocols had never been explicitiy taught. As a 

teacher [then], while still a PhD student, [she] needed to leam what . . . [she henelf] was 

not taught, [and] . . . that involved finding out what students already knew and how they 

learned it." Through this stmggle, an understanding evolved that "knowledge . . . is 

inûected differentiy in its dissemination and uses if it is coming fiom a space that is 

foregrounded, identified right up fiont as personal space, as somethuig that cornes £iom 

lived experience, rather than a textbook or a disciplinary tradition . . . " Once she realized 

that " . . . the personal was actuaily a crucial part in the production of knowledge . . . and 

the value of knowledge, then [she] started to foregound that as an actual principle of 

practice in the ciassroom." 

In large classes, Danielle reflects the personal by using anecdotes. Not only does it help 

build relationships with her students, but it's quick and easy to implement, and fiequently 

amusing. 'Tt doesn't take much ciassroom t h e  [she says] to find out that there are 

individuals out there with certain kinds of commitments, pleasures, dislikes, or whatever." 

She further encourages participation, believing it " . . . crucial to let people know they are 



out there and [that] they can contribute to the classroom? She dso communicates with 

students via e-mail and encourages them to develop intellectual Eendships outside of the 

classroom. 

In response to her approach, student feedback has been very positive. They view Danielle 

as someone who respects their opinion, is interested in what they have to Say, and is at 

their level of l e d g  and knowledge production. From Dzfnieiie's point of view, the 

students " . . . develop a new kind of respect for themselves as intellects, if they are called 

upon to directly contribute to the production of knowledge in the classroom, [and if they 

understand that I am] . . . firmly commined to valuing a whole range of knowledges and 

experiences." 

Asked about coilaborative learning, she feels most of her teaching involves " . . . 

collaboration, not in any mechanicd sense, but as a philosophy of what [she] would like to 

happen in the classroom. What [she does] as collaborative learning is reaily the creation of 

a coilaborative atmosphere and a coilaborative support system." Having said that 

however, the impetus forplanned collaborative l e h g  really came with her senior level 

XXX semuiar. Likened to kiZZer chem, she said " . . . [it was] the specific demands of the 

course that got ber] thinking a lot more [about] how to get everybody involved." Indeed, 

the difnculty of the subject matter required a deparhue fiom lecture where she did the 

explaining, to an intentionally designed course requiring students to grapple with the 

subject material and corne to class prepared (Le. done the readings) for intellechial 

discussion. As a result, she restructured the seminar to so that al1 participants shared in 



the responsibility of making sure everyone got through the course. Asked why she diddt 

initiate planned collaborative l e d g  sooner, she replied, cyou need experience with a 

whole cUmculum, with gaging students' abilities, and with setting-up assignments to make 

a 'fieer' classroom a productive classroom." 

To prepare students and introduce them to her approach to teaching, Danielie shares her 

expectations and teaching philosophy, outlining how the course wiii be nin and teiiing 

them c%om day one [that she wiU] . - . occupy these positions (teacher, student, authority 

and coiiaborator) and that they'll occupy these different positions too!" Danielle also 

establishes a safe, supportive, and respectfid climate to foster student Iearning. To assist 

in this endeavour she offers lots of office hours, communicates with student at their levei, 

and role plays for strategic purposes. She refers also to her detailed course outline. "My 

course ou the  is about 14 pages Long. My objectives [are] wamings Like cigarette labels . . 

. " In generd, her courses are designed to make students work. She recognizes students 

have other priorities though and aliows them the flexibility to negotiate changes given their 

interests, their workload, and the course- 

In approaching her courses Merently than other faculty, Danielle is challenged on many 

fronts by her students. The first one she encountered, particularly with first and second 

year students, was the expectation nom students that the teacher is the authority who will 

impart knowledge and deliver information through lecture. ''The point here [she shares] is 

not to deny or disclaim authority or expertise, . . . but to use it in ways that solicits 

student awareness of their own knowledges and expertise." As such, Danielie 
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demonstrates the value of her approach by finding " . . . some way to make what [she is] - 

. . saying or what students [are] saying, immediately relevant to as many people in the 

room as possible." Therefore, she is aiways iookuig for somethîng that will speak to the 

students as a community (i.e. specinc to course or university Life in general). 

Cynicism on the part of -dents, especially near graduation, is another issue. Dollars and 

grades, she says, have become more irnportaat than a philosophy of exchange, making it 

difncult to implement coiiaborative Leaming. From her perspective, graduate students are 

more committed to higher education than undergrads. She puts it down to their maturity 

level and the value they place on their educational experience. With her grads for 

example, " . . . just [the] merence of a year or two years with theû maturity - makes a 

ciifference." Workload is another challenge, but one her students forgive by the end of the 

semester, once they realize how much they have Iearned. 

From an institutional perspective, Danielie fin& it difficult to fïnd t h e  to devote to the 

development of pedagogical alternatives. "There is no tirne set aside and valued just to 

work on pedagogical innovation. It has to be done on a voluntary basis wherever you can 

fit it in." She additionaily feels the university pays lip service to teaching, continuhg to 

value research over instruction. Even ifyou choose teaching as your career path, she says, 

you still have to publish. In light of her supportive department, Danielle stated, '4 think 

there shouid be greater consistency across the campus and across University communities 

in general about the cornmitment to teaching." 



At the department level, Danieiie admits she is fortunate to enjoy a supportive and 

understanding unit "1 am in a department that is very progressive. There are people here 

who have very simüar philosophies of teachuig. So I have my own commun.ity that fosters 

a relative amount of safety." In effect, it buBiers the university culture and supports her to 

take risks. Teaching in her department is as important as research. "They are not regarded 

as separate practices." 

Asked about tenure and promotion, Danielle felt it had little impact on her approach to 

teaching, even before she had tenured status. She simply did not recognize it as a nsk. 

Danielle admits it may vary fiom person to person though, depending on their personality, 

situation, environment, and class size. She thinks the teaching dossier is reward itself, 

with the Tenure and Promotions cornmittee being the place to show it. She does caution 

the foliowïng: '9 would hate it to becorne a means of getting rid of people . . - 1  think the 

people 1 have heard express that anxiety are more concemed that the teaching dossier is a 

whole new level of bweaucratization of faculty's work . . . " 

From a faculty perspective, Danielle often overestimates what can be achieved in the span 

of a course. Pointing to teaching and leamhg, she often negotiates with her students what 

can reasonably be attained As mentioned previously, hding time to balance academic 

workioad and univeaity expectations is also a constant struggle. 

Other challenges she points to involve the physical environment and the shortness of the 

semester system. With the former she prefers smaller classrooms without fued seating, 



much like the seminar rooms in the M a c h o n  building. For the latter, she prefers year- 

long cornes, believing them to be a better setting to create community and foreground the 

personal as part of knowledge production. 

Asked what codd be done to remove obstacles to collaboration, Danieile replied: "1 think 

establishing the relevance of academic work to the public sphere is reaiiy important. 1 

think it is barder to make that case for some discipiines in the university setthg, and 1 

think that it is one of the places where 1 need to work actively to convince students of the 

value of what they are doing." 

Alan 

In reflecting upon his teaching, Alan described his career as an experiential joumey 

characterized by discovery and change. His early years (late 60's) foilowed a "Wiseman 

approach" characteristic of content drîven lectures and individualized assignments. 

Teaching to Alan involved the dissemination of information and experience to his students, 

in other words, ''professing his field." 

Through reflection and various developments in his personal Mie and teaching career, 

Alan's philosophy of teaching evolved fiom a '%viseman approach" to an ccexpenential 

model." The focus of his teaching departed fiom providing information to engaging 

students in leaming activities, inmeashg student responsibility for learning, having 

students "experience things," and cc . . . getting students excited about the search for mith" 

in an ongoing discovery process. "That's really what learning is ail about." His concept of 



teacher also changeci, moving authority to facilitator, challengïng himseif to stretch his 

preferred modes of teaching, and his students their preferred modes of leamhg. 

In his 30-year teaching career, Alan identined several incidents which "stopped m] in 

his tracks," infiuencing both his teaching practice and personal Mie. The experience of 

parenthg, for example, and the insight gained through his participation in PET (a 

parent@ course), were early innuences which stressed 'lthe profound importance of 

listenllig." Like wrïting, Alan viewed the ability to effectively Listen as an important 

-dent skiil, supportive of problern solving, interpersonal communication, and social 

interaction, 

As a junior faculty member, Alan highlighted the value of workuig with senior 

undergraduates and graduate students, in other words, experienced learners. As an 

introduction to teaching, he thought it was an ideai way to begin his career as it aliowed 

him the opportunity to establish cornfort with his teaching and confidence in his 

professonal role. Having reached a more cornfortable stage then, he began voicing ideas 

for teaching fist and second year classes. The coliege dean, hearing Alan's ideas, offered 

him the opportunïty and challenge of teaching entering year students. 

Committed to the task, Alan applied himseif to designing a curriculum, stiil largely content 

focussed, but offered in an interesthg and creative manner. What Alan overlooked in his 

iimïted teaching experience though were the unique leamhg requirements and the 

competing social and academic needs of fïrst year -dents. ". . . I can still clearly 



remember gohg to my first class with the first year shidents, . . . seeing what seemed to 

me . . . these 40 terfied faces . . . They kind of stopped me in my tracks and made me 

more student oriented, or son and daughter oriente4 and in a broader sense people 

oriented." Reflecting upon his experience, Alan recognized the need to give more thought 

to process (not to mention his audience) and the p ~ c i p l e s  of effective course design. 

A pivotal event in his teaching jomey (eariy 70's) involved the opportunitty to team teach 

with another faculty member. As Aian shared, the chance to work with another colleague 

committed to fosterhg in students, an appreciation of the XXX profession, created 

synergy toward the preparation of an interesting and informative course. Lacking 

direction and a background in course design however, they stniggled with the process 

until they came up with the idea of having students interview professionals in tearns. The 

implementation of the activity proved successful both in terms of meeting course 

objectives and being received positively by the students. It M e r  revealed to Alan the 

benefits of active leaming, leading him to wonder: 'khy don? we do more of this kind of 

thing? To do it, the learner becomes more engaged and responsible for iearning?'Excited 

by his success and inspired by his insight, Aian continued to experiment with various 

teaching practices, implementing more active leaniing and taking a less central role in the 

teaching and learning process. 

Through this triai and error procedure, Alan was introduced to collaborative leaming. As 

he shared, "it wasn't as if I went to something md somebody laid out dl these neat things 

in terms of collaborative leaming that came later in terms of beginning to have some 



discussions with people that began to c d  it that" For Alan, "it was r e d y  ms] own 

iearning [and] exploring [which] moved [him] dong in [his] teaching." By expenencing 

things and attempting to make sense of them, for example, he broadened bis 

understanding, moving onto the next experience in what he described as an ongoing, 

cy clical process. 

The net r e d t  of bis leaming led to hther reflection and change in teaching. For 

example, Alan began to move away fiom content-based lectures and started to impiement 

team projects, where lecture became a tool to set the learning context and launch student 

groups. Assignments also began to Vary with a growing balance of individual and group 

initiatives. Finaily, Alan increasingly offered encouragement to students, making himself 

available for consultation and advocating the use of resources and peer support. His 

actions suggest a recognition that students, Iike faculty, need support when assuming nsk 

and trying somethuig new. As Alan shared, "my sense . . . is that we have students who 

are coming-in, accustomed to higher grades, [succeeding] . . . out of a model that has 

been very individual." 

To prepare students for his approach to teaching (early 80's), Alan tW to them about 

leaming, providing opportunities to reflect upon their own conceptualization. He 

additionally incorporates Kolb's Learning model to promote discussion about difFerent 

leaming styles and highlight various teaching practices found in higher education. Beyond 

that, Alan is upfiont about his use of team projects and problem solving, acknowledging to 

students the inherent nsk of group conflict, while assuring them that part of the course is 



devoted to developing conflict resolution strategies. Finally, he acknowledges that 

collaborative learning may not be for everyone, but shares: "whatever people take away 

fi0111 it . . . , Whtally everyone comes out of the experientid exercise in a different place 

[or] level." 

Asked about collaborative Iearning, he described it as a process where " . . . the student 

has to be encouraged to take more responsibiiity for their own learning . . - " and use the 

best resources around them. in terms ofhow, Allan replied: "you have to set-up some 

exampte or mode1 in the ciass to get them to use the resources around them." 

Acknowledging student discodort with problem solving and coilaborative Leaming, Alan 

appreciates faculty discodort with its use. From his own experience Alan understands 

the apprehension that comes with giving-up total control (in terms of authority). Getting 

to a point where faculty feel cornfortable and confident enough to assume nsk doesn't just 

happen he says. "Trying out a number of these things takes thne for me to feel comfortable 

with, and for me to heip the students feel comfortable with, because they may not [have] 

experienced these [things] either." He M e r  notes, "it's going to take . . . a bit of a 

leaming c w e  to get things working . . . [and] it's Wrely to be at a point in my career 

where 1 feel suniciently confident about where I am [with] my position . . . [Only] then 

[am r] open to thinking I would like to try some other things." 

As such, Alan reiterates the need for a safe and supportive environment, questionùig the 

university's ability to support and encourage innovation, when the current practice of 



tenure and promotion values research over teaching, when shident evaluations have the 

potential to impact tenure, when computerized course evaluations fail to encourage 

wrïtten student comments, and when " . . . individual faculty deal [poorly] with student 

e~aluations.'~ From Alan's perspective, there is limited understanding for the risk 

instructors assume when departing fiom the traditional teaching paradigm. He shares, '' . - 

. the pockets in a university campus where faculty really feel supported to take risk is 

really the exception rather than the de. I'm sorry it's that way. It's not what 1 

anticipated." Indeed, Alan's own need for support led hun to help others through his 

work with Teaching Support Services. As he discovered, " . . . many, if not most, facuity 

. . . really [stniggle] with . . . their lack of coddence . . . to take nsks." 

Referring to the research culture, Aian shares, "many teachers who try something new, if it 

bombs, never use it again . . . For whatever reason, in teaching methods that seems to be 

the way people react We'd never react that way in our research! You go into a lab and 

try something for the first t h e  - you'd be surprised if it worked! Ln fact, you wodd try it 

a few more times- You reserve judgement. Around teaching, for whatever host of 

reasons, we don? suspend judgement, and we pay a lot of attention to the negative." 

In response, Alan c d s  for peer consultation, wanting faculty to support one another in 

reflecting upon their teaching objectively and reviewing student evaluations impartially. 

He fürther cails for a mechanisrn whereby facuity can network with one another. Finally, 

he reiterates a need for understanding by tenure and promotion committees that 

evaluations may initidy go down when implementing teaching innovation. As Alan 



discovered, even with support, faculty h d  innovation scary. Referrïng to his own 

department, he shared the experience of one faculty member, who upon trying something 

innovative unsucce~sfiilly~ would not make another attempt, even with the encouragement 

and support of Alan. 

Asked about other barriers, Alan points to the operational issue of assessment and the 

challenge posed by the physicd enviroment. In regards to the evduation of students, 

Alau thinks the university has made it dinicult to promote innovation like coilaborative 

leaming, when "We have students who are coming-in, accustomed to higher grades [and 

who have succeeded] . . . , much as faculty themselves, out of a mode1 that has been very 

individual." hdeed, students entering university are accultured to a cornpetitive 

environment where success is measured by grades, not Ieaming. As a result, Alan uses 

diEerent fonns of saident evaluation and " . . . helps them (his students) feel cornfortable 

with that process so they do not feel threatened." 

In reference to the physical environment, Alan thinks most classrooms at the University of 

Guelph are inadequate, lacking flexibility to move things around or adapt the setting to 

suit his teaching style. Flexibility is important to him, as he believes the set-up of a 

classroom conveys something about student expectations and the overd  learning climate. 

Asked what the university could do, he points to greater faculty support and more 

network opportunities encouraging teaching innovation and faculty nsk. While he admits 

there is a greater use of language in support of innovation and that the climate is 



improvuig, "it stili has a long way to go . . . before people really feel they can take nsksl' 



CHAPTER 5 - Findings 

Introduction 

As mentioned previously. the stories provided a context to fiame and decipher the 

interconnectedness between issues and challenges identified by faculty- They M e r  

highlighted the importance ofjourney and reflection as professors develop as university 

teachers. In this chapter therefore, their stories are woven together, iIluminating the 

signincance of events during their teaching joumey and outluiuig the pattern of 

connections between issues and challenges associated with implementing coiiaborative 

leaming in undergraduate classrooms at the University of Guelph. 

Current Philosophy of Teaching 

Asked about their current philosophy of teaching many used similar, if not the same, 

language to express their teaching goals and describe their perceived role(s) as educators. 

Engage, motivate, trunsform7 discover, stimulute7 and experience were examples of action 

words used to characterize the teaching and leaming process - a process for which they 

increasingly emphasized leamer self-reiiance and M e n t  responsibility as the pillars of 

learning. In terms of their teaching position, they came to recognize the value of 

distancing themselves as the centrai figure in the teaching and leamhg process, "stepping 

out of the spotlight" into a more facilitative role. Accordingly, the act of teaching 

focussed less on the provision of information and facts - the Wiseman model" as Alan 

framed it - and more on facilitation where the instnictor assumes a variety of positions, 

including: resource person, mentor, CO-contributor to the learning process, and provider of 



conceptual models in which to fiame student learning- DanieHe simply refers to these 

roles as " . . . teacher, leamer, authority, and collaborator." 

Just as their teaching roles evolved, so to did their instructional goals. Faculty 

expectations of shidents focussed more on helping them learn how to learn, develop and 

employ higher order cognitive s u s  such as analysis and synthesis, comect lived 

experience with concephial understanding, and consmict knowIedge in rneaningful ways 

such that students ccgrapple'y or "get dirty" with the subject material. As a result, their 

classes and teachhg became more interactive and collaborative, and their teaching 

methods and assignments more varied. Lecture became one of many teachhg styles 

employed, instead of the only means of communication between facuity and students. 

Faculty also used lecture more strategicaily to cover major points and key concepts (Le. a 

mini lecture), and to provide a context to launch other teaching methods such as students 

teams. They also approached lecture fiom a more engaged and relational perspective. 

For example, Danielle, in response to having large class sizes, used anecdotes during 

lecture to help build relations with her -dents, inject humour into the classroom, comect 

personal experience as l e h g  anchors with the subject matenal, and solicit participation 

from her students. Sawyer interspersed lecture with buzz groups, encouraging 

participation and student feedback, while Alan and Neluka used lecture at the beginning of 

class before moving into other methods as the main form of teaching and leaming. As 

Sam shared, "it's been a shift fiom lecturing totally in the beginning to mùring lecturing, 

town hall meetings, outside speakers, videos, and that kind of d." That other "kind of 

stufPY includes a host of other teaching approaches that embody the principles of 



collaborative Iearning, but are identined by other descnptors according to facuity 

preference or teachùig discipline. They include: experiential lea-g, role playing, team 

learning, case-based learnuig, and problem solving. Jean MacGregor (1 990) refers to the 

latter teaching rnethods as "clusters of collaborative learning vines." 

In ternis of assignments, both group and individual projects were assigned. These 

assignments were more topical and strategically designed with student leaming, practicai 

application, as well as feedback and support in mind. They were aiso more reflective of 

course goals and faculty teaching philosophies. In their creation, for example, many 

instnictors drew fÎom a variety of sources and took various approaches to encourage 

active learning, knowledge construction, and student understanding. Sam, for example, 

looked specificdy to his discipline to design assignrnents that replicated practice in the 

field, applied student leaming, provided opportunities to develop transferrable skills, while 

giving back to the communïty. Examples of bis assignments include: town hall meetings, 

outbreak investigations, and pubiic awareness initiatives. By contrast, Danielle drew fiom 

issues and events happening in the University community, connecting meaning with course 

content, while fostering knowledge development. Neluka incorporated up-to-date 

examples of case studies for her students, obtained through interactions with industry and 

professionals in her field. Yet another faculty member, Sawyer, took a "mastery 

approach" to assignments (class size and resources pennitting), handing them back to 

students with wrïtten comrnefits, and a request for resubmission if a minimum grade of 

70% or more was not achieved. 



Together their educational roles, instructional goals, and approach to teaching and 

learning exempIif/ their current philosophy of teaching and its operation in the classroom. 

How have their teaching philosophies chaaged? 

The teaching philosophies and instructionai goals these faculty presently value and the 

assignrnents they now employ, represent a signincant departue fiom when they nrst 

started teaching. Their positions today reflect a history of experience, practice, and 

cornmitment to teaching, developed ttrrough a process of reflection and change. Now of 

course, they espouse coostnictivism rather than traditionaiism and practice collaborative 

leaniing or one of its many ctines" over content-based Iectures. 

Looking back to when they first started teaching at the University of Guelph, many lacked 

instructional experience or a background in education or pedagogy, having just completed 

their graduate program. Those who did report teaching expenence, referred mainly to 

teaching assistant jobs or lab instructor experience that, more often than not, was 

traditional in approach. Sorne faculty even reported having to learn the subject material, 

as they taught it for the nrst time to their students. As Sam shared, "a lot of what 1 did 

was lecture on the subject matter to the students, because this is what 1 was sûuggling 

with [myselfl." Only Danielle, who started teaching during her PhD program, was more 

practised and experienced at teaching givhg her a headstart, so to speak, with her 

approach to teachuig. Even so, she faced many struggles of her own as she Leamed about 

the history of her discipline and came to understand cc . . . that howledge is hfiected 

Merently in its dissemination and uses if it cornes fkom Lived experience rather than a 



textbook or disciplinary tradition." Her colleagues, lacking insight and experience, drew 

fkom their own experience as students andor emulated the examples set by their peers to 

guide their teaching approach. With the exception of Danielle then, content-based lecture 

became the preferred mode of instruction and CCIaf~rmation provider" their main role as 

educators. 

In a sense, lecture became a cnitch in their attempt to establish control over their teachuig, 

gain confidence in their instnictional role and status, and become cornfortable with the 

subject material. Leslie, for example, described her early teaching experience as operating 

in cLsurvival modeyy. She looked for the simplest way to teach - lecture - where she tallced 

and the students took notes and wrote exams. Another professor, Neluka, "cringed" at 

the mere thought of her entry into teaching, sharing: "A was so scary when think 

what 1 did to those poor students. 1 was straight out of a program]. 1 had never 

had any exposure to pedagogical issues, and 1 r e d y  didn't know what 1 was doing. 1 had 

a huge ciass . . . and 1 did lectures . . . [with] overheads, absolutely loaded with facts . . . " 

Yet another instnictor, Paul, felt insecure at thz onset of his professional teaching career, 

feeling challenged at teaching graduate shidents older than himself, and expressing a need 

to . . . really show them [his] stuff." Bowing to his insecunties then, he reverted to the 

" . . . same mode of telling . . . " Whatever their reasons, al1 seven himed to lecture for 

either the structure and control it offered in terms of course content, classroom 

management, ancilor instructional practice. 

Because teaching was such a new experience for these faculty, sumival, not innovation 
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was their key concem. Being able to look beyond teacbg and cxitically examine their 

instructional practice, came d e r  they gained experience and c o ~ d e n c e  teaching, comfbrt 

with their subject matter, and for some W e  Danielie, greater understanding about their 

specifïc discipline. Once a certain level of cornpetence in these areas was achieved, they 

began to look outwards continuhg to develop theu curent philosophy of teaching and 

instigating more active and coliaborative (constructivist) approaches. 

For some, this joumey was accelerated or extended by the various opportunities they 

encountered, their individual motivations and personality, and the teaching culture in 

which they started. Alan and Sawyer, for example, did not benefit from a supportive 

teaching climate. Beginning their careers almost 30 years ago, programs such as New 

Faculty Orientation were not yet available. As Alan shared, he was shown to his office 

and left to his own devices. As such, both Aian and Sawyer taught in isolation, becoming 

innovative at a much later point in their careers. To theù credit though, both became 

supporters of innovation, facilitakg mechanisms of support which Paul and other faculty 

later benefited. Now of course, the University of Guelph is more supportive of quality 

teaching and effective student learning, as evidenced by the induction of Teaching Support 

Services (forrnerly Office of Educational Practice) and a "Strategic Planning Document", 

valuing above ail else, collaboration and leaming-centredness (SPC, 1995). Faculty 

teaching for the past ten to twelve years then have had the benefit of starting their careers 

in a more supportive climate, with greater opportunity to develop as a teacher. 



The Journey 

Over the course of each faculty member's teaching career, a number of incidents both 

intemalIy and externally motivated shaped theu teaching joumey and professional 

development as university instructors. While some experiences were shared between 

faculty, their significance was personal and their joumey - by enlarge - unique. On the 

other hand, patterns of events did emerge which warranted classification. As a result, the 

various incidents were categorized m one of three typologies- 

As outlined in Table 3.2, the signincance of faculty events were identined as either 

facilitative, illuminative, or major. Briefiy, major events and illuminative incidents, 

whether intemaliy or externally motivated, led to reflection and change in teaching. Major 

events however, had the cumulative impact of many minor incidents put together. By 

contrat, facilitative incidents provided the means (i.e. skill development) or clirnate (Le. 

faculty support) to be innovative, but lacked the reflective quality characteristic of change 

that the other two exemplined. 

Major Events 

Major events were experienced by three of the seven faculty 1 i n t e ~ e w e d  - Sam, Neluka, 

and Sawyer. The impact of each was signiocant and felt immediately. Combined with 

other illuminative and facilitative events, it also initiated and accelerated the development 

of their teaching and movement toward innovation such as coilaborative learning. Each 

incident was similar in that Sam, Neluka and Sawyer were invited to take part in a 

collaborative effort to plan and implement a course or program. While other facdty 1 



spoke with similarly CO-taught courses, their impact was less pronouuced. Sam, for 

example, was involved in a pilot project to design and implement a course with faculty 

nom across Canada; Neluka was part of a team responsible for planning and implementing 

an educational program for professionals in her field; while Sawyer was involved in 

coordinating and implementing an international extension project with faculty from across 

campus. The net result of their involvement produced similar outcornes. They include: 

insight to student learning (Le. students Ieam better when they grapple with 

content), 

opportunity to observe other faculty teaching, 

a chance to experiment with and practice different teaching approaches, 

a means to gage student reaction to various teaching styles, 

an understanding of the importance of orienthg leamers to various instructional 

practice, 

opportunity to practice and improve course design (including assignments and 

assessment), 

a chance to network with other facuity, and 

an introduction to pedagogical issues and challenges. 

For Sawyer, his experience additionally introduced him to pedagogicai literature and 

legitimïzed teachhg as a scholarly act - an important consideration given that he started 

his career with an emphasis on research. In general however, each benefited from their 

expenence, accelerating the development of their teaching philosophy and instructional 

practice. 



Iuuminative Events 

Illuminative events, which also spark reflection and change in teaching, were most 

cornmon and happened to all seven facdty. A sampling of these incidents are detailed 

below. 

For Paul and Sawyer, looking for evidence of student learning (Le. borrowing lecture 

notes, asking questions) was an early initiative in their teaching career. Their actions, for 

example, led them to discover how Little their students actua.üy learned in a traditionai 

lecture format. It M e r  emphasized the need for students to " . . . experience it 

(leaming) in other ways" and through other modes of teaching. In both cases, their 

realization led to graduated change as they experimented over the years with dBerent 

instructional approaches. During this time, Paul came to understand that students learn 

better and are more excited when he doesn't have ail the answers. He also determined 

what students would and would not accept, discovering in the process a need for balance 

between latitude and direction in teaching and leaming. For Sawyer, this t h e  was equally 

enlightening. He gradualiy became aware that learning goes on, not so much in lecture, 

but when students ccgrappley' with the subject material either in labs, when problem solving 

on their own, or when participatuig in buzz groups. 

Team teaching held significance for Alan and Sam in terms of their instructional practice 

and insight into teaching. For Alan, the experience of CO-teaching a course he had 

previously taught before, proved to be both energizing and facicilitative in brainstorming 

innovative ways to introduce students to the XM( profession. The process was 



stnigglesome, but one that produced a leaming activity that had students interview 

professionals and report their findings to the rest of the class. While the assignment took 

careful planning, the activity was weii received by students and revealed to Alan the 

benefits of active leaming- It M e r  led hun to question, why more faculty don? practice 

its use more readily on campus. Regardless, the insight Alan gained inspired him to 

decentralize his role in the cIassroom and expetiment with other teaching approaches over 

a period of many years. 

Sam's experience of team teaching led to similar gains. As both he and his colleague were 

committed to supporthg student learning, fostering leamer understanding about their 

discipline, and providing students with the opportunity to articulate theù leamhg in a 

public setting, both looked criticdy at their discipline for ideas. Noting a trend which 

addressed and discussed problems in the public domain, they decided to structure 

assignments to mode1 this practice. While some students expressed preference for lecture 

and traditional assignments, overall, the project was well received, encouraging Sam to 

look for other ways to structure his teaching and assignments in an applied manner. 

While team teaching inspued change in Sam's instructional practice, it was the departwe 

of his colleague, the loss of her department's support, and the thceat of the course being 

canceiled which inspued Sam to risk innovation and become more experimental. Feehg 

he had nothing to loose, Sam drew fiom his coliaborative teaching experience (mentioned 

above) and the ideas developed with his former partner, to restructure the course so that a 

major part of the students' 1ea-g centred around the implementation of a town hall 



meeting. As this was practice in Sam's discipiine and provided opportunity for students to 

learn valuable skills while engaged in leaming, he split the students into groups (Le. 

govemment, consumer, f m e r ,  industry) and asked them to take the best science they 

knew and argue theu position. The o v e d  experience was very positive. It afnmied the 

risk Sam assumed in trying something new and it tied in with his emerging teaching 

philosophy vduing active student learning and knowledge development, expressed in a 

public forum. 

For other faculty, the experience of teaching a specifk course, managing a set of courses, 

or working with a particular group of students similarly led to reflection and change in 

teaching. For Leslie, hding a way to manage her course load and lessen the amount of 

t h e  spent preparing detaüed lectures, encouraged her to look at ways to involve students 

in the teaching and leaming process. In experimenting with different options she realized 

students, " . . . when they start taking on work, take on responsibility for it . . . , 

encouraging confidence on their part and [overd] hard work . . . " This insight proved 

invaluable as she realized some courses required alternative approaches to Lecture and 

traditional assesmient techniques, in order to achieve greater student responsibility. By 

means of example, Lesiie shared her early experience teaching m, where she was 

challenged by the discovery that "she wasn't getting the best out of them (the students)." 

They were treating her course like so many others, where the bulk of work and/or study is 

left to just before the exam. As a result, Leslie restnictured the course to promote 

measured workload, continued and involved leaming of the subject matenal, and ongoing 

feedback between the students and herself. 



For Aian, the opporntnity to teach nrst year students iikewise contributed to reflection and 

change in his teaching. AfForded the opportunity to t eachg  entering year students by his 

dean, Aian applied b s e l f  to designing a course, still lecture-based and content onented, 

but offered in an interesthg and creative marner. What Alan overlooked in the process of 

design, however, were the unique leamhg requüements and competing academic and 

social needs of nrst year students. As he related, " . . . I cm still clearly remember going 

to my £ k t  class with the fkst year students, . . . seeing what seemed to me . . . these 40 

terrifïed faces . . . They kind of stopped me in my tracks and made me more student 

onented, or son and daughter oriented, and in a broader seme people oriented." 

Reflecting upon his experience, Alan recognized a need to give more thought to process 

(not to mention his audience) and principles of effective course design. 

With Sam, content coverage proved challenging at an early point in his career. Realizing 

that "there was no one way to get across aii the material" in the space of a semester, Sam 

looked to his discipline and examined it more cntically. In the process, he began to ask 

questions, such as: "How do we think about [ml?" and "What are the ways we organize 

how we think about this type of information?" Reflecting upon these questions, he 

discovered theories and hmevvorks with which to explain key concepts to his students. 

While Sam continued to lecture in his classes, he started to provide more examples and 

experiment with different assignments that were more applied and involved students in 

their Leaming. 

Danielle similarly examined and researched her discipline as she struggled to leam about 
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its history. At the the, "[she] codd not understand what was at stake in the debates of 

the discipline . . . because the disciplinets protocols had never ken expücitly taught. As a 

teacher [then], while stiU a PhD student, [she] needed to Iearn to teach what [she] was not 

taught . . . That involved fïnding out what students already knew and how they learned it-" 

Through this struggle, an understanding evolved that "knowledge . . . is inflected 

differentiy in its dissemination and uses ifit . . . [cornes] fiom a space that is 

foregrounded, identined right up fiont as personal space - something that comes nom 

lived expenence, rather than a textbook or a disciplinary tradition . . . " Once she realized 

that " . . . the personal was actuaüy a crucial part in the production of knowledge . . . and 

the value of knowledge, then [she] started to foreground that as an actual principle of 

practice in the classroom." As such, the personal became a strategy in her classroom - one 

she used to relate student Ieaming (i.e. anecdotes), build relationships with her students, 

solicit student participation, and comect lived expenences with knowledge production. 

Research also infonned Sam's teachuig practice. Having to interview key participants to 

obtain their knowledge and insight about his research topic, he began to understand that 

knowledge is created through a social process of construction. This insight led to the 

reahation that '%ve are shiiting away fiom . . . these authorities" and contributed to his 

emerging philosophy that students, " . . . if they know how to ask the question, the details 

they can look up in books. The ability to pull together and argue, you can't get that out of 

books, you have to do it." As a remit, Sam began to apply his philosophy in the 

classroom, launchhg more collaborative activities. 



For Danielle, it was really the specinc demands of her XXX seminar which led to planned 

colIaborative learning. Whde she believed an element of collaboration already existed in 

her classes with a collaborative atmosphere and support system, it was her XXX seminar 

(likened to killer chem) which calied for reflection and change. HaMng taught the seminar 

a few times previously, she realized that the subject matter required a departure nom 

lecture where she did most of the explaining, to an intentiody designed experience 

where students grapple with the subject materiai and support one another in their leamuig. 

Asked why she didn't initiate planned collaborative learning sooner, she replied, ' i ou  need 

experience with a whole curriculum, with gaging students' abilities, and with setting-up 

assignrnents to make a 'fieer' classroom a productive classroom." 

The impetus for collaborative Iearning or team leaming as Leslie prefea it, came about 

through her own desire to promote human relation skills, foster student interdependence, 

and encourage learner responsibility. It also responds to the individual culture perpetuated 

by higher education and her belief that team work really makes a ciifference in student 

learning. "At University, [for example] we are great at the individual. We compare them 

(students) to each other, yet that doesn't prepare them for the world of work where there 

is growing emphasis on work place teams and shared credit." 

With Paul, the opportunity to attend a college conference and speak with other faculty 

about educationai theory and instructional practice, assisted him in the development of his 

teaching in two ways. One, he started making connections between theory and practice 

where previously he had only been interested in technique. And two, he realized that he 



had a narne to identify his cunent approach to teaching - coliaborative leaming. Previous 

to the conference for example, he had not been " . . . aware of it as k i n g  called anything . 

. . " His discovery was profound, afnrming where he fit in and what he had been doing. 

It also instilled a desire to reach out to the available literature. 

As the scenarios above suggest, each incident engendered a reflective quality which Ied to 

change and development in their teaching. 

Facilitative Events 

Facilitative events also played an instrumental role, whether felt immediateiy or realized as 

significant upon later reflection. By enlarge,&pport was the main factor identified by 

faculty as being instrumental to their development. Lesiie, in particular, appreciated the 

resources (Le. teac hing assistants) her department provided in order to support ~e 

teaching she implemented. She also valued the emphasis her department placed on 

instruction through their annual teaching awards, their practice of recognizhg innovative 

teac hing during promotions and tenure review, and a departmental teaching philosophy 

valuing group learning. In Leslie's own words, "if1 have stniggled and 1 have asked for 

help, 1 have always gotten it." 

Neluka similady appreciated the departmental support she received early in her career, 

with the assignment of a mentor and the receipt of case method training. She M e r  

highlighted departmental teaching awards, a hiring poiicy looking for evidence of good 

teachiog, and a shared instructional philosophy as facilitative of her own innovative 



practice. Danieile iikewise expressed appreciation of her safe and supportive environment- 

Completing both an undergraduate and graduate program in the same department at the 

University of Guelph, she estabfished a basis to begin her career, when she retumed as a 

sessionai instnictor. Knowing that what she did and what she said would be valued by her 

colleagues, contributed to this feeling. Working in what she termed a ccprogressivey' 

department - one where people shared similar teaching philosophies - was also 

instrumental. Other faculty like Sawyer, appreciated an established network of colieagues 

whom he could tum to for information and support, while Paul vaiued the mentor he 

found in his former PhD supervisor, 

Beyond a safe and supportive environment, Sawyer and Alan found the expenence of 

teaching senior and graduate students at the omet of their careers - a low risk 

introduction to teaching. Both claimed it af%orded them an opportunity to gain cornfort 

and confidence teaching, and provided a basis to look beyond the mere "delivery" of 

content in their classes. 

A positive rather than a negative reception to innovative practice was cited by a host of 

faculty as a facilitative event. Danielle's students tell her, for example, that they 

appreciate the sùicere interest she shows in their leaming and the ability she has to relate 

to them at their level. Danielle puts it down to her sense of d ers on al" which, she 

believes, cornes nom growing up in a niml setting, a desire to interact with people, and a 

drive to break down official barriers when establishing co~~munity. Sawyer, points to 

having taught upper year students in the same Stream of study. According to him, by the 



time they reach his courses, they seemed to have cc . . . got the message and rnoved on." 

This, he felt, facilitated his transition fiom the traditional lechire to more participative 

practices. Likewise, Sam and Alan appreciated positive student feedback, afnlming the 

risk they assumed in trying something new. 

Aside fiom those already mentioned, Neluka additiody highlights her role as a reviewer 

for an educatîond joumai in her field and the conthued involvement she has with the 

professional education program she facilitates. Together they keep her apprised of issues 

in the field and avail to her a wealth of case scenarios to use within her classes. As Neluka 

so candidly pointed out, 'you have to be absolutely up-to-date and cornfortable with your 

theory . . . It's not canned 

As the experiences of the facdty suggest, facilitative events played an important role in 

their teaching philosophy and their development as instructors, providing the necessary 

skills to teach, the climate to be innovative, and a buffer against risk. 

The transition to coiiaborative learning 

As the above mentioned incidents suggest, each faculty member experienced a host of 

factors which influenced their teaching joumey and guided their movement fiom 

traditional teaching approaches to more constructive methods such as collaborative 

leaniing. As evidence by some faculty already, one particdar incident seemed to act as a 

turning point toward their recognition and use of collaborative leaming. For Danielle it 

was the "specinc demands of the course" which forced her to reevaluate how to approach 



hidents were treathg her course Wce others', where the bullc of study or work is left to 

just before the exam, motivated her to revisit her approach more collaboratively. Paul's 

insight came with attendhg a coiiege conference on teaching and leaming, where in 

taiking with other faculty, it became clear to him that the practlces he employed, to a large 

degree, were already collaborative. It was the naming ofhis approach which was 

sipnincaot For Aian, "it was reaily [his] own learning [w exploring [which] moved 

[him] dong in ms] teachinggyT Collaborative leaming became standard as a practice in his 

classroom, when he began to have discussions with people who a c W y  called it that. 

Neluka's introduction and use of collaborative learning came early in her career with the 

involvement she had in planning and irnplementation an education program for 

professionals in her field. This major event was a tuming point in her development with 

the skills and experience she received in course design, instructional practice, and 

knowledge development to name a few. Likewise, Sawyers's involvement in preparing 

for an international extension project on teaching and extension methods, exposed him to 

the pedagogical literature and new teaching practices such as group leaming and the 

discussion method. As Sawyer related, "getting ready for that workshop opened my eyes 

to the fact that there was a body of knowledge about this. The fact that it wasn't just 

hearsay and happened by] chance. . . , but that there were actual books and literature 

about this . . . " Sam also benefited fiom his collaborative involvement in planning a 

course with faculty fiom across Canada. Like Neluka and Sawyer, it opened Sam's eyes 

to a host of teaching issues and provided opportunities to practice and experiment with 

various teaching styles. 
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What does coiiaborative leaming mean to faculty? 

Mentioned previously in this chapter, each facdty member experienced a series of events 

which facilitated their development as teachers and Ied to reflection and change in their 

teaching philosophy, instructional practice, teaching goals, and classroom assignments. 

During this process, their understanding of coiiaborative leamhg also evolved. 

Interestingly, their conceptions of collaborative learning, whether named as such or not, 

(Le. case based leaming, experientiai learning) mirrored their current teaching philosophy 

and instructionai goals. As a result, phrases such as the foliowing were increasingly 

common in their descriptions: Ieurning together, helping the class learnfiom one 

another. encouraging students to take greater responsibiZity for their learning, teum 

work. active learning howledge developmeni, discovery, Zeming through discussion, 

experiential learning, concepîual learning, and case-based learning. Compared with the 

definition provided in chapter one, their descriptions reflect the active, social and 

constructive qualities that collaborative learning, or one of its narnesakes, maintain. 

Issues and challenges associated with the împlementing coiIaborative leaming 

Once faculty reach a point of readiness to begin using collaborative leaming, they are 

faced with a number of issues and challenges associated with its implementation. In the 

following sections, those challenges are described according to one of five categories: 

students, faculty, operational concems, the physicai environment, and institutional/cdtural 

factors. 



Student Issues and Challenges 

Collaborative Iearning requires students to operate fiom a dBerent space than in more 

traditional leamer settings. In essence it requires ''refiraming the student roley' 

(MacGregor, 1990). Under the prevaihg %seman" model, the teacher as expert 

transmits his or her knowledge through lecture to the passive student, who iike a 

receptacle, is fïiied with knowledge and the expectation that individuaily they will make 

meaning and demonstrate their understanding through traditionai evaluative methods. 

Under "'expenential" or "collaborative" models, l e d g  is an active process where 

meanhg is constmcted as a community. Students, with the guidance and resources of 

their peers and teacher create meaning through a social inquiry process, drawing fiom 

personai expenence to contextualize leaming and constnict knowledge. In this sethg 

knowledge is property of the community, not the faculty member whose role in student 

leaming fiom this approach, is more facilitative then directive. As Thomas Kuhn (as cited 

in Bniffee, 1995: 14-15) noted, knowledge is "intrinsically the common property of a 

group or else nothing at all." Viewed on a continuum then, these two approaches are on 

opposite ends. They engender different expectations of professor and leamer, and they 

require a shift in how each party experiences their role in the teaching and leaming 

process. 

As students "refkme'' their part in learning under innovative approaches such as 

collaborative leaming, it is not uncommon for faculty to encounter leamer resistance or 

uncertainty (MacGregor, 1990). The professors 1 spoke with observed students grappling 

with a variety of issues and chdenges as they experienced coiiaborative learning for the 



first time. Many faculty commented on students, pdcdar ly  those in their fZst and 

second year, expectant of more didactic foms of teaching where the professor and course 

textbook form the basis of instruction and knowledge. Faced instead with faculty 

expectations of greater student responsibility and active Iearning, many students displayed 

anger and disbelief. Leslie, for instance, expaienced a "you owe me" attitude fiom her 

students, an attitude she attributed in part to student expectations of traditional Leaming 

settings, but also to their maturity and perceived vdue associated with the nsing costs of 

education. As a result, efforts to vaiidate ber approach became necessary. Danielle also 

felt the sting of her students' anger. As such, she leamed very quickly that "the point . . . 

is not to deny or disclaim authority or expertise, . . . but to use it in ways that solicits 

student awareness of their own knowledges and expertise." Therefore, she dways looks 

for ways " . . . to make what [she is] . . . saying or what students [are] saying, 

immediately relevant to as many people in the room as possible." Paul additionally 

experienced leamer resistance. In one course for example, a student stood up in his class 

and shouted, %ho the heii do you think you are!?" Other students, he shared, complained 

at thinking for themselves saying "that's your job. You should read those books and . . . 

tell [LIS] what information [we] need to know." Like Danielle and Leslie, Paul had to 

assess his approach and demonstrate the value of his teaching. Another faculty member, 

Sam, wondered if their negative reaction wasn't the result of students having " . . . 

particular ideas of what they're gohg to get out of . . . class, [bringing expectations set 

by] . . . whatever everyone else has been teaching" - in others words, the individual and 

cornpetitive leaming experienced during high school or perpetuated by traditional 

University teaching. 



Aside fiom understanding the concept of coliaborative learning, faculty observed students 

struggling with its newness in terms of student roies. Leslie, for example, had students 

who were inexperienced with group work and unprepared for the amount of work 

expected. As a result, they were ofien "pissed" with her. Fortunately, with time and 

proper orientation to group leaming, she found most students adjusted to their new roles 

of active problem solver, contributor, aod discussant. Most likely the demands of higher 

order thinking and a more public domain in the ciassroom added an element of risk for 

students (MacGregor, 1990). A supportive leaming environment with opportunities to 

develop new skiils and becorne cornfortable with these and other more traditional roles 

such as listener, note taker, and observer is therefore needed. For students who are use 

to more traditional styles of leaming, greater effort on their part will be required. For 

seasoned leamers with former group work expenence at the higher education level, the 

transition to collaborative leaming is iikely more fluïd and Iess Nky. As Sawyer found 

with upper year (2d to 4th year) and graduate students in the same Stream of study, in 

terms of skills needed to be successful, they seemed to have cc . . . got the message and 

moved on." 

Leaming to work with peers rather than alone and in competition is an additional 

challenge for students. Man specifically highlighted first year learners who enter 

university, cc . . . accustomed to higher grades [and] . . . a mode1 that has been very 

individual." Indeed coming h m  an educational system where competition and individual 

merit is the n o m  and then entering higber education, where in the midst of collaborative 

leaming the dominant paradigm is more independent rather than interdependent, a mked 



message about the status quo is set and the message for cdaboration is mudded. As Sam 

surnmarized, "everybody else is doing this, this, and this, and you're doing something 

completely different . . . They're (-dents) so busy, they do not have tirne to second guess 

what this professor wants versus what all . . . other professors want. They get annoyed 

with innovation." 

Some professors additionally questioned student cornmitment and motivation for learning- 

Danielle and Neluka, in pariicular, highlighted student passivity and poor preparation in 

advance of class. In fact, Neluka often " . . . wonders if they lack the maturity to 

understand how this approach c m  be a powedul Leamhg opporhmity [or if they] . . . only 

pay attention when [she is] lecturing?!" Contrasted with her graduate dudents, Neluka 

and many other professors 1 spoke with, noted what a difference a year or two makes in 

student motivation, willingness to leam, and level of experience to understand and anchor 

learning. Leslie aiso highlighted the practice of students in " . . . treating her course like . . 

. others, where the bulk of work a d o r  study is left to just before the exam." Meanwhile, 

Neluka, Danielle, and Alan questioned the Level of priority students place on learning, 

w o n d e ~ g  if their cornpethg needs and priorities associated with the chniversity 

experience" rank higher than that of academia. Neluka in particular questions . . . if the 

course doesn't provide the framework for them (the students) to situate their social life," 

leaving her to wonder if she isn't doing a disservice to her students by remaining true to 

her philosophy. As such, she sometimes ponders if she should r e m  to the practice of 

lecturing, with two midtemis and a h a L  In the end, she puts it down to personal 

accountability, sighting: "there is somethg about individual personal accountability that is 



a highly motivating factor, but if absent, when push comes to shove students have other 

priorities." 

Learning preference was another student challenge commoniy observed by faculty. 

Students, used to a mode1 (coming from high school) which supports cornpetition, a 

pnvate presence in the classroom, and a passive or d a c e  approach to leaming view 

collaborative learning as both challenghg and rïsky. As such, many facdty encountered 

student resistance, requiring creative practice to strengthen leaming modes in other 

domains. Paul and Aian, for example, implement leaming styles exercises to promote 

discussion about the diversity of learning and teaching styles practised in higher education. 

Alan, in particular, honours this tradition, believing that %hatever people take away fiom 

it . . . , virtualIy everyone comes out of the experiential exercise in a different place [or] 

level then where they went into it." By contrast, Danieile maximizes the personal in her 

class, respecting students for how they leam, but challenging them to move beyond their 

comfort zone. Other faculty, including those aiready mentioned, employ a variety of 

teaching methods which cater to different leaming styles and further provide some means 

of orientation to prepare students for learning. Fomuiately, most learners make the 

transition to coilaborative leaming. As Paul discovered, the majority of students with 

tirne, practice, and support " . . . very quickly get over that [resistance] and enjoy the 

fieedom." His positive course evaluations wodd suggest this to be the case. 

As student concems add to those experienced by faculty, many now implement some 

means of orientation or training in their classroom. At a minimum, the facdty 1 spoke 



with, take time during the nrst class meetings to talk about their teaching phiiosophy aed 

to outline their instructional approach. Most of them additionally highlight their course 

expectations, review the course syllabus, and address student anxieties about collaborative 

leamuig. Some faculty, üke Alan and Paul, also implement leamuig styles exercises to 

open discussion about the various ways students leam. Sawyer, himself, introduces 

various leaming activities (Le. nominal group technique) to prepare students for the 

discussion method. Meanwhile, Danielle and Leslie value the creation of a safe and 

supportive environment which respects students and fosters their learning. Leslie 

additionaily refers students to her out-of-class group training session to help them make 

the transition fiom passive to active group teamers. 

Faculty Issues and Concerns 

Faculty engaged in collaborative leaming simiiarly expressed a need to reshape their 

teaching role(s), having their own "leaming curve" to undergo. As their stories suggest, 

innovative teaching evolved as they reached a point in their careers where they felt 

cornfortable with the subject material, experienced at teaching, and confident in theù 

abilities to undertake the ccexperientiai" or 6ccollaborative" mode. Beginning their careers 

without the benefit of formal teaching experience, a background in education or pedagogy, 

or orientation to their position (if even available) however, many were disadvantaged fiom 

the start. Alan captures the experience of several faculty, reflecting on his own teaching 

history. "It wasn't as i f1  went to something and somebody laid out all these neat things in 

tems of coilaborative l e h g  that came later in terms of beginning to have some 

discussions with people that began to c d  it that. It was really my own leaming [and] 



e x p l o ~ g  [which] moved me dong in my teachùig." 

Reaching a point where faculty feel disposed to move beyond transmitting knowledge, to 

distancïng themselves fiom authoritative teaching structures and embracing collaborative 

lzarning (or other innovative practices), is and of itself, a major hurdle. As Alan 

expressed, "trying out a number of these things (innovation) takes time for me to feel 

comf'ortable with, and for me to help the students feel com£ortable with, because they may 

not [have] experienced these [things] either . . . It's going to take . . . a bit o f  a leamhg 

curve to get things working . . . [and] it's likely to be at a point in my career where 1 feel 

sufficiently codïdent about where 1 am [with] my position (colieagues) . . . [Ody] then 

[am r] open to thiaking 1 would like to try some other things." Sawyer similarly 

expressed concem when he highlighted the fact that discussion leaming (as he prefers to 

term it) is "scarier" for beginning teachers. It feels as " . . . if you're loshg control [and 

that] the game is wide open. You don't know what this group of three bright students 

together might concoct . . . or [what] question they might ask . . . In a lecture settïng you 

have got control. You're delivering, and you know . . . [that] there won? be any 

surprises . . . It wasn't uniil . . - 1  was getting more cornfortable with my status and.[the] 

matenal, that 1 was willing to take those risks . . . " 

As Alan's and Sawyer's experiences suggest, inherent in ûying something new, like 

collaborative leamhg, is the eelrnent of risk. On some level, each facuity member 1 spoke 

with expressed this sentiment in te- of the institution or culture, their peers, their 

students, themselves, or a combination of them ail, making their teaching joumey that 



more challenging. As Richard Felder's (1995) titled article on goup work suggests, we 

never said it would be easy. 

On an institutionai level, an individual rather than a collegial culture continues to 

perpetuate more authoritative, didactic forms ~fteaching~ offering Iittle to engender a 

spirit of coilaboration among faculty and administration or a mode1 of communïty for 

students. Instead, many facdty teach in isolation without the benefit of instructional 

support. While the c6conversation of teaching" is on the rise, lack of selfkonfidence or 

support fiom one's peers, department, or university make it difflcuit to break with the 

dominant paradigm of lecture in favour of alternative fomis of instruction. As Neluka and 

Leslie expressed, faculty are "independent creatures" who are "great at the individual." 

Forhmately, higher education is responding to c d s  for quality education, forcing many 

institutions to openly address the issue of teaching and to foster what Barr and Tagg's 

(1995) titled article suggests - a paradigm shift fiom teachuig to leamkg. 

Expectations and perceptions of teaching by one's colieagues pose additional concem for 

faculty. Sam, for example, remembered feehgs of reservation while a junior facdty 

member, admitting he was more traditional in his research and teaching at that tirne, and 

that he " . . . woddn't have tried as much before tenure" ifhe thought his pers might 

beiieve his practices c'weird''. Now of course, he's " . . . become more experimental 

[taking] more risks as [he's] gotten dong in terms of ws] university career." Alan 

similarly expressed concern on this matter, noting his decision to experiment with other 

teacbg methods came after he felt '' . . . sufnciently confident about E s ]  position . . . " 



Paul similarly expressed fhtration with facuity who viewed his teachuig as a 'ccopout'9 

and who failed to respect his philosophy or approach to instruction, or the hard work that 

went into its preparation. As a result, he appreciates the safie and supportive envuonment 

he's created dong with his strong background in research to augment his teachkg when 

preparing for promotions and tenure review. 

Other facdty Like Paul, expressed concem with the more formal Peer Review. Required 

by the University as part of promotions and tenure review (Faculty Policy Handbook, 

Section E), it has become increasiogly important to faculty that their colleagues share 

similar teaching philosophies, so as not to be reviewed in an unfavourable manner. When 

faculty and administration hold dif'fierent conceptions of teaching, it may work to their 

disadvantage. Barr and Tagg (1995), in their titled article on paradigm shifts, shared an 

incident of a professor, who received an unexpected visit fiom their dean for the purposes 

of peer review. The dean, observing students working coliaboratively in groups and at a 

considerable noise level, told the facuity member he would r e m  when he or she was 

"teaching". Faced with such opposing definitions of teaching, the risk of innovation, both 

persondy and professiody, is daimting. This is especially true when departmental 

Promotions and Tenure Review commîttees f d  to understand the risk associated with 

trying something new or .the t h e  it takes to develop innovative pedagogy. 

Students M e r  pose an element of risk to professors. Lacking perseverance or support, 

many faculty may r e m  to traditional instructional practice when faced with teachuig 

opposition. Even with support, some faculty may reject innovative practice. Referrhg to 



his own department, Aian shared the expience ofone faculty member, who upon trying 

something new unsuccessfiilly, would not make another attempt, even with the 

encouragement and suppoa of her peers. In addition to student resistance, the influence 

of their input on end-of-semester evaluatiom with their feedback mechanism into 

promotions and tenure review, further poses risk. Given the subjective way faculty often 

interpret and react to student feedback, my positive outcomes may be 10% in face of 

negative comments - no matter how minor they might be. Faculty then, lacking an 

understandhg cornmittee who recognize that student evaluations may initially go d o m  

when irnplementing something new or that innovation takes time to develop, may be more 

cautious in their teaching, or rely more heavily on their research, to ensure his tenured 

status. 

Referring to the research culture Alan believes, "many teachers who try sornethhg new, if 

it bombs, never use it again . . . For whatever reason . . . that seems to be the way people 

react We'd never react that way in our research! You go into a Iab and try something for 

the first tirne. You'd be surprised if it worked. In fact, you would try it a few more times. 

You reserve judgement on the evaiuation. Around teaching, for whatever host of reasons, 

we don? tend to reserve judgement, we pay a lot of attention to the negative." 

Aside from the risk that faculty assume in trying something new, "stepping out of the 

spotlight" and relinquishing control in the cIassroom is another issue. As Sawyer 

highlighted previously, making the transition to more facilitative leaming is "scarier" for 

beginning teachers and leaves the "game wide open." As such, he questions " . . . the 



ability of other young facuity to explore some of these ideas (teachg innovation) without 

a Lot of institutionai support. . . For them to stumble dong and take risks is not a good 

idea at the beginning." In response, Sawyer advocates a 6%uddy system" where new 

faculty observe innovation in practice and receive support in developing their own 

teaching style and philosophy. This is particularly important in light of Alan's comments 

which suggest faculty avoid or hesitate to use coilaborative leaming when it requires, what 

Leslie terms, "'an active m g  up" process. As facuity stories suggest however, with 

practice, experience, comfoa and support, faculty focus less on "ownership over courses" 

and more on ''taking responsibility for the curriculum." 

The question of covering content versus supporthg student leaming (process) wil1 

invariably surface as faculty embrace coilaborative learning- Tied closely to faculty 

perceptions of their educational role and their teaching philosophy, the process of 

reconciliation is challenging. Danieile, for example, with her idedistic goals, often 

overestimates what she can accomplish in the span of a semester. As a resuit, she ofien 

negotiates with her students, what reasonably can be achieved in the remaining weeks of 

the semester. Sam's realization that there is " . . . no one way you can get across al1 of the 

matenal . . . " encouraged him to reflect critically upon his discipline, and choose theories 

and fiameworks to explain key concepts to his students. Meanwhile, Neluka practices the 

art of "surveillance" to help choose theory with which to illuminate student leaming and 

personalize their "ah-hahs." MacGregor (1990: 27) says, 

teachers who build their course around group work do not belittle or 
abandon coverage or skills; indeed, they and their students are seriously 
and directly confkonting matters of understanding and comprehension all 



the time. But the burden of 'covering' (and of explicating and relating) has 
shifted fiom the teacher alone to the teacher and students together. 

As such, movement toward dissolving %e Atlas Cornplex" (Finkel& Monk, 1983) is 

greatly achieved. 

Beyond risk, faculty are chailenged with fincihg balance with theü personal Me; their 

academic workload; and university expectations for teaching, sentice and research. Faced 

with trying something different or embarking on something new, Sam for example, finds 

himselfsaying, " . . . ifyou're gohg to do this, what am 1 not going to do?' 

Operational Issues and Challenges 

inherent in collaborative leaming are a number of operational issues. Under this category, 

assessrnent is the top concem expressed by faculty. Required as a practice by the 

institution, many question which approach is best for promoting and supporting shident 

learning. Neluka sums it up appropnately when she says, there is "no magical formula" 

Each course, each set ofstudents, and each semester is unique. As such, she, like many 

other facdty 1 spoke to, aim for a varïety of assignments and grading practices which meet 

various student learriing styles, support different instructional goals, and award individual 

and group efforts. Even so, Paul expressed discornfort at standing in judgement of 

students, sharing: "1 somehow can't get rny mind around the idea of doing coliaborative 

learning and then setting an exam where you ask specinc questions." He amibutes this 

fnistration to his belief that ccredistically, students learn dif5erent things in his class and 

that comparing them to one another and assigning a grade is contrary to the spirit of 



collaboration." As a result, Paul offers flexibility in evaluation, emphasizing L e d g ,  

offering feedback and comments on assignments, ailowing students to negotiate grades, 

and encouraging them to take chances without being penaiized. 

On a different note, Leslie expressed concem with faculty rnembers who incorporate 

group work, but mark on an individual basis. She feels this approach niins the whole 

point of group leaming. Sawyer and Neluka expressed their ~ w n  discomfoa with 

assessment, but more in terms of specific assessment approaches (Le. self and peer 

evaluation). Meanwhile, Aian questions the degree to which the University makes 

assessment easy, when recruiting practices set high academic standards which attract 

scholars who have high marks, achieved by an individual and competitive means. 

What remaias problematic, however, is that faculty members are still the 
expert witnesses of student learning, and the holders of power relative to 
the gradhg process. And, more than any other factor, ùistnictors' 
evaluative processes act to divide students, and to press the classroom 
atmosphere back into a competitive mode (MacGregor, 1990: 27). 

As indicated above, many faculty offer latitude in their approach to grading, thei. use of a 

variety of assessment approaches, or their involvement of students in the evaiuative 

process. 

Second to assessment is the issue of time - (1) time to deveiop and become cornfortable 

with pedagogical alternatives Wce collaborative leamkg, (2) time to plan well thought out 

collaborative leaming initiatives (though many recognize this as a factor for almost any 

type of teaching), (3) time to prepare students for leaming collaboratively, and (4) time to 

implement discovery vernis more didactic forms of instruction over a 12 week semester- 



With decreased f d t y  numbers and larger cohorts of entering year students, facdty ofien 

feel overburdened- Given their university commitments (Le. service, research, and 

teaching), its chdenging to maintain integrity and a high degree of collaboration when 

class sizes are on the rise and available university resources are increasingly stretched. As 

Danielle shared, there is an expectation for innovative teaching on-campus, but no formd 

mechanism instailed by the University which values and supports its development. She, 

Like others then, want the Univemity (Le. tenure and promotion committee) to recognize 

that whatever innovative teaching they do %at that was Merent; that that took rime; and 

that that's worthy of notice." 

In addition to assessrnent and tirne, Danielle additionally highlighted the brevity of 

courses. Personaily, she prefers year long courses as they provide the best means to 

establish community and foreground the personal as part of knowledge production. 

Neluka similarly shares these sentiments, stating: '7 think the semester long [course] 

works, but in terms of team dynamics, fiom the students' point of view, it is not a long 

term conxnitment." 

Issues and Challenges associated with the Physicai Environment 

While coilaborative leaming is increasingly researched and validated as an effective means 

of pedagogy in higher education, the structures we have in place do not necessarily 

support its growth. This is particdarly tnie of University of Guelph classrooms, whose 

design and construction predominantly support didactic foms of instruction. Built mainiy 

in the late 1960's and early 1970's when the dominant paradigm was lecture, many of 



today's classrooms are ili-suited for innovative teachuig practices like coilaborative 

learning. Fuaher, their aging conditions and appearance are unattractive, uncornfortable, 

and in much need of a face lift (Classroom Survey9 1999). Leslie, particdarly commented 

on temperature control, referrùig to rooms in the MacKinnon building as behg too hot or 

too cold. Flourescent lighting was another issue for Leslie, commenthg on the difnculty 

it posed in her seeing student faces fiom which to gage their reaction and understanding of 

the subject material. She found this to be the case, particularly probfematic in larger 

classroom setthgs. With cuts in govemment fiuldlng contnbuting to a reduced faculty 

population, an increased student enrollment, and a rise in the number of large classes, 

faculty are challenged with competing for limited resources and obtaining the best 

classrooms to match their teaching styles and to meet their students' learning needs. 

Uncornfortable fiminire, bolted to the floor additionally detracts fiom the physical 

arrangement many facdty want. Accordhg to Sawyer, for example, %ere is a certain 

amount of noise with good collaborative Iearning . . . You need to be able to gather 

around tables and get yourselfphysically placed . . . In the lecture hall, aside fiom two 

minute buzz groups, I think you need some physical arrangement where you can gather 

together and spread out your papas." Flexibility also seems to be key. Alan particularly 

commented on this point, feeling most classes at Guelph inadequate with their lack of 

flexibility to move things around or adaptability to suit teaching styles. He believes, for 

example, that the set-up of a classroom conveys something about shident expectations and 

the overail leaming ciimate. Paul similarly feels this way, stating an undergraduate class 

of 70 tolOO people, held in a setting with stationary desks and tables, detracts fiom the 



mental space he would like to create. As the foilowing scenarïo suggests, it detracts fiom 

his teaching. Whcn students " . . . wdk in [a ciassroom] and they see the very formal 

setting with the professor at the middle of the fiont of the room, with the lïght on 

m e r ]  . . . , they're not thinking collaborative leaming, they're thinking [they] cm sit 

back, take some notes, and hear what this person has to say." Recognizïng this, Paul 

prefers the rooms in Landscape Architecture which lack structure and offer the flexibiiity 

of moving chairs and tables, beiieving this type of se thg  lends itselfbetter to collaborative 

leaming. Others, like Danielle, prefer the smaller classrooms and seminar rooms found in 

the MacKinnon building, which lend more to building commuflity. in contrast, Leslie and 

Sam (physical environment not so much an issue for Sam who feels he can teach 

anywhere) prefer the newer facilities housed at the Ontario Veterinarian College. 

Cultural and Institutional Issues and Challenges 

Many faculty concerns with implementing collaborative learning stem in part fiom the 

culture of the institution and the practices it engenders. As the stories of each faculty 

member suggest, a mechanisrn which provides a safe and supportive environment and 

which allows professors to develop their teaching, establish cornfort with the subject 

materiai, become famiiiar with the noms of their discipline, and provide the necessary 

resources to teach (Le. appropriate classroom space, teaching assistant support) does 

much to diminish the risk associated with implementing alternative foms of instruction 

and creating a climate that encourages conversation and community about teaching. As 

Leslie shared, "it's easier to work in an environment where they fomally recognize and 

appreciate what you do." 



At a departmental level, many professors felt forninate to work in a unit supportive of 

teaching. They expressed this support in terms of resources and/or training they received, 

shared teaching philosophies and practices with their colleagues, an award system 

recognizing innovative teaching, a promotions and tenure policy advancing faculty on the 

bais  of research and teaching, a hiring policy looking for evidence of good teaching, and 

overall, a safe and cornfortable ciimate to work in. In the larger university community 

however, departmentai support seems to be the exception, not the nom. As Leslie 

shared, many faculty expressed disbelief at the level of support she received, leading her to 

question whether teaching is r e d y  acknowledged as a core requirement of being a "good 

academic," 

While many faculty beiieve the university is moving toward the leaming paradigm. they 

also expressed an element of cynicism with its current status. Danielle, for exarnple, feels 

the University pays "lip servicey' to teaching in that it fails to provide a mechanism which 

allows faculty to develop alternative forms of instruction. Likewise, Leslie points to a 

University President who uses language supportive of innovation, but who doesn't provide 

a means to achieve it. She suggests that if we're serious about collaborative leaming, we 

need a cccollaborative environment" and ccsystemic change" to help faculty "..fhd the 

places in which they thrive best and in which their skiils are best used and most 

challenged." Unfominately, the research paradigm continues to shape much of higher 

education (Boyer, 1990). To combat this phenornenon and move toward a new paradigm 

supportive of teaching and leaming, Leslie suggests University needs to consistently 

support creativity by evduating teaching as important as research, and providing the 



financial and temporal encouragement that has previously been delegated only to 

research." 

One way the University can support teaching is through a tenure and promotions process 

which appropriately recognizes, evaluates and rewards effective teaching and leaming. 

Unfortmately this is not currentiy the case. Peer Review, for example, with its feedback 

mechanism into T&P9 is a faculty concem in temis of University status, especially if 

observed by someone with a meren t  conception of teaching. Paul certaidy appreciates 

being able to approach his pers and Say, ''1 wonder what went wrong?" without worryhg 

about faculty reporthg back to his T&P committee. End of semester student evaluations 

Likewise are womsome. I f a  faculty rnember receives a poor student rating the first thne 

he/she tries something innovative, and iftheir Promotions and Tenure Review Cornmittee 

fails to understand the risk associated with trying something new or recognize the amount 

of t h e  needed to make a successful transition, the outcome may have baring on fiture 

innovation as well as their desired tenured status. Sam, for example, in reflecting upon his 

junior years, conceded he was more traditional in his research and teaching, and that he 

"...woddn't have tried as much before tenure," especially ifhe believed his peers would 

think it C%veird'7. Now of course he is more experimental. This example serves to 

highlight Sawyer's concems, which suggest that doing an excellent job of teachuig and a 

mediocre job of research, in the University's current culture, could be problematic at 

tenure. While efforts have been made with the introduction of the Teaching Dossier to 

address these concems, as Danielle shared, some may view its application as another level 

'T&P = tenure and promotion 



of bureaucratization. 

On a policy level, Sam is fkstrated by admlliistrative red tape which has made his efforts 

to CO-teach with faculty fiom other departments - tedious. For example, two sets of 

course numbers in the undergraduate caiender have to be arranged; students have to 

register under one of two different departments; and course fimding has to be negotiated. 

From his perspective, the overall message conveyed suggests "the universiry does not deal 

weli with interdepartmental, interdiscipllliary M. . . and that the interdiscipluiary stirff is 

always considered kind of marginal . . . " Given the cutback in University fùnding and 

resources, Sam questions why the University doesn't do more to support interdisciplinary , 

colIaborative initiatives, 

Other policy concems reflect enrollment management practices which recnllt more 

students and result in larger class sizes. Many feel this puts a strah on existing resources, 

making it increasingly difflculty for faculty to obtain the classrooms which meet their 

teaching styles and offer a physical arrangement that is both flexible and complimentas. to 

learner needs. Neluka, for example, goes to great lengths to obtain appropriate classroom 

space. She womes however, like her colleagues, that ifother instnictors similarly become 

demanding, problems could arise. From an operational perspective, larger classroom 

numbers challenge the extent to which coilaborative leaming may be irnplemented. Given 

that its success rests on the uistnictor's ability to manage the environment and plan well 

thought out learning activities which support the principles of collaborative learning, the 

ability of even the most seasoned faculty member is tested. 



Not to be left out, Danielle and Neluka, additionally note the breviv of the semester 

system which f d s  to support positive group dynamics and the building of comrnunity. 

Meanwhile, Aian and Paul highiïght University assessment and grading practices which 

engender cornpetition between students, rather than mutuaL interdependence. 

On top of everything else, time and workload need to be addressed. Balancing University 

expectations for teachg, research, and service with faculty initiative to be hovative and 

supportive of student learnhg is increasingly diaicult. In the words of Sam, when faced 

with tcyhg something new, 6 ~ o u  have to say [to yourselfl, if you're going to do this, what 

am 1 not going to do?" As Danielle and Leslie both suggest, a mechauism supporthg 

innovation and integrity of teaching is needed. 

In light of so many faculty concerns with their own teaching, the physical envïmnment, 

their students, the operation of collaborative learning and the institution itself, its no 

wonder lecture continues to dominate as the preferred mode of teaching. Given the shift 

toward the leaming paradigm (Barr & Tagg, 1995) however, and the fact that so many 

issues and challenges tie back to the University and its culture, the institution has within its 

power to eEect positive change toward teaching and learning. 



CHAPTER 6 - Discussion, Recommendations, and Future Research 

Introduction 

The goal of th-s study focussed on i d e n t w g  issues and chailenges experienced by 

University of Guelph facuity when implementing coilaborative learning in their 

undergraduate classrooms. Those chailenges were categorized under faculty concems, 

students issues, operational challenges, the physicai environment, or insritutionaVcuihnal 

factors. While my research achieved this goal and is supported by the available literattire, 

it additionally highlighted other factors important to faculty development and the 

implementation of coilaborative leaming. These factors became apparent as 1 prepared a 

case study (or story) for each professor. While the stones were originaily constnicted as a 

data management tool, analysis unveiled the signincance of journey and reflection as 

faculty develop as teachers. This, perhaps, more than the identifïed issues and challenges, 

is the most unique fïndiog of the study. As such, the remaining part of this chapter 

summarizes the issues and challenges identfied, underscores implications for the 

University of Guelph, highlights the signincance ofjourney and reflection, suggests 

rnechanisms to support faculty development and innovate practices like collaborative 

learning, offers recommendations to the University of Guelph, and h d y ,  makes 

suggestions for future research. 

Issues and Chaüenges 

Because the foiiowing issues are interluiked, the ability to isolate discussion of a particular 

challenge to anyone category is Lunited. As a result, overlap between sections and/and 



reference to other sections occurred, 

Students 

Faculty encountered many challenges posed by students when implementing collaborative 

leaming. The Iiterature supports each of them and M e r  highlights others (Felder & 

Brent, 1996; Lawrence, 1997b, Woods, 1994; Matthews, 1996; MacGregor, 1990; and 

others). The main ones identined in this study, include: (1) helping students 

reconceptualize their role(s) as active, constructive leamers who take ownership for their 

leaming; (2) deaiing with student resistance resulting fiom learner expectations for greater 

teacher authority and direct leaming; (3) reorienting students to working interdependently 

with their peers (i.e. group) rather than aione and in cornpetition; (4) developing 

cornpetencies supportive of collaborative learning such as group dynamics, 

communications, higher order thinking, and lïstening skills; and (5) recasting students' 

passive approach to leaming and poor classroom preparation, ofien associated with lack 

of motivation, codtment ,  maturity, and other university priorities. This list is by no 

means exhaustive, but highlights many issues and challenges experienced by University of 

Guelph faculty in the process of implementing collaborative learning. 

The implications of these findings have significance for the introduction of the 

coilaborative mode1 in undergraduate education at the University of Guelph. 

Collaborative leaming, for example, is not a classroom technique that can be implemented 

at the teacher's whim, but rather, a pedagogical tactic which requires a great deal of 

planning and thought. Part ofthat planning requires consideration of student issues, such 



as their approach to leaming and Ievel of cognitive development. For many snidents, 

coIIabomtive leaming differs signincantly fiom what they were accultured to in hi& 

school. Throughout their years spent in formal education their hsbmctor, the expert, 

defined what and how students learned, and whose knowledge was vaiued. As a result, 

students finishg high school and entering University cognitively are more apt to be fact- 

oriented, view learning as a process of memorization, see the professor as the source of al1 

knowledge, and see themselves as containers waiting to receive information (Perry, 1970). 

Collaborative learning, however, expects students to constmct knowledge with their peers 

through a social inquiry process. This necessitates higher cognitive demands, skills in a 

range of areas (Le. communication), active student involvement, the valuing of both peer 

and individual knowledge and experience, and a certain level of commitment and maturity. 

For entering year students though, many of these requirements may be new or threatening 

to their preferred or expected way of leaming, especially if the stmtegies which guaranteed 

them high marks in high school and which secured them a place in university are no Longer 

valid under the collaborative model. 

Given these circumstances, is it reasonable to expect students, especially those new to 

collaborative leaming, to embrace its practice with open amis? In Paul's early use, he 

learned quickiy what students wodd and would not accept This was exemplified when a 

student stood up in one of his classes and yeUed at hun that teachiag students what to 

leam and tellhg them what to know is his job. As a result of this incident, Paul now 

implements a series of learning styles activities in hopes of promoting discussion and 

awareness ofdifferent ways of leaming. He dso varies the amount of coilaborative 



leaming used in courses, strategicaliy aitering it according to the year of students at which 

the course is aimed (i.e. senior undergrads 1/3 - graduates W3). Perhaps, situations like 

Pa\i19s could have been diminished and student rïsk assuaged, if the University and its 

faculty took strategic and graduated efforts to introduce collaborative learning, instead of 

implementing the add a course mentaliry tradltionally practised by higher education when 

faced with learning deficiencies. 

Cognitively it may be inappropriate to expect entering year students to successfully 

operate w i t h  a collaborative learning environment. Just as faculty need time to develop 

skill and confidence in their teaching, students simiIarly need t h e  to adjust and become 

skilled at collaborative learning. As a result, it may be more appropnate to aid students in 

their fîrst and second years with developing skills and competencies associated with 

collaborative leaming. Chickering and Reisser (1993) suggest students entering 

university need to develop intellectual, physicaUmanuai, and interpersonal competencies 

early in their academic career if they are to be successful students. Strategicdly supporthg 

students' skill development toward collaborative leaming then, would be developmentally 

appropriate. 

Helping students develop competencies (Le. group dynamics skills, communication s kills, 

and interpersonai skills) is an early step faculty can employ . hcorporating these elements 

Uito the curriculum and vduing them through assessment and application is the next phase 

to facilitating their entry into collaborative Iearning. Of course, shsring the responsibility 

and power in terms of grading and developing assessment criteria will also help in this 



process. Perhaps, if more University of Guelph departrnents and colleges took initiative to 

link student 1earning and knowledge development through an integrated curriculum~ the 

likeliness of compartmentalized leaming and resistance towards collaboration would 

diminish. Sawyer, for example, attributed a Iack of student resistance, as a result of many 

them having taken courses in the same Stream of study designed to develop student skills, 

build and expand Leamer knowledge, and foster continued leaming with the same cohoa 

of peers. 

Faculty can also employ other initiatives. Valuing a range of knowledges and teaching 

students to question those accepted, iike Danielie does, may similarly help students 

remove blinders to other ways of knowing. Helping students become reflective, 

metacognitive leamers through practices such as journal writing may m e r  prepare 

students for coilaborative leaming. These are but a few options that with creative 

planning on the part of faculty and initiative on the part of departments and colleges, 

support students and bring about integrated curricula. 

Facutîy 

Faculty dso experienced personal issues and challenges as they orchestrated collaborative 

Ieaming. Centrai to their concerns was the element of risk; however, other factors 

sllnilarly identified in the lirerature, also proved chaiienging (Knapper, 1995; Boyer, 1990; 

Cerbiri, 1993; Palmer, 1993; Palmer 1987; Matthews, 1996; Felder & Brent, 1996; 

Tiberius, 1986; Wren & Harris-Schmidt, 1991; Barr & Tagg, 1995; Lawrence, 1996; 

Meyers & Jones, 1993; Bonweii & Eison, 1991; MacGregor, 1990; Finkel Br Monk, 1983; 



Boggs, 1 999). They include: (1) lack of training in pedagogy or practice teachuig; (2) 

balancing academic workload and university expectations given the time needed to 

develop and feel cornfortable with alternative pedagogies; (3) lack of institutional support 

for instructio~~ and teachùig innovation; (4) Merent conceptions of teaching contrary to 

collaborative leaming; (5) dealing with student resistance to collaborative leaming; (6) 

appropnately covering content given the t h e  discovery learning takes; and (7) distancing 

oneself as  the central player in the classroom as equitable relationships with students in the 

teaching and leaming process are formed. 

Beginning their university career, the majority of faculty 1 spoke with had limited teaching 

experience and lacked training in pedagogy to adequately prepare them for the demands of 

teaching. Perhaps if their graduate programs had trained them for teaching as they did for 

research, the cCsurvïval mode" Leslie expenenced and the distress Neluka expressed would 

have been diminished. Indeed, at the mention of her eariy teaching, Neluka cringes, 

relating ".... it was so scary when m thuik what 1 did to those poor students. I was 

straight out of a m. 1 had never had any exposure to pedagogical issues, and 1 really 

didn't know what 1 was doing." Compared with Danielle who had many opportunities 

during her PhD program to teach, study the protocols of her discipline, and develop an 

understanding of knowledge and the nature of Imowing, she was more experienced at 

teaching and conifortable in her role as instnictor than her colieagues who s ida r ly  began 

teaching at the University of Guelph without such preparation. Indeed, she was more 

prepared to deal with content issues and take a decentralized role in the classroom having 

developed an understanding of knowledge developrnent and confidence in her ability to 



teach. As the stories of the other six faculty suggest, building experience and gaining 

confidence in teaching are stepping Stones to faculty development as teachers and the 

implementation of alternative pedagogies like collaborative leaming. As Sawyer shared, 

collaborative leaming or one of its many vines, is "scarier" for beginning teachers because 

" . . . you feel as if you're losing control and that the game is wide open . . . In a lecture 

setting you have . . . control. You're delivering and you know . . . there won't be any 

surprises." 

If we are commined to teaching and if it is of primary importance to the institution, efforts 

to prepare future faculty for their role as teachers should be a priority. Teaching assistant 

training programs, for example, should introduce students to pedagogy, offer mentoring 

opportunities, provide feedback on teaching, facilitate a forum for discussion, and supply 

ongoing professional and personal development opportunities. At the same t h e ,  graduate 

programs should prepare hture academics for teaching, as they currently do research. As 

Boyer (1 990: 67) suggests, universities need to 

rethllik graduate education where professional attitudes and values of the 
professonate are most W y  shaped [and] . . . where changes are most 
urgent if the new scholarship (teacbg, research, application, and 
integration) is to become a reality. 

%le the University of Guelph does not currently offer an integrated approach to 

graduate education, it does offer a credit course on teaching and theory 'O. Unfortunately, 

attendance is voluntary and participation is iimited in numbers. Efforts to develop in 
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University Teaching: Theory and Practice (course title) introduces students to pedagogical 
issues, whiie offering opportunities to practice teaching and receive feedback. 



graduates, a strong footing in teaching and regard for its importance, would do much to 

value and promote its pursuit as a scholarly activity. As Cerbin (1993: 1) suggests, 

teaching wiii not be accepted by the professoriate as authentic scholarship 
until it advocates and oEen alternative models of teaching as cornplex, 
problematic, inteilectually challenging, and creative work. Faculty must be 
drawn to teaching for the same reason they are drawn to scholarship and 
research. 

Perhaps if this was more the case, university expectations of facdty would be more 

equitable, academic workloaàs wodd be more reasonable, and the risk associated with 

collaborative leamhg (or other innovative pmctices) would be diminished. 

To achieve these goals facdty need institutionai support in terms of incentives, reward 

structures, and equitable procedures for evaluatuig teaching (Le. tenure and promotion). 

Currently, the University of Guelph expects faculty to research, teach, and perform 

service; however, departmental Promotions and Tenure Review cornmittees tend to 

advance professors on the basis of research. The faculty I spoke with reiterated this point 

several times. As a remit, many of them played the "tenure game" where they 

endeavoured to be innovative with collaborative learning, but relied on their research 

background to guarantee tenured status. While they achieved the goal of tenure, theu 

conunitment of time and effort was substantiai. 

End-of-semester student evaluations and formai Peer Review also posed risk for 

promotion. Estudents did poorly in a course or preferred other modes of leaming, for 

example, the nsk of Low ratïngs was heightened. Likewise, if faculty were observed by 

instmcton holding contrary conceptions of teaching, they risked being reviewed 



unfavourably. Of course, had Promotions and Tenure Review c o d t t e e  understood both 

the risks associated with collaborative leaming and the thne it takes to make the transition 

to its successfid innovative practice, faculty apprehension may have been Iessened. Little 

wonder professors isolate their teaching fiom public scrutiny and embrace coilaborative 

learning later in their career, rather than sooner. 

This privathtion speaks to a Iack of comrnmity within institutions and the tendency of 

faculty to view thernselves as individuals, instead of members of a larger teaching 

population. Palmer (1987: 20) suggests, "we need a way ofthinking about community . . 

. that relates it to the central mission of the academy - the generation and transmission of 

knowledge." Unfortunately, many professors shield their teaching "behind closed doors." 

They find it both difficdt and unnanaal to visit coiieagues and initiate discussion about 

pedagogy and instruction. Given the insight to teaching (i.e. coilaborative leaming) that 

cornes with mentoring, sharing ideas and resources, and observing peers in practice, it's a 

shame the University of Guelph does not do more to engender a culture which invites 

dialogue on ali levels and goes beyond discussion of mere technique (Palmer, 1990; 1993). 

WhiIe University administration cannot prescnbe conversation or a certain way of 

teaching, they can surround faculty with c'expectations", "invitations," "pathways," and 

"permissions" to do things they want to do, but previously felt unable (Palmer, 1993). 

Operational Issues 

hcumbent with instructional practices are operational issues and challenges. 

Collaborative learning is no different. Facdty in this study identined assessrnent and t h e  



as the major issues. They M e r  highlighted the brevity of the semester system and 

overail class size as problematic. Assessment, by far, was their top concem with faculty 

questioning the best way to assess the outcornes of student leaming, grade student 

achievement, support collaboration, and deal with their own and their students' discodort 

with evaluation (MacGregor, 1990; Matthews, 1996). Second to assessment was the 

issue of time - thne to develop cornfort with the practice of collaborative learning, time to 

plan activities and create an environment for coilaborative learning, t h e  to prepare 

students for collaborative leaming, and time to cover content and establish community 

within a short semester (Lawrence, 1996; BruEee, 1993, Matthews, 1996; MacGregor, 

1990; Sheridan, 1989). Fùialiy, class size, particularly large class settings - increasingly the 

trend in higher education - proved challenging in terms of course planning. Indeed, as the 

number of students in classrooms reach the hundreds, the ability of faculty to effectively 

implement collaborative learning becomes compromised (i.e. lack of community, isolation, 

etcetera). 

Required by the institution, grading and assessment are ongoing challenges for faculty. 

Like good teaching, their ability to evaluate effectively takes time and practice to develop. 

Assessment also requires continuous alterations and rennement. As Neluka's observed, 

there is "no magic formulay' or perfect "grading scheme" to which she can Say, "Yes! This 

is it!" Lastly, faculty must be attuned to the authority they hold in assessment and the 

cornpetition it potentidy creates in the classroom. As MacGregor (1990: 27) notes '' . . . 

faculty members are still the expert witnesses of student learning, and the holders of power 

relative to the grading process." In response, Paul cautions the use of traditional 



assessment rnethods believing authority and cornpetition work "contrary to the spint of 

colIaborationl' 

University of Guelph faculty, with the support of the institution, can address many of these 

concerns. To heip faculty develop cornpetence with grading and assessment, Teaching 

Support Services could address this issue as a key topic during New Faculty Orientation. 

ProvÎding ongoing workshops and seminars on varÏous assessment techniques in support 

of innovative teaching wouid aiso be of benefit Likewise, o f f e ~ g  consultations aod 

linking faculty with other instructors who incorporate similar practices in their classroorn 

would help. To address issues of power and authority, faculty might consider alterative 

forms of assessment which develop student ability to judge their own work. The faculty 1 

spoke with offered the foliowing suggestions: employ peer and self evaluation, let students 

develop evaluation cnteria andlor assessrnent tools, award individuai and group efforts, 

ailow students to negotiate grades, and many more. The options are limitless. They 

require but the, creativity, and a willingness to share authority in the classroom and to 

trust students- 

Finding time and balancing workload however, is increasingly difficult for University 

instnictors, especially when faced with a declining faculty population, a growing student 

body, a rising number of large-sized classes, and University expectations for research, 

service, and teachuig. For faculty who have reached a level of comfoa in their teaching 

and are both ready and interested in explorbg pedagogical alternatives, the task is 

sornewhat daunting. As Sam discovered when trying something new, "you have to say [to 



yourselfJ, ifyour going to do this, what am 1 not going to do?" Danielle and Leslie 

similady expressed fiutration with a University that espouses quality teaching, but fds to 

value and set aside time to work on pedagogical innovation. As Danielle found, "it has to 

be done on a voluntary bais  wherever you c m  fit it in-'' Alan m e r  notes that ''tryhying 

out a nurnber of these thùigs (innovative practice) takes time . . . [and is] going to take . . 

- a bit of a learning curve to get things working" both for himself and his situdents. 

The success of colIaborative Iearning rests on the amount of tirne devoted toward its 

preparation and design, and to onenting students to its practice. Where instructors under 

the wiseman modeZr' demonstrate their expertise through the knowledge they hold and 

their ability to transmit information to students, teachers implementing coiiaborative 

leaming reveal their expertise through their ability to provide optimal leaming 

environments and interactive leaming activîties which support knowledge development. 

Because coiiaborative Iearning is new to many students and is not the dominant approach 

to teaching, efforts to orient -dents or c6rehme" their role under collaborative leamhg 

is m e r  needed. As Sam shared, "students have particular ideas of what they're going to 

get out of . . . class. If you do somethùig dinerent, students get upset because you're the 

exception . . . They're so busy, they don't have time to second guess what this professor 

wants versus what al1 other professors want. They get annoyed with innovation." 

-. - . - . 
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The wiseman mode1 embodies a traditional teaching philosophy, where instructors are 
viewed as experts whose job it is to transmit knowledge to students (empty vessels). They 
are the authority, and control what is taught and whose knowledge is valued. Lecture is 
the preferred mode of these faculty. 



To provide facdty adequate time to teach and to support professors in developing various 

approaches such as collaborative leamhg, the University of Guelph would be wise to 

value and promote teaching as a scholarly act. This could be achieved in many ways. As 

Danielle and Leslie suggest, providing a reduced course load or affording a partial or full 

sabbatical to develop alternative pedagogies would be helpful. Rewarding and recognizing 

teaching in an equitable manner would additionaily provide facdty with the motivation and 

incentive to break fiee fkom %e rut" - a terrn Lawrence (1996) uses to describe the 

familiar and secure route professors (and -dents) often travel versus new paths which 

embody greater personai Bsk  FinaIiy, developing a model promoting Merent  acadernic 

ranks as faculty progress as instructors would also support teachiog. Cerbin (1993) 

suggests beginning with an introductory period (Le. 3-5 years) where novice faculty have 

the opportunity develop effective teachhg sküls, confidence in their ability, and coaifort 

with their various teaching roies. Seasoned faculty, of course, would be expected to 

demonstrate advanced teaching (Le. t e a c h g  nIst year students), while expert faculty 

would address more chdenging leaming situations. In light of facdty stories which 

suggest a progression in teaching as instructors experience and reflect upon various 

incidents in theïr teaching joumey, this model seems appropriate. 

Physical Environment 

The importance of the physical environment to educational contexts, cannot be left 

unattended. For example, White (1 972 as cited in Vosko & Hiemstra, 1988: 185) 

established that while . . . seventy-five percent of leaniing is [generally] accounted for by 

motivation, meaningfihess, and memory, the remaining twenty-five percent . . . is 



dependent on the effects of the physical environment." The faculty I spoke with would 

tend to agree, having noted many detractive qualities about University of Guelph 

classrooms which influence the teaching and learning process (Owu, 1992; Fulton, 

199 1/1992; Blackett & Stanfield, 1994; Vosko & Hiemstra, 1988; Vahala & W i o n ,  

1994; Babey, 1991). 

Leslie, for example, was most vocal about the conditions of University of Guelph 

classrooms, referring specifically to problems associated with Iighting and temperature. 

Flourescent lighting, she stated, diminished her ability to see student faces and gage their 

reaction to the leaming material. In regards to classroom temperature (i.e. too hot or 

cold), Leslie felt it distracted students fiom their learning and took away fiom the overall 

classroom environment. Other facdty commented on poor aesthetics (i.e. old, dingy, in 

need of a facelift) and the absence of CO& (Le. broken, U-shed, old furnihue). More 

pointedly, facuity noted the lack of appropriate classmoms (i.e. size, availability) and the 

inadequacy of theu physical anangement (Le. stationary vs moveable tables and chairs). 

These two qualities alone, according to the faculty 1 spoke with, failed to support their 

collaborative approach to teaching or project the mental space they desired. Paul, for 

example, believes traditional lecture settings comrnunicate expectations contrary to 

collaboration. Indeed, Vahala and Winston (1994) suggest environments, like people, 

have "personalities." Only one faculty member said he could teach in most any 

classroom environment. It's worth noting however that he indicated a preference for 

newer facilities versus older ones. 



While faculty have Littie control over the current state of classrooms, the University of 

Guelph can invite their feedback as facilities are renovated and new educational spaces are 

built. The recent Classroom Survey (1999) and the provision of h d s  to upgrade 

instructional space at the University of Guelph is a step in the right direction. However, 

efforts by the University to implement a long term plan which funds conànued renovations 

and the building of new educational spaces should dso be initiated. A d e h e d  policy and 

a publicized mecbanism invitmg faculty and students to report maintenance and damage 

concerns would similarly aid in this process. At the very Least, the University of Guelph 

should provide appropriate fùnding and resources to adequately maintain classes so they 

are clean (Le. chalkboard wiped, chalk dust removed, garbage regularly disposed), 

cornfortable (Le. window shading, appropriate Lighting), and in a good state of repair (Le. 

no broken chairs or audio visual equipment, regularly painted). Finally, efforts to work 

with Classroom Technical Support to adjust classroom fumishings or address design 

issues shouid M e r  continue. Outside of the physical structure of classrooms, the 

University shouid consider new policy in the designation of classroom space, which 

accounts for preferred teaching styles of facuity and the leaming needs of students. At the 

faculty levei, addressing the impact of classroom structures as part of orienting students to 

collaborative leamhg, may additionally prove helpful. This List is by no means exhaustive, 

but highlights a number of measures the University of Guelph and its faculty can 

implement. 

InstitutionaYCultural Factors 

By far, the institution and its culture were of top concem. Risk and support were the main 



themes identined by University of Guelph faculty which the literature similarly mirrom 

(Barr & Tagg, 1995; MacGregor, 1990; Boggs, 1999; Bonweil& Eison, 199 1; Palmer, 

1993; Matthews, 1996; and many more). As many of the issues associated with the 

institution and its culture have already been addressed, I'U limit discussion to the support 

mechanisms facuity found invaluable and issues not previously mentioned. 

The instnictors I spoke with appreciated and enjoyed working in departments that valued 

and supported good teaching. They shared many facilitative events which moved thern 

dong in their development as teachers and toward their use of coilaborative Leaming. 

They include: (1) the provision of resources (i.e. teaching assistant support); (2) 

opportmities for training and skiil development in alternative pedagogies; (3) an award 

system recognizing innovative teaching; (4) a tenure and promotions policy advancing 

faculty by means of research andor teaching (offers incentive and recognition); (5) a 

hiring policy looking for evidence of scholarship and teaching experience; (6) shared 

instructional practices and teaching philosophies between peers; and (7) overall, a 

comfortable and safe chnate to work in. Unfortunately, progressive departments 

supportive of teaching seem tu be the exception, not the rule. As Leslie discovered, many 

professors express surprise at the level of support her department offers, leaving her to 

wonder if teaching is achowledged by the University as being part of a "good academic." 

Danielle similarly questions University support, feeling administration pays "lip service" to 

teaching by failing to provide a mechanism which values and develops alternative forms of 

instruction. 



While some University departments offer the types of support faculty need, they and the 

institution as a whole, similarly inject challenges. The facdty 1 interviewed identifïed them 

as: (1) administrative red tape in association with interdisciplinary and interdepartmental 

initiatives; (2) enrobent management policy entering more students and increasing the 

number of large-sized classes; (3) hnited number of classrooms supporthg various 

teaching styles; (4) a short semester system; (5) assessrnent and grading policies 

engendering cornpetition versus interdependence; (6) t h e  and workload issues; and (7) 

recognition and reward structures. 

Sam identified administrative red tape with respect to interdisciplinary initiatives as being 

problematic. Indeed, having grown fiom his experiences with team teaching and in light 

of a Strategic Planning Document which espouses collaboration, it comes as somewhat of 

a surprise that a seamless process has yet to be estabiished. It brings into question other 

practices which similarly hinder coiiegiality. It also leads me to wonder how faculty can 

expect students to work coliaboratively, when the University can't even mode1 the process 

itseif. 

Admittedly there are some factors beyond the University's control which innuence policy 

and practice. Govermnent disinvestment in higher education is one such example. At the 

University of Guelph, for instance, the number of students admitted each year has 

consistently grown. More womsome though is how the University and other institutions 

in Ontario will respond to the double cohort issue corne the f d  semester of 2003. As the 

outcornes of these two challenges have implications for class size, resource availability, 



faculty workload, and pedagogical considerations to name a few, how the University of 

Guelph responds, in light of their Strategic Planning Document which espouses 

colIaboration and learner-centredness, will be very telling. 

The Teaching Journey 

As discussion in past sections of this chapter has alluded, collaborative l e d g  evolved 

fkom a process of joumey and reflection as faculty encountered various incidents during 

their development as university teachers. While researchers such as Boice (1991) and 

Kugel(1993) have addressed aspects of faculty development, documentation in the 

literature is limited. The importance of reflection and change is also hidden. In the stones 

1 prepared, each professor's joumey is recorded and the occurrence of key events and 

influencing factors are traced. While their joumey's were unique and their ~ i g n ~ c a n c e  

personal, each faculty member shared in a process of reflection and growth which resulted 

in change. 

In the process of discovery, their concept of teaching evolved from traditional lecture- 

based methods (characteristic of the instructional paradigm) to more innovative and 

constructive approaches such as collaborative leaming or one of its many c ~ e s ~ '  

(MacGregor, 1990). At the same time, their focus on content became balanced with 

process, their assignments became more varied, their teaching philosophies evolved fiom 

transmission to dialogue, their estabtished educational senings became more supportive of 

student leamiog, their teaching goals became more learner-centred, and their teaching 

roles became more varied as they decentralized their place in the classroom, moving from 



information provider to facilitator, coach, feilow collaborator, and learner to name few. 

More simply, their development saw a change in focus from self (i-e. How do 1 d v e ?  

What teaching method will provide me control?), to content (Le. How do I cover the 

field?), to student (Le. Do they get it? Have they learned?), and fïndy to leaming (Le. 

What's the best way to help students lem? How can 1 involve students in the leaming 

process?). Reaching the latter stage, facuity achieved a point of readùiess where 

alternative pedagogies, such as collaborative l e d g ,  become more attractive with its 

ability to increase student responsibility, make leaming more meaningful, and achieve a 

democratic leaming environment. Interestingly, the successful achievement of this goal, 

brings about what FinkeI and Monk (1 983) describe as the "dissolution of the Atlas 

complexy'. 

In chapter four 1 outlined three types of events which impacted faculty development: 

facilitative, illuminative, and major. Briefly, major events and iiliiminative incidents, 

whether intemally or externally motivated, 1ed to reflection and change in teaching. Major 

events though had the cumulative impact of many illiiminative incidents put together 

which tended to accelerate development in teachers. In contrast, facilitative incidents 

provided the means (Le. skill development) or climate (Le. faculty support) to be 

innovative, but lacked the reflective quality characteristic of change that the other two 

exemplified. As 1 have already spoken to the value of facilitative events in the previous 

section, I'll speak to the other two. 

During their teaching joumey, the facdty 1 in te~ewed identified many illuminative and 



major incidents which fostered reflection on their classroom practice and change in their 

teaching and instructional philosophy. Illuminative events were experienced by everyone, 

while the latter were limited to Sam, Sawyer and Neluka. Major events produced 

outcomes which accelerated development in teachùig and included: gaining skill 

development in course design, networkùig with other faculty, experimenting and practising 

with different teaching approaches, developing insight into student leaming, observing 

other faculty teach, becoming familiar with pepedogical issues and concems, and overall, 

increasing confidence and cornfort teaching. Iiiurninative events produced similar 

outcomes, but not all at once. Mat ' s  most important to note is that each event served as 

a building block to improving their effectiveness as instnictors, increasing their coddence 

in teaching, broadening their understanding about knowledge development and the nature 

of knowing, and most importantly, preparhg them (readiness factor) to attempt alternative 

pedagogies such as collaborative learning. 

The University of Guelph, by embracing the model Cerbin (1993) suggests (see section on 

faculty issues in this chapter) and by initiating the suggestions I have proposed, would 

contribute to the support and value for teaching (such as coiiaborative leaming), starting 

with future faculty, onwards to junior professors and seasoned instnictors. Of course, 

setting expectations across campus which view teaching as schoIarly, would M e r  help in 

diminishing the nsk associated in general with teaching and specifically with coliaborative 

leaming . 



Conclusions 

In this chapter, I have identified supporthg structures and inputs which the University can 

strategicaliy implement to support the development of teaching and the movement toward 

alternative pedagogies such as collaborative learning. To sustain these initiatives however 

- a prevailing culture which supports and values teaching, which views teaching as 

scholarly, and whicb rewards teaching appropriately - is needed. As Matthews (1996: 

1 14) points out, "collaborative leaming does not occur in a vacmmi." Tt and other 

pedagogies are influenced by the institutional culture and the prevailing epistemology or 

paradigm in higher education (Winters, 1996). The culture or paradigm at the University 

of Guelph must value teaching as a developmental process, so innovative practice such as 

collaborative leaming c m  be embraced and supported appropriately. As Donald Kennedy 

(as cited in Boyer, 1990: 1) remarked, "it is tirne 'for us to reafnrm that education - that 

teaching, in al l  forms - is the primary task' of higher education." Who knows, one day 

institutions across North America may be known as leading teaching universities, just as 

Harvard and Berkeley are viewed as Leading research institutions. 

Recommendations for the University of Guelph 

The following recommendations reflect my survey of the Iiterature and the stories of 

University of Guelph facuity. 

1. Coiiaborative iearaing shouid be introduced to students in a graduated 

fashion, across the cumculum. 

As noted by faculty, many -dents are conditioned nom prior teaching to be 



passive, independent, and fact-oriented leamers. Given the nature of collaborative 

learning which requires higher cognitive demands and active learning strategies, 

many students tend to be ill-prepared for fidi fledged collaborative leaming. 

Instead, measws which develop cornpetencies (Le. communication skills, problem 

solving s u s )  and encourage students to be reflective, metacognitive leamers 

developmentaliy may be more appropriate. This approach, M e r  provides the 

necessary tools foc students to be successfiil under this model. 

2. The University of Guelph should take proactive measures to develop 

graduate students as teachers, before starting their professional careers in 

higher education settings. 

As evidenced by DanieHe's experience, facdty who have opportunities to teach, 

develop competencies, and gain confidence in their instructional role (to name a 

few), while dl graduate students themselves (Le. TA training, an integrated 

teaching component in graduate prograrns, etcetera) are in a better position to 

begin teaching and to embrace innovation earlier, rather than Iater in their career. 

3. Departmental hiring cornmittees should look for evidence of good teaching 

andlor a background ia education as part of the recruitment process. 

Many faculty identined a lack of teaching experience or background in pedagogy 

as major challenges at the beginning their university career. To ensure quality 

teaching, the University of Guelph - as a leamer-centred, teaching-oriented 

institution - has an obligation to ensure faculty are prepared to teach, or at the very 
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least, supported in theu development. 

4. The University of Guelph should develop r mode1 to structure the induction 

of faculty to teaching. 

As the stories in this thesis attest, teaching is a developmental process. It takes 

time to develop instructionai skills and competencies, gain cornfort with one's 

subject materiai, establish confidence teaching, and become familar with the noms 

of one's discipline and department As a result, any mode1 the University devises, 

shodd account for the time and workload of faculty, provide meanin@ criteria 

and substantive distinctions between different academic ranks (Le. for purposes of 

evaluation), and offer strategic supports, noted in the stories, as either facilitative, 

illuminative, or critical events. 

Teaching Support Services shoutd structure and design instructional 

development opportunities across the lifespan of faculty careers. 

As the faculty's stories demonstrated, innovation most often occurs in mid or late 

career when professors had established tenured status, mastered instructional 

competencies, and gained experience teaching. As such, Instructional 

development initiatives shouid reflect the personal and professional needs of 

faculty as they progress through the various stages of teaching. Sam, for example, 

in trying something new, needed the support and expertise of Teaching Support 

Services to adequately assess and wient students to team leaming. 



6.  Both the University of Guelph and individual facuity should recognize and 

vdue a range of assessrnent practices when evaluating student learning. 

As Neluka discovered, there is no one approach that adequately assesses students 

in al l  situations. Strategies which support various teaching styles and desired 

leaming outcornes need to be continually revised and supported, no matter what 

the grade percentages which might re& In the process, issues of authority and 

power need to be addressed. As Paul shared, traditional examinations work 

contrary to the spirit of collaboration. 

7. The University of Guelph should institute new polky which desipates 

classrooms, not only on the basis of student numbers, but ah0 the teaching 

styles of faculty and the karning needs of students. 

Maay faculty 1 spoke with commented on the poor physical arrangement (Le. 

bolted furnihue) and the availabiiity of appropriate classrooms, complimentary to 

the desired mental space and the types of teaching approaches and Iearning goals 

they preferred. 

8. As new classrooms are buiit andlor old elassrooms are renovated, efforts to 

involve faculty in the design of mdti-fbnctional leaming environments 

should be made. 

Faculty highlighted many design features (structurally and hctionally) which 

worked contmry to their preferred teaching approaches, desired learning goals, 

and ideal leaming spaces. By iovolving faculty in the design of multi-hctional 



classrooms, efforts to improve the quality and availability of leaming enWonments 

can be addressed. 

9. The University of Guelph shouid make greater efforts to facilitate 

interdiscipiina y initiatives and integrate learniag across the curriculum. 

As Sawyer discovered, he experienced less resistance fkom saidents who studied in 

the same speciaiization and the same cohort of peers, then students without such 

expenences. Sam additionally noted, that if university policy created lessC'red 

tape" in terms of interdepartmentavinterdisciplinary initiatives, the frustration of 

orchestratkg collaboration between faculty and departments would be lessened. 

10. The University of Guelph needs to explore new and creative ways to 

vigorously rssess teaching (in addition to teaching dossiers) which recopizes 

teaching as a scholariy activity, gets to the heart of innovation and student 

learnïng, and is appropriateiy rewarded under Promotions and Tenure 

review. 

If teaching is to be viewed as scholarIy, the qualities associated with research (Le. 

complex, problematic, intellectually chalienging, and creative work) and the 

rewards it receives (Le. promotion and tenue, visibility, opportunities to develop 

pedagogy) must similady be associated with teachhg. As many of the stones 

suggest, faculty are less likely to entertain the risks associated with collaborative 

leaming or talk about teaching, until either they achieve tenured status, have a 

strong background in research, such as Paul, to fd back on, or benefit fiom a 



department who values teaching and supports innovation. 

Recommendatioas for Future Research 

Having completed this study and achieved my research objectives, 1 h d  myseff asking 

more questions, then generating answers. The List below highlights a select nurnber of 

those questions. 

Are there specibc culturaï factors within disciplines which inhibit, detract, or  

support collaborative learning? 

Many faculty 1 spoke with, highlighted the value of working in a department that 

shared similar teaching philosophies and instructional practices (Le. faciiîtative 

incidents). Danielle also highüghted that learning the protocols of her discipline 

chaiienged her understanding of knowledge development and the nature of 

knowing. FinaUy, as Lee Shulman (1 987) points out, we must keep in mind that in 

teaching, the disciplines play a "'dual role" - they're both the basis of practice and 

what you practice. 

2. Are the issues and challenges identüied in thW study the same for other 

University of Guelph faculty who similady use coIiabontive lerirning? 

As 1 interviewed a iimited number of faculty (7) who use coliaborative leaming, 

there is some question with regards to its generalizability to other faculty who 

similarly employ collaborative leaming. 



3. Are the barriers identifîed in this study, similar or the same for facuity who 

use other approaches to teachiag and Iearning? 

Since teaching is a developrnental process, as evidence by the four stages of 

growth in the faculty stories, there is some question whether or not the issues and 

challenges associated with collaborative learning are similar, ifnot the same, no 

matter what practice faculty employ. 

4. If a comparable study was performed by another institution, would they 

simüarty unveil the outcome of journey and refiection as faculty develop as 

teachers? 

The preparation of faculty stories, for example, revealed the importance of journey 

and reflection. Analysis m e r  identined the types of events (facilitative. 

illuminative, major) which influenced their teachhg as they progressed through the 

four stages (self, content, student, leaming) 1 noted. 

5. What interventions can be instituted to support the use of coiiaborntive 

leaniing by facuity? 

Coilaborative learning requires confidence and ski11 in teaching, not to mention 

buy-in to a new of thinkllig about knowledge development (constructivism). At 

the same time, faculty are concemed about workload issues, the achievement of 

tenure, and the perceived risks associated with collaborative Learning. How cm 

these concems be addressed? 



6. How can facdty members b a t  provide support to students engaged in 

collaborative learning? 

As the faculty I intervieweci soon discovered, collaborative learning necessitated 

them to orient students to this new manner of leaming. Having previously been 

taught in a passive, fact-onented, and haditional manner the faculty identifïed 

many students who were ill-prepared to leam under the collaborative model. 

7. What types of interventions are conducive to promoting positive, professional 

attitudes towards teachhg? 

As 1 reiterated in chapter six, teaching must be viewed as a scholariy activity and 

be valued by the institution through a prevaiiing culture of support, recognition, 

conversation, and reward. Research which specifies practices and their impact on 

attitudes, therefore, is needed. 
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APPENDIX 



Appendix A - Interview Contact Letter 

Date 

Name 
University Address 

Dear y 

My name is Jeanette Dayman- 1 am a graduate student in the Department of Rural 
Extension Studies. As a graduate student, I am interested in the use of various 
pedagogical practices, pzutïcularly collaborative leaming that University of Guelph faculty 
employ in their classroom. R-on Stoltz, Director of Teaching Support Services, has 
identified you as one of a h a n a  of innovative faculty members who uses collaborative 
Iearning- 

As a part of my Master's thesis, 1 am interested in deteminhg faculty perceptions of 
barriers to the implementation of coliaborative leaniing in undergraduate programs. With 
the increase in demand of collaborative group skiU by ernployers and with the SPC 
(Strategic Planning Commission) document recommending greater collaboration and 
student-centred learning, this study is both topical and timely. 

Through my research , 1 hope to generate recommendations in the development of 
effective implementation strategies, to provide suggestions for policy development at this 
institution, to infonn other interested parties of the potential barriers that my occur when 
implementing coilaborative leaming, and to iden te  firture areas of study. 

With your assistance, my thesis objectives can be met. I would appreciate the opportunity 
to meet with you in the near fiinire to discuss and gain iosight into your experiences with 
collaborative leamhg. 1 will be contacting you by phone in the next couple of weeks to 
hopefbliy arrange an interview with you at a convenient time and place of your choice. If 
you have any questions, please contact me by phone at (519) 837-8048 or by e-mail at 
jdayrnan@uoguelph.ca My thesis advisor, Al Lauzon, is also available for questions at 
(5 19) 824-4 120, x3379 or by e-mail at allauzon@uoguelph.ca. 

Thank you in advance for your tirne and participation. 

Sincerely, 

Jeanette Dayman 
Department of Rural Extension Shidies, OAC 



Appendix B - Follow-up E-mail to Iiitemiew Contact Letter 

To: 
CC: 
Attach: 
Subj ect: 

Dear --- , 

My name is Jeanette Dayrnan. I am a graduate d e n t  with the Department of Rural 
Extension Studies. 

A few weeks ago 1 sent you a letter informing you of my interest in studying coilaborative 
leaming and invithg you to be a part of that process. Dr. Ron Stoltz, Director of 
Teaching Support Services, identined you as one of a group of faculty who implement this 
method with undergraduate students and who might be interested in sharing some 
classroom expenences with me. I hope this is indeed the case. 

1 would appreciate it if you wouid contact me and let me h o w  of you are interested in 
being a part of my study, one way or the other, as I would like to begin the interview 
process at the earliest possible date. 1 can be reached by phone at (5 19) 83 7-8048 or 
through e-mail at idaman@zuomiei~h.ca. M y  thesis advisor, Al Lauzon, is dso available 
to speak with. He can be reached at extension 3379 or by e-maii at 
alIauzon@uoguelph.ca. 

Thank you again for your consideration- 

S incerely, 

Jeanette Dapan  
Rural Extension Studies 



Appendix C - Interview Questions 

1. 

2- 

3, 

4. 

5. 

6 - 

7. 

8 - 

9 - 

10. 

I l .  

1 la. 

12- 

13. 

14. 

15. 

16. 
a. 
b. 
C. 

d, 
e. 

What is your philosophy of teaching? 

How has your philosophy of teaching changed over your teachuig career? 

What innuenced thïs change? 

What does coilaborative learning mean tu you? 

When did you become interested in coilaborative learning? 

Why did you become interesteà in collaborative learning? 

When ciid you start using collaborative leaming? 

Why did you start using collaborative leamïng? 

What other methods do you use in conjunction with coliaborative leaming? 

Did you take any steps to prepare yourself for using coilaborative l e d g ?  
If YES . . . What were they? 

Do you take any steps to help students to prepare for collaborative learning? 
If YES - . . What are they? 
How do you get the students to coilaborate? 

Based on your teaching expenence, what barriers/challenges have you encountered 
in the implementationluse of coliaborative learning? 

What could the institution do to better support faculty (you) in implemenring 
colIaborative learning? 

1s there anything else that you would like to add? 

May I speak with you at a later date i f 1  need to follow-up on a few questions? 

Demograp hic Information? 
Age Range (years): 26-35 36-45 46-55 56-65 
Academic Statu? 
Department? 
Number of Years Teaching in total? At the University of Guelph? 
Are you a tenured faculty member? .... If not are you tenure-tracked? 



Appendix D - Interview Guide 

Interviewer Instructions 

Before meeting with faculty member, check recording equipment. 

Arrive five minutes early- 

Introduction 

1 want to thank you again for meeting with me today. I am really excited about 
tallung to you about collaborative leaning. Itys something that I am peaonally 
intngued by and which 1 have spent considerable time researching. 

Just to let you know . . . you are one of seven people I am interviewing, and 
depending on our conversation, this interview may take anywhere f?om 45 to 90 
minutes- Do you have the tirne? 

The set-up of the interview is quite uniform. 1 will be asking you approximately 16 
questions in an attempt to gain insight to your experiences with coilaborative 
learning. At the conclusion of our conversation 1 have a few demographic 
inquiries, at which tirne the interview wiil formally conclude. 

1 also want to ver* that it is d l  acceptable to use a recording devise. I will have 
it playing throughout our conversation, but you may turn it off at any point during 
the interview. The tape will be erased one month d e r  I successfûliy defend my 
thesis. 

FlnaUy, in accordance with the ethical guidelines set by m y  department, 1 have two 
copies of a consent letter - one for each of us. By signing the letter, you indicate 
to me that you are cordiortable with how this i n t e ~ e w  will proceed and how 1 wiil 
use the data collected fiom its proceeding. Likewise, 1 wili make every effort to 
maintain the confidentiaiity of our conversation and the data used in my thesis. 

Before we start . . . 1 would Like to perform a test of the recording device. Could 
you Say "TEST 1,2,3" in your normal speaking voice so I can gage where to 
place the recorder? 

Thank you. 



Questions and Probes 

Section One: The Context of the I n t e ~ e w  

1. m a t  is your philosophy of teaching? 
- metaphor of teaching 
- teachùig versus leaming orientation 
- to teach is to - . - ? 

2. How has your philosophy of teaching changed over your teachùig career? 

3 
3. What precipitated this change? 

Section Two: The Central Issues of the Interview 

Transition: Now that 1 have a sense of yow teachingphilosophy and how/ïfit has 
change4 I would like to address the issues of colZaborarive leaming more direct&. You 
have been identijid as one who uses collaborative learning. Perhaps you codd start out 
by telling me . . . 

4. What does collaborative Iearning mean to you? 
- as opposed to group leamhg or cooperative leaming? 
- is it different fiom other group methods? 
- more then a set of techniques? 
- how does it tie in with your philosophy of teaching? 

5.  When did you become interested in collaborative leaming? 
- was there an event, moment, etc. that you can pinpoint your interest? 
- professional development or conference infIuence/exposure? 

6 .  Why did you become interested in coliaborative learning? 
- as opposed to some other innovative pedagogical practice? 
- what about collaborative leamhg appeals to you more than other methods? 

7. Men  did you start using coilaborative leaming? 
- d e r  you became tenured? 
- fiom the start of your teaching career? 
- &er some revelatiodevent? 

8. Why did you start using collaborative learning? 
- to deal with large classes? 
- materiaVcurricuIum lent to collaborative learning? 
- easier to manage? 



9. 

1 O* 

11. 

1 la. 

12. 

What other methods do you use in conjunction with coliaborative leaming? 
- do you use them together? 
- as appropriate? 
- lectures, other methods? 

Did you take any steps to prepare yourself for using coilaborative le&@ 
IF YES . . . What were they? 
- professional development? 
- fïnding a mentor or colleague who uses collaborative leaming? 
- attendhg conferences? 
- lurking on iistservs? 

Do you take any seps to help students to prepare for coilaborative Learning? 
IF YES - . . What are they? 
- handouts? 
- oral presentation? 
- take me to your classroom and teil me what you see and do? 

How do you get the students to collaborate? 
- do you take them through a series of steps or activities? 
- discussion in first class meeting? 

Based on your experience, what challenges or issues have you encountered in the 
implementation of coilaborative leamïng? 

Institutional 
- culture? 
- assessment - how does it impact the process? 
- lack of training and support? 
- curriculum coverage? 
- tenudfaculty evduation? 
- increase in student numbers? 
- short semester system? 
- teaching versus research? 

Students 
- professor viewed as opting out of teachuig? 
- cornfort zone of students may be Lecture? 
- students not accuitured to collaborative learning . . . security issue? 
- lack of training/orientation to collaborative learning? 
- tunnel vision . . . focussed on light at the end of the tunnel? 
- having to trust peers for grades? Performance? 
- assessment issues? 



Physical Environment 
- number of large lectures halls with unmoveable fiunt-ture? 
- number of seminar rooms with unmoveable fûmiture? 
- Lighting? temperature? classroom avaiiability? 
- is the room conductive of collaborative leaming? Inviting? 

Faculty 
- content versus process? 
- preparation time and management? 
- teaching experience and exposure? 
- lack of mentors? 
- risk inherent in using new methods? 
- tenure concerns - f d t y  evduated on teaching terms not learning? 
- lack of training in education, pedagogy? 
- issues of power and control? 

13. What could the institution do to better support faculty @ou) in implementing 
collaborative leamhg? 

14. 1s there anything else you would iike to add? 

15. May 1 speak with you at a later date i f1  need to follow-up on a few questions? 

16. Dernographic Information . - . 
- age range (jrears) 26-35; 36-45; 46-55; 56-65? 
- academic status? 
- number of years teaching? 
- number of years teaching at the University of Guelph? 
- department? 
- are you tenured? tenure track? 
- sex? 



Appendix E - Participant Fdback  Letter for Stories 

Date 

Name 
Departmental Address 

Dear --, 

My name is Jeanette Dayman. You may remember me fiom last year when I interviewed 
you for my Master's thesis on collaborative l e a - g -  Since then, 1 have been on a leave of 
absence, having oniy recently retiwed to my studies. 

1 am not immersed in m y  data, analysing each of the interview transcripts. In the process 
of synthesizhg the data, 1 have written a story that documents the teaching joumey of 
each i n t e ~ e w  participant. Please find enclosed two copies of your own story- 

1 would appreciate it ifyou wodd offer some feedback on how well 1 have captured and 
reflected your story. You may have noticed that at points in the narrative I have added 
additional information or asked for clarification. For the latter, would you please add your 
comments- On that note, please feel fiee to offer comment on any aspect of the story in 
terms of accuracy, tone, etcetera, 

As 1 would iike to continue my analysis and chapter writing, 1 would greatly appreciate 
having your comments back by Friday, December 18% I can either stop by your office (or 
departmental office) to pick-up the second story copy on Friday or beforehand, or ife- 
mail is more convenient, I cm easily send an electronic copy for comment. Tf you wodd 
prefer the latter, please e-mail me at jdavman@.uogueloh.ca. 1 can also be reached at 
x2468, 

Thank you very much for your continued assistance with my thesis. 

S incerely, 

Jeanette Dayman 
Rural Extension Studies 




